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We thank the Committee for the opportunity to make a submission and granting an extension to
this important inquiry.
Aged Care Crisis (ACC) is a community based independent group that listens to the voices coming
from the coalface of aged care - the stories of family members, residents and of the individual
nurses and nurse aids who work there.

(Please note: Whilst Footnotes are superscripted, Endnotes are bracketed and subscripted.)
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Glossary and abbreviations
ACC
ACCC
CVS
Quality Agency,
The Agency
The Department

Aged Care Crisis
Aged Care Complaints Commissioner
Community Visitor Scheme
Australian Aged Care Quality Agency
(formerly known as the Aged Care Standards and Accreditation Agency)
Department of Health
(formerly known as the Department of Health and Ageing)

Pressure injuries

Alternative names: Decubitus Ulcers, Pressure Ulcers, Pressure Sores, Bed
Sores, pressure inuries, Dermal Ulcers, Pressure Wounds

RN

Registered Nurse (equivalent in the USA and Australia)

AIN

Assistant In Nursing

CNA

Certified Nursing Assistant

CNA, NA

Certified Nursing Assistant, Nursing Assistant

LVNs/LPNs

Licensed vocational/practical nurses (USA)
(Equivalent to enrolled and certified nurses in Australia)

PCW, PCA

Personal Care Worker, Personal Care Attendant, Personal Care Assistant
(Level III or less)

hprpd, hprd

hours per resident per day

CMS

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), previously known as
the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA), is a federal agency within
the United States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) that
administers the Medicare program and works in partnership with state
governments to administer Medicaid, the State Children's Health Insurance
Program (SCHIP), and health insurance portability standards. In addition to
these programs, CMS has other responsibilities, including the administrative
simplification standards from the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), quality standards in long-term care facilities
(more commonly referred to as nursing homes) through its survey and
certification process, clinical laboratory quality standards under the Clinical
Laboratory Improvement Amendments, and oversight of HealthCare.gov.

OSCAR
CASPER

The Online Survey, Certification and Reporting (OSCAR) system was an
administrative database of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) for many years (in the USA).
Effective July 2012, the OSCAR system was replaced by the Certification and
Survey Provider Enhanced Reporting (CASPER) system and the Quality
Improvement Evaluation System (QIES).

Kaiser Foundation

The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation (KFF), or just Kaiser Family
Foundation, is an American non-profit organisation, headquartered in Menlo
Park, California. It focuses on major health care issues facing the nation, as
well as U.S. role in global health policy.

Nursing Home
Compare

Official USA government website that allows consumers to compare
information about nursing homes. It contains quality of care and staffing
information for all 15,000 plus Medicare and Medicaid participating nursing
homes.
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1 Executive Summary
In our submission we closely examine the patterns of thought or ‘paradigms’ that drive both
political debate and marketplace conduct. We understand the world we live in and what we do
there through the paradigms we use. We also employ the broader term ‘discourse’ which overlaps
and often includes the paradigms.
Discourse: Discourse describes the interaction we have with others as we develop new
paradigms, the discussions we have as we talk about the things we do using the paradigms, make
plans/policy or decisions, defend and justify our decisions and our actions. Discourses are the
basis for our arguments when we are persuading others to do what we want them to. It is how we
control them and keep them in line without using physical force.
Those with social credibility and power are able to control the dominant discourses and so
influence how others think and behave. Social scientists use these concepts in understanding
what happens in society and why citizens behave the way they do. It is well worth understanding
them if we want to understand what has and is happening.
What is revealed: When this approach is understood it is readily apparent that there is a
widespread pattern of unacceptable behaviour that is not in society’s best interests and is harming
citizens. This extends from the banks as revealed at the Royal Commission, through scams in
multiple other sectors and also into aged care. Citizens that we would expect to be serving others
and supporting our society are exploiting them and damaging society itself.
This is clearly a social problem and is best understood as social or cultural pathology and we use
the term ‘culturopathy’ to describe it as a specific phenomenon in modern western democracy.
The problem lies in patterns of thinking and a discourse that not only allows but encourages people
to behave like this.
Our submission: In our submission we explore the paradigms and discourses that have led to this
sort of behaviour by people who are clearly genuine and whose efforts have motivated others. It
has turned them into leaders – often pillars of society.
The purpose of our analysis is to show that tax evasion is only one symptom of this social
pathology and that there are many other symptoms. Addressing tax evasion will do no more than
treat one of the symptoms and we worry that this is what the committee might try to do.
The pathology: We argue that the questionable but attractive dominant paradigm and the
discourse that makes it legitimate were based on belief rather than evidence or logic. The
problems are a consequence of applying ideas that are built on illusions, and not real life
situations, to real life situations.
Any solution to this problem must include structural alterations that tie thinking closely to real life
and create a context that will encourage the development of less harmful paradigms that are less
likely to escape into wishful fantasy.
Exploring this issue: In our submission we track the dominant free market discourse and the
application of this paradigm in aged care and show how it has resulted is an aged care system that
too frequently harms our citizens and gives taxpayers very poor value for money. Aged care is a
good place to start addressing the harm done not only to aged care but to society. We make
suggestions.
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Brief outline of our submission
We address the issues by responding to the following terms of reference.
a) the use of any tax avoidance or aggressive tax minimisation strategies;
We use an example from the NHS in the UK, which was closely studied, to show that this is a
global problem, that corporate webs are the common vehicles used and that human services are
not immune. We then move on to describe the issues that have arisen about tax evasion in Aveo
and Tricare as well as the corporate webs they use. We use the example of PrimeLife, which has
been investigated in Australia to show that what is happening is not new.
We have collected information about Tricare and what has been said about it over the years. We
have used it as an example of corporate thinking and behaviour in order to explore the discourse.
This is not to claim that it has in any way deliberately done anything wrong or illegal. It has been
very successful and is simply representative.
b) the associated impacts on the quality of service delivery, the sustainability of the sector,
or value for money for government;
In addressing this, we look not only at the impact of tax evasion but at the impact of corporate
webs on care, and also at the impact of the underlying discourse that has made corporate webs
and tax evasion seem legitimate to those who embrace and believe in it.
Corporate webs: We explore the development of corporate webs initially by private equity groups,
and describe how three quarters of US nursing home companies have come to use them. They
have now spread globally in aged care. We draw attention to their frequent use to exploit
vulnerabilities in the system and the evidence that they are associated with poor care.
The consequences for care: We address this issue by exploring the way the discourse has
operated and the negative impact it has had on staffing and care. This is far more disturbing than
any tax avoidance that has occurred. It has had a major impact on many lives. We look at several
issues before moving to specific examples.
Claims vs evidence: We explore the impact of the discourse by looking at the poorer staffing and
larger number of failures in care in those sectors where the providers are competing strongly in the
marketplace. The discourse claims that market completion is more efficient and provides better
service and care. The evidence shows that this is not the case and that care and staffing are
worse.
Nonprofits: We document the changes that are occurring in the non-profit sector as it
consolidates and embraces the discourse. We describe the way in which some of them are now
reducing staffing levels and give examples that suggest the incidence of failures in care in
nonprofits and government run nursing homes is increasing.
Rorting the financial system: In tracing the impact of the discourse we describe the rorting or
maximising of the funding system in aged care – but Australia is not unique. We then look at the
way the discourse has developed patterns of thinking that have made it legitimate to reduce
nursing level. We have seen the number of trained staff decline at the same time as resident’s
acuity (frailty and need for more care) has increased. We compare staffing levels with international
standards in countries where they collect data to show that safe care cannot be provided with this
level of staffing.
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Distorting the system: We look at how the focus on market metrics and the failure to collect data
and evaluate outcomes has allowed this situation to continue for 20 years. It has distorted the
system and resulted in misconceptions and inappropriate decisions by government.
The focus on management and business expertise has seen the sector dominated and controlled
by those who have no actual experience of care. They are seen as credible and appointed as
government advisers and consultants. Decisions and policies are made by people who have never
provided care and who fail to understanding the consequences of their decisions.
The perception that we had a fragmented and immature system led to the decision to drive
consolidation using market forces. This was done in the face of extensive international evidence
that shows this has resulted in warehousing in large profit making facilities that had poorer staffing,
more failures in care and a less rewarding quality of life.
Choice: While control and stability are critically important for the elderly the discourse has
focused on providing choice. This can be seen as an excuse to attract providers into the sector
and so turn it into a market with companies offering multiple choices.
The focus here has been on Consumer Directed Care (CDC) for home care. This has introduced
confusion and instability with more overheads so less service for the same money. It has
increased costs and delivered less care and not worked in the UK where it is strongly criticised.
These changes expose the elderly to an increased risk of exploitation and fraud. The regulatory
system is not local so that they have no one to turn to. They get little local help and support.
Consequences of the discourse: To illustrate the impact of the discourse we describe the many
failures in care during 2017. The scandal at Oakden in South Australia finally saw some public
scrutiny of the repeated failure of the regulatory system. This exposure has seen the Quality
Agency become more aggressive in its efforts but it remains a flawed system.
2018 saw the focus turn to Queensland where there were staff cuts and failures in care. A study
by the unions found extensive problems in care and very poor staffing. There were ongoing
problems in other states.

Specific company failures
We give two examples showing how people who are very successful and are widely admired in the
ordinary marketplace can create havoc in vulnerable sectors. The discourse and the practices that
make them so successful can cause major problems and harm citizens in a vulnerable sector.
We explore the discourse by closely studying what we could find out about Aveo and then Tricare
where we examine the patterns of thought revealed by the large number of documents in our
possession. We look briefly at similar behaviour in several other companies.
Ownership and probity requirements: The discourse has maintained that ownership has no
impact on care and that only the provider subsidiary that is owned has any impact on care. They
must apply to be rubber stamped as ‘approved providers’ and convicted criminals are barred.
This was the justification for abolishing probity requirements in 1997. The belief that private equity
turnaround corporations and corporate webs had no impact was simply another illogical illusion in
the face of extensive data. We describe some of the problems caused by owners.
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Nonprofits: We examine some scandalous conduct by the boards of nonprofits and consider the
possibility that failures in care at some facilities is linked to this through the adoption of the
discourse.
Conclusions: We conclude that the quality of service delivery has been compromised, and that
we are getting very poor value for money. The lack of data makes it impossible to assess what is
needed to address the problems and so determine sustainability.
c) the adequacy of accountability and probity mechanisms for the expenditure of taxpayer
money;

Accountability
Our interest has been in accountability for the care provided. This is where much of the waste
occurs. We examine the lack of any accountability or probity in the sector to illustrate what is
happening to taxpayer’s money.
Accountable to who? It is not possible to have accountability when those to whom you are
accountable do not have the capacity to enforce accountability. This is particularly so when the
system is so opaque that it cannot be assessed. We examine the factors responsible for this.
Several issues arise:
1.

The lack of transparency and accountability following decisions made in the 1997 legislation.
These were justified by the discourse.

2.

The difficulties in as well as the ineffectiveness of government in monitoring and enforcing
accountability.

3.

The hollowing out and progressive undermining of civil society (ie our communities), This
renders civil society incapable of holding both government and market to account – a core
function essential for democracy. The managerial policies integral to the discourse have been
a major contributor to this.

Agency Theory: These issues are explored using the insights revealed by Agency Theory – a
theory addressing self-interest in the marketplace.
Government regulators have responded to their failures by claiming it is not them but providers
who are actually responsible for failed care. History tells us that in a marketplace providers cannot
be trusted to be responsible. History and tradition show that it has always been the community
itself that has assumed responsibility for the care of their fellows. We argue that there are good
reasons for this,
Once this is accepted then agency theory shows that both government and providers in the
marketplace are our agents and so accountable to us for the care that is given. As a community we
are well placed and capable of holding our agents to account in aged care. But communities have
been pushed aside and excluded so cannot hold either of them accountable.

Probity
The history and story of probity are examined to show why the discourse got rid of it in 1997 and
the extensive but unrecognized consequences. Particularly revealing are the illusions and
rationalisations used to justify doing this. We expose these to sunlight.
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The story: It is difficult to see how any discourse could possibly come to do this and see it as
justified. To understand how this happened we briefly track the development of the discourse from
its origins in 1970. We see that it specifically rejected any need to be socially responsible. We
track its ascendency and then its abolition of the probity regulations that required providers of care
to be people who behaved responsibly.
Token responsibility: The high-pressure competitive market that was developed allowed no room
for social responsibility. In vulnerable sectors being responsible impacted negatively on profits and
so on the ability to compete and survive – an inverted form of social Darwinism. While providers
now claim to be socially responsible the system provides little room for this so it is tokenised.
Capture: The way regulation was structured in aged care saw it controlled by believers in the
discourse. There was a revolving door with industry enabling it to remain in control. What it thinks
and does is “captured” by the discourse. This leads to a conflict with its regulatory role, which
renders it ineffective.
A higher loyalty: Defending the discourse by containing publicity and so keeping information
away from the public seems to have become more important than addressing the problems. The
Quality agency has instead played a prominent role in creating a positive image of the industry and
in defending its illusions.
Conclusion: We briefly examine regulatory ineffectiveness and refer the inquiry to our other
submissions where we do an in depth analysis. We conclude that there is neither accountability
nor probity in the sector and that the taxpayer is not getting value for money.
d) whether current practices meet public expectations;
Whose expectations? The issue here is whether the public has the knowledge and interest to
make an informed decision as to whether current practices meet their expectations. We explain
why this has happened and how it has come about. Because of this good care has become a
token for something that is not there. This is marketed at the public who do not know enough to
reject it.
The informed public: Quite clearly current practices are not meeting the expectations of an
informed public. We give two examples to illustrate this. We also turn to politics and show that
politics and politicians are also not meeting public expectations.
The problem with politics: We examine the assessments made by those who have studied our
political system. They confirm the problem and stress that this is in large part because the political
system embraces the discourse and is unable to challenge it. It has been captured and controlled
by industry and is unable to take any action that would impact on industry’s activities.
Paradigm paralysis: We describe a situation that those who study social processes call paradigm
paralysis – an inability to abandon paradigms that are not working and look at alternatives. Instead
the same mistakes are repeatedly made.
Effective regulation: We examine the effectiveness of different forms of regulation and stress that
it is the day-to-day interaction between involved citizens in managing their affairs that is by far the
most effective form of regulation. The market and its discourse have created a context where this
does not happen.
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e) any other related matters

Finding a way forward
We review what we have learnt by examining the system and defining the problems in order to
look at a way of extricating aged care as the first step in building new soundly based paradigms.
We argue that governments are incapable of doing this themselves.
Civil society and democracy: In democracies governments represent civil society. They work
with and support civil society. They cannot go it alone and manage without civil society’s support.
In democracies effective paradigms are developed and rigorously debated against real events in
civil society - although they can sometimes be very susceptible to illusions.
We urge the government to align itself and work with civil society by rebuilding and empowering it
to manage its own affairs. It needs help in gaining knowledge and confidence. Politicians need to
do this if they are to challenge the market and take back control of our country so that they can
serve its people. Aged care is a core community responsibility so well placed to lead the way in
doing this. It is the best place to start.
A community based system: Aged care Crisis has argued for 10 years that the management
and oversight of aged care should be local and ongoing rather than central and intermittent.
Government’s role is to train, mentor and support our communities and not to destroy them.
We are strongly supportive of proposals to introduce an empowered community visitor’s scheme.
We argue that these visitors should form a nucleus around which community groups form and
manage aged care locally. There would be regular on site community organisation and evaluation
of aged care services.
Members of the community organisations would be in regular contact with the providers, who are
their agents, and be regularly in discussion about what is happening. By holding the providers
accountable the community would have the power to insist that the providers identify with and
conform to the community’s discourse – the more traditional discourse of care. Changing the
discourse would be the first and most important step in addressing the failures in care that have
occurred – the major symptoms.
We explore these issues and refer to other submissions where we examine them in more depth.
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Introduction
Aged Care Crisis is an advocacy group that have closely examined the conduct of companies in
health and aged care over many years. We have researched the sector and written over 40
submissions to inquiries(48) and between us authored three web sites(25)(47)(54).
We have an interest in the patterns of thought (paradigms and discourses) that result in practices
that are socially unacceptable and cause harm. For the lack of a better word, we have called this
‘culturopathy’(55) – cultural pathology. It is a common problem and tax evasion is simply one facet of
it.

Discourses and paradigms
Infectious patterns of thought: The prevailing discourse around late 20th century marketplace
thinking (the paradigm) and the practices that were based on them have brought their protagonists
success and credibility. Paradigms and discourses that make individuals and companies
successful become infectious. They spread through the marketplace, and then become
entrenched as the way things are done. Those involved defend their actions and look for ways of
discrediting confronting data and their critics2.
This now dominant discourse in Australia has followed a path that started in the USA, then spread
to the UK and finally to Australia and other countries. It often tries to defend itself and its failures
by comparing its practices with those in other countries who have the same problems and the
same failures.
The processes at work are similar to those that gave rise to the many dysfunctional 20 th century
ideologies in which millions died. Ideologies are the horrible things that others believe in and do.
We never apply them to ourselves, but we cannot deny that we all use paradigms and engage in
discourse.
Elsewhere we have tracked this infectious discourse and the paradigms it uses from US banks to
US health and aged care and then through to politicians and aged care in Australia(60). But it has
followed many paths. One of these has been through Australian banks.
Three of the Australian banks in trouble with the Royal Commission as well as a subsidiary of
Citigroup, another bank with a very poor record, have been large investors in aged care(5)(27). The
board members of all of our companies including banks and aged care companies are drawn from
a small pool of directors who are part of this discourse3. The discourse has been brought into the
aged care sector by credible leaders from the marketplace and this discourse has been supported
by government.
Paradigms: Paradigms establish the boundaries of our perceptions and become the ‘lens’ through
which we view our activities. Our problem is that they are often so tightly embraced that they limit
our ability to conceive of alternate patterns of thought – other paradigms and discourses. This can

2

Paradigm Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paradigm
In explaining paradigms Wikipedia summarises Thomas Kuhn’s “The Structure of Scientific Revolutions” (p85) indicating that:
“For well-integrated members of a particular discipline, its paradigm is so convincing that it normally renders even the possibility of
alternatives unconvincing and counter-intuitive. Such a paradigm is opaque, appearing to be a direct view of the bedrock of reality itself, and
obscuring the possibility that there might be other, alternative imageries hidden behind it. The conviction that the current paradigm is reality
tends to disqualify evidence that might undermine the paradigm itself; this in turn leads to a build-up of unreconciled anomalies”.

3

Company boards are stacked with friends of friends so how can we expect change? The Conversation 4 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2jSfNBy
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create a situation described as ‘paradigm paralysis’4 in which those involved are unable to respond
in any other way to the situations that they confront than that dictated by the discourse that makes
the paradigm legitimate. They do so even when the practices that result are harming citizens and
their society.
The ideas in the paradigms and the discourse that gives them legitimacy have become the
foundation of their success and integral to their identity. They become part of their psychological
DNA. They defend an attack on their actions and the discourse that makes them legitimate as if it
were an attack on themselves. Once established, these paradigms can be resistant to facts and
logic as well as any form of formal regulation.
Regulating culturopathy: Punitive action results in the individuals and the companies involved
being more careful and increasingly skilled at outwitting regulatory efforts. They make excuses so
that they seldom see their patterns of thought as responsible for their failures. The problem is
global. We have examined similar behaviour in aged care in the USA and the UK(49)(59)(64).
Paradigm paralysis: In this submission we will make the case that both the market and politics
are trapped in patterns of thinking and they cannot see beyond them. There is paradigm paralysis
in both and as a consequence neither are confronting the problems in the banks or in aged care –
sectors where citizens are being harmed. Society, which may well have been in a position to do
something about this has been pushed aside and its role usurped. It has been unable to structure
and organize itself as an effective force.
Culturopathy: This is a culturopathy and aged care is suffering more than any other sector from it.
The tax evasion which this inquiry is exploring is only a symptom of the underlying disease. We
argue that it cannot be successfully addressed and confronted without addressing and changing
the discourse that lies behind it. Tax evasion is only one manifestation and without changing the
discourse, problems and so the processes and practices that result from it will simply resurface
somewhere else.
That the current discourse in the corporate marketplace is culturopathic is readily apparent when
we consider the revelations during the Royal Commission into banks. Many were harmed. Then
we have the numerous recent scandals where marketplace entities have exploited every
vulnerability that can be identified. These have included the funding system, vulnerable customers,
job seekers, vocational trainees and vulnerable employees. Franchising arrangements have
readily followed this path and it is worrying that aged care services are increasingly being provided
by franchising, some of this by multinationals. We have examined these many instances
elsewhere(56)(57).
It was a global failure to recognise, confront and address the problems in the underlying discourse
when the money laundering and other scandals appeared on Wall street, and then in other global
bankers in the early 2000s, that allowed repeated recurrences (27). We saw it again in the financial
scandal around Storm Financial and its bankers in Australia in 2008 5. Without action, we have
seen these and similar practices grow. The most recent manifestation have been revealed by the
Banking Royal Commission.

4

Paradigm Paralysis The Oxford Review Encyclopedia of terms http://bit.ly/2Me2ZSJ
“Paradigm paralysis refers to the refusal or inability to think or see outside or beyond the current framework or way of thinking or seeing or
perceiving things. Paradigm paralysis is often used to indicate a general lack of cognitive flexibility and adaptability of thinking”.

5

In the eye of the storm The Monthly February 2011 http://bit.ly/2l3Hec5
Describes the Storm Financial fraud and the relationship with Macquarie Bank and Bank of Queensland
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Also revealing was the ineffectiveness in changing the mindset and changing the culture of
institutions after the impact of private equity corporate webs in aged care were exposed in the USA
in 20076. Instead they soon became industry wide and global7.
Throughout this, processes politicians and market have weaved and ducked creating smoke and
mirror solutions that carefully avoided confronting the discourse and practices that have given
meaning to all of their lives. That is readily apparent in the government’s resistance to the Royal
Commission into the banks as well as the response to it8. The government’s response to the
Oakden scandal is a classic example9. It does nothing to address the discourse, which is
responsible for the problems. Our regulators are often drawn from industry and also embrace this
discourse.

A contradiction at the heart of care
Aged care is the most vulnerable of all sectors and there is steadily increasing evidence that
staffing and care have been substandard for a long time(58). The unopposed competitive pressures
for profit at the heart of this discourse have been largely responsible for this.
There is a fundamental conflict between the free market discourse and the managerial processes
that are part of it, when contrasted with the discourse of care(17) that has been the motivating force
for the caring professions and the community for hundreds if not thousands of years10. Because
they are incompatible, words too often become a token for the humanitarian motivation and care
that is missing.
The contradictions created by these incompatible paradigms create tensions that affect individuals
and the cultures in their workplaces.
This impacts adversely on the services provided.
That this has remained hidden for almost 20 years is because of:


the vulnerability of the customers, who don’t live long enough to take action;



the failure to record and publish data about failures in care; (13) and



a regulatory system that was ineffective (7)(14), in large part because it has embraced the
legitimacy of this discourse.

Without solid data, those protecting the discourse have been able to challenge their critics and
create the illusion of a ‘world-class system’ protected by ‘rigorous’ regulation.

6

More Profit and Less Nursing at Many Homes The New York Times, 23 Sep 2007 http://nyti.ms/2gow6DA
Describes what happened to nursing homes when their owners were acquired by private equity

7

Care Suffers As More Nursing Homes Feed Money Into Corporate Webs Kaiser Health News 31 Dec 2017
https://khn.org/news/care-suffers-as-more-nursing-homes-feed-money-into-corporate-webs/
(related party transactions in the USA)

8

Scott Morrison resists Bill Shorten's calls for Government apology on banking royal commission ABC News 20 Apr 2018
https://ab.co/2JHGtmW : Government’s attempt to justify its strong resistance to a Royal Commission until it became a fete accompli.

9

Powerful New Reforms to Ensure Safe, Quality Aged Care Government Media Release 18 April 2018
http://www.health.gov.au/internet/ministers/publishing.nsf/Content/health-mediarel-yr2018-wyatt048.htm : after Carnell/Paterson report

10

Belief versus Reality in Reforming Health Care Health Issues 2005, Number 83, pp. 9-13.
http://bit.ly/2lRijsl An analysis of the conflict between patterns of thinking in health care
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The importance of examining paradigms and discourses
Because they determine how we understand things and what we do, discourses and the
paradigms that they are based on influence all of our thinking, our activities and our actions. If
they are dysfunctional and culturopathic, then problems will not be limited to just one sector or
just a particular failure that has been discovered.
There will be multiple other expressions of these patterns of thinking and while likely to be
harmful they will often be difficult to detect. A particular failure must be seen as a red flag to a
wider and much deeper problem that requires attention.

The probity requirements that were abolished in 1997 understood this as self-evident.
There were no restrictions on what was assessed because probity was a measure of
patterns of behaviour and so of the way those involved thought and behaved. This insight
was rejected by the new discourse. Conduct in other sectors was ignored and glaring
failures were characterised as ‘isolated events’ so not fully investigated.
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2 Responding to Terms of reference: a)
a) the use of any tax avoidance or aggressive tax minimisation strategies;

Tax evasion
Aged Care Crisis is aware of the extensive press coverage surrounding the exposure of global
money laundering and tax evasion. We have examined similar behaviour in Wall Street financiers
and banks(27). It is clear that the discourse that makes it acceptable in sections of the market is
widely embraced globally and in Australia. Such a discourse would be very attractive and it would
be surprising if aged care companies were behaving any differently to their peers. It is
representative of a general pattern of thinking that will be applied to other business practices.
An example from the UK: An in depth investigation in the UK 5 years ago shows that human
services are not exempt. It describes the strategies used. This major scandal involved
companies contracting with the National Health Service who were profiting from taxpayers
generosity. It was discovered that “companies receiving lucrative government contracts to
run care services looking after tens of thousands of vulnerable people are avoiding millions
of pounds in tax through a legal loophole”. The vast bulk of their funding came from the
taxpayers. They were able to take “high-interest loans from their owners through the
Channel Islands Stock Exchange” and so move funds out of the country.
By “racking up large interest payments to their parent companies, they are able to reduce their
bottom line and cut their tax bills”. “More than 30 UK companies, including some of the UK’s
most recognisable brands” were involved. It seems that at the same time services to those
needing healthcare were pared back and several company run facilities “received damning
inspection reports”.
While “crippling repayments on private finance initiative (PFI) contracts force NHS
hospitals to make cuts” it was discovered that “as many as 70 NHS PFI projects are based
off-shore”. A study found that hospitals were struggling in debt and “compromising on care,
reducing staff numbers and cutting frontline services”. It was reported that “the complicated
tax structures set up by the firms, or by their parent companies, make use of corporate
entities in the British Virgin Islands, Luxembourg, Jersey, Guernsey and the Cayman
Islands”.
Private Equity groups were among those mentioned. The Australian company, Ramsay
Healthcare, our largest private hospital owner and the company with “the greatest number of
contracts in the NHS to provide services” used a subsidiary in the Cayman Islands in its
financial transactions.


Tax Special Investigation: Firms running NHS care services avoiding millions in tax The Independent 20 Oct 2013
https://ind.pn/2MhXUc1



NHS PFI firms avoid millions in tax The Bureau of Investigative Journalism 4 Sept 2012
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/stories/2012-09-04/nhs-pfi-firms-avoid-millions-in-tax



Firms poised to take advantage of NHS shake6up 'avoid tax on their profits' The Guardian 18 Mar 2012
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2012/mar/17/nhs-shakeup-health-firms-tax-havens



An Unhealthy Business: Major Healthcare Companies Use Tax Havens To Avoid Millions In Uk Tax Corporate Watch 17 Mar
2012 http://bit.ly/2JAyrZC
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None of this was illegal and as in Australia, the UK government was reluctant to interfere in the
marketplace to address the loopholes that allowed this to happen.
We emphasize that these practices were associated with adverse outcomes both for the UK
health system and for the patients who received care in the NHS.
Similar problems in Australia: Aged Care Crisis has analysed the recent material in the press.
This describes how taxpayers are hit twice in order to boost profits – once to pay the providers
large amounts they should, but don’t seem to spend on care, and then the large amounts they
don’t pay on tax. This is at a time when the industry is crying poor, many nursing homes are
reducing staff, and others are alleged to be rationing continence pads and to be feeding residents
on $6 per day. There are growing numbers of failures in care. Many of the senior industry figures
have accumulated large fortunes and buy luxury homes for their families. Some feature on various
rich lists.


'Big nursing home' industry is aggressively minimising tax The Sydney Morning Herald 1 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2JwK4Fi



Australian nursing home giants shifting millions in profits offshore, report finds The Guardian 2 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2HCj9C4



Six top aged care operators reap $2 billion from taxpayers, pay little tax Michael West Blog 1 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2sWkUVe

The articles accused BUPA of having “a complex multinational corporate structure” and of using
“related party loans and debt from a corporate restructure to reduce its profits in Australia”. It
had a similar structure in the UK. In addition to related party loans, companies used “trusts in socalled “stapled security” arrangements.
It is interesting that Opal is half owned by AMP, the worst offender and exploiter of the system and
its customers exposed by the current Royal Commission into banks. Macquarie and Westpac have
both invested in aged care. As explained, the patterns of thinking that lead to this sort of behaviour
are highly infectious and the financial institutions are a prime source of infection. Allity and Estia,
both private equity driven companies are both mentioned. Private equity usually leads the way (59).
As in the UK, it was an investigation by an independent global group, The Tax Justice Network that
exposed the problems11. Many of the strategies are remarkably similar to those described in the
UK 5 years ago. Market listed Japara, which was one of the companies examined in the report
strenuously denied tax avoidance and claimed it was “a good corporate citizen”12 .
There is nothing new about this. Similar issues were raised in 2009 and Tricare was one of those
mentioned13. At a senate hearing it was claimed “some financial headquarters for nursing care
operators were now establishing on Norfolk Island”. The senate were concerned about what had
happened to bonds in a company in receivership. The possibilities that companies might move
bond moneys to another country and then flee Australia was being discussed.
The Australian reported on statements made by the first assistant secretary of ageing, Andrew
Stuart. He said: "There are particular advantages, there are some structures in the industry ...
you can imagine a structure where the domestically taxpaying entities make a loss and the
foreign-based body makes substantial profits because of the fees paid to them by the domestic
entity. - - - Under those circumstances headquarters can make a decent living and less tax can be
paid."
11

Tax Avoidance By For-Profit Aged Care Companies: Profit Shifting On Public Funds
The Tax Justice Network May 2018 http://bit.ly/2JqLfpq

12

Nursing homes reject tax dodge Hobart Mercury 4 May 2018.

13

Aged care bonds to face more scrutiny The Australian 27 April 2009 http://bit.ly/2sOuieh
Residential and community aged care in Australia Senate Standing Committee On Finance And Public Administration
21 April 2009 http://bit.ly/2JDEWv2
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The Department only had “limited information” and was not making accusations. Tricare had 6
subsidiaries registered in Australia. They were all subsidiaries of the Norfolk company. In
response Tricare CEO stressed there "are no TriCare operations managed and no TriCare
personnel located or employed anywhere other than" at locations in Australia.
We are left wondering what the purpose of having their financial headquarters outside Australia
was if not to move money about. We were not told. It is worth noting that unlike Christmas Island
and the Territory of Cocos, Norfolk Island at that time was not subject to the terms of the Australian
Aged Care Quality Agency Act 201314.
The Hon Walt Secord was Chief of Staff to a Federal Aged Care Minister at this time (2007 to
2009). In 2017 in the NSW Legislative Council he indicated:
“my experience of dealing with some of the for-profit aged care providers in southern
Queensland was deeply distressing”15.
He accuses them of putting profits before care and contrasts them with the nonprofits.
He goes on to say:
“When I was working at the Federal level, I encountered southern Queensland aged care
providers who claimed that they could barely make a profit. We discovered that they were
sending their profits to Vanuatu. They had set up shelf companies overseas, where they had
millions of dollars saved”.
It seems very likely therefore, that this has been going on for a long time. He did not name any
companies. Tricare is the largest and probably the most profitable for-profit aged care provider in
Queensland.

2.1

Information about specific corporate webs

Aveo, Murphy Group and many others
Aveo is a company that has received a lot of media attention recently. Journalists Michael West
and Jason Ward have closely examined its corporate structure and Michael West has written a
worrying account of this which the committee should examine 16. It is described as “the largest
aged care company on the Australian share market” and as having “an eye-watering corporate
structure - - ”.
Aveo and its chairman Seng Huang Lee (SH Lee) and his siblings are part of a complex web of
companies controlled by the Malaysian Lee family, a family dynasty started by the father Lee Ming
Tee who was known as “the shark-like corporate raider with the ‘gleaming teeth’”. This was
because of his “spectacular corporate raids” and conduct that saw him spend some time in jail.
The “byzantine complexity of the Lee family corporate structures” extends across Australia,
Malaysia, Hong Kong, China and then into multiple potential tax havens including Bermuda and
the British Virgin Islands. Aveo seems to be one of the cash cows and most of this money comes
from government. It “recorded $1.4 billion in total income and showed zero tax payable”. This
was accomplished through a “raft of related party transactions and a stapled security structure”.
The article lists about 15 linked companies.
14

Australian Aged Care Quality Agency Act 2013 No. 79, 2013 http://bit.ly/2JvGOtq

15

Public Health Amendment (Registered Nurses In Nursing Homes) Bill 2016, Legislative Council, Hansard NSW – 06 April 2017 http://bit.ly/2JDjVRb

16

Aveo’s billions: behind the impenetrable aged-care empire Michael West Blog 23 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2JCdAJJ
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West expresses his concern saying, “it appears that Aveo’s CEO, CFO and Chairman have all
been involved in related party transactions which have not been properly disclosed to
shareholders. It also appears these transactions have not benefitted the company, or the majority
of shareholders, but have served the interests of Aveo’s chairman and largest shareholder”.
It is interesting that the O’Shea family which owns Tricare and its web of companies, has a fair
sized investment in Aveo Healthcare Limited (AHL). Two O’Shea brothers “Peter and John are
also major shareholders in the listed Forest Place Group which runs five aged care villages under
the Aveo Healthcare brand in Brisbane and Redland City”.
The article also notes that Lendlease is a larger operator of retirement villages than Aveo. It
appears it too has been keeping shareholders in the dark about related party transactions which
deliver benefits to other companies connected with its chairman and largest shareholder.
The article notes that “entrepreneurs are flocking to the sector, a sector replete with lavish
government subsidies”. They are coming for the money not because they want to care for the frail
elderly. Are Aveo and others here for the same reasons?
We must ask what will happen when there is not enough money to provide both profits and care.
Which will suffer first? Will they hold government to ransom? Will they dump the residents they are
responsible for and leave? This seems to be happening in the UK.

Tricare and its companies
The Tax Justice Network report identified Tricare as a potential problem17. They found that Tricare
“provide very little public information on their operations and financial performance and may
use accounting methods to avoid paying tax.” The government paid Tricare entities at least $66
million but the only financial data from the holding company Tricare Group Pty Ltd shows revenue
between $17 and $18 Million.
As indicated above concerns were expressed about its web of companies and the way offshore
companies may have been used in 2009. Tricare was mentioned because its holding company
was registered in Norfolk. No reason was given for this. Walt Secord, who at the time was Chief
of Staff to the (then) Minister for Ageing more recently expressed the view that for-profit companies
in Queensland were making large profits and moving funds off-shore.
The obscure nature of Tricare’s financial information has been commented on in the past.
(A) The Queensland Nursing Union
The Queensland Nursing Union has found them to be an unfairly aggressive company to
negotiate with in regard to staffing issues. It addressed these issues in its submission
responding to the Productivity Commissions draft report in 2011. They had sought the
assistance of BDO Kendalls in examining Tricare’s publicly available Annual Report.
They indicated that the statements were for TriCare Limited as a single entity. It is owned by
TriCare Group Pty Ltd - this does not appear to be an Australian registered company.
They were not able to determine whether a large tax payment for previous years was a
“voluntary amendment for prior years or as a result of an Australian Taxation Office audit”.
The financial statement indicated: "Key Management Personnel are also remunerated by
private companies which are outside the TriCare Group”.

17

Tax Avoidance By For-Profit Aged Care Companies: Profit Shifting On Public Funds, The Tax Justice Network
May 2018 http://bit.ly/2JqLfpq
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The QNU submission indicated:
“From these figures it is difficult to gain a clear picture of TriCare’s financial situation in
respect to payment of staff. We note that there is also restricted information on
remuneration of key management personnel. In all, the complex array of operations
allows limited scrutiny bearing in mind TriCare’s documented acknowledgement that it
is not incapable of paying acceptable wage increases but rather unwilling to do so. This
opaque picture of accounting for public funding is not in the public interest nor our
members’. The public should have confidence in the allocation and spending
of tax payer’s money”.
(B) Concerned resident
In 2014 a resident in a Tricare retirement village consulted Whistleblowers Australia and then
a member of Aged Care Crisis18. The resident was concerned that Tricare was charging
residents gross amounts for Brisbane City Council (BCC) rates and water bills while “eligible
pensioner rebates K50pa are discounted direct to Tricare” but “does not declare $K50pa
income in the financial accounts” which were created by an auditor who was not a registered
CPA. If this was actually happening across Tricare’s 4 retirement villages then Tricare would
have been pocketing “up to $200,000 per year”. (NOTE: K is a symbol for $1,000.)
A review by a CPA was not impressed with the financial statement but indicated “This is
consistent with your understanding and also appears consistent with the amount shown in
the Statement”. In regard to the pensioner's rebate “There is no indication on the Statement
of Income & Expenditure as to whether this is what has been done and that seems to be the
issue”. In essence the accountant could not tell whether the amount stated included the
pensioner rebate or not.
The CPA concluded that “I suspect that any compliance with Australian Accounting
Standards will be purely coincidental” and that the reason given for the accounts “still does
not explain the basis of accounting”.
The resident was having difficulty in prosecuting the matter because she found that she could
“only make a complaint about my loss $200pa”, which would not address the problem. The
resident took the matter up with ASIC but we do not know what the final outcome was. The
committee might be able to get this information from ASIC.

The issue with these two examples is that prior to 1997, companies were
required to be transparent about how they spent taxpayers’ money.
This requirement was removed in 1997 by a government that had been
bankrolled into power by industry donations – a government that did not
believe in interfering in any way with the way the market operated.
Clearly it is not in companies like this financial interests to publish informative financial
statements. The consequence is that no one can track their conduct, and while Tricare
may claim that it has not used its corporate web for tax evasion or other purposes,
others probably would have and it fuels distrust.
This sort of conduct should have been foreseen, but with a dominant discourse that
believed a market competing to make money would look after society and automatically
behave responsibly when this was not in their interests, this was not done.

18

Personal communication
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2.1.1 Minimisation of tax is not new
Primelife: This was a large retirement empire built by high flying businessman Ted Sent19. By the
time he formed Primelife in 1995 he had already been “committed to stand trial on
Commonwealth crimes charges over conspiracy to defraud involving a tax minimisation scheme”
in the early 1980s but the charges were dropped. After his next venture he was again subject to
“criminal charges for tax minimisation and once again, the charges were dropped”. Then in
“1990 the corporate watchdog banned him from having any involvement in a company for a
period of six months and in 1992 he was declared bankrupt”.
It seems that by the late 1990s, “retirement villages had become one of Australia's hottest tax
havens and money was literally flooding in - - “. Sent himself said that many entering the sector
“were really not concerned with the residents but were concerned with tax advantages”. Sent
was “one of the highest paid CEOs in the country”.
An ABC 7.30 Report described it this way in 200620. The company was “initially built up by Ted
Sent through various tax minimisation syndicates - Mr Sent's forte - which has previously scared
off investors, and attracted the ire of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission”.
Bill Lewski who worked with Sent at PrimeLife had once been a partner of Max Green, brother of a
senior executive at Babcock and Brown. He was a lawyer who fleeced large amounts from Lewski
and many others. Green was murdered in Cambodia. He was “siphoning money from a tax
minimisation scheme out of the trust fund and into offshore bank accounts”.


Court hears of retirement village group Prime Trust collapse Herald Sun 26 March 2013 http://bit.ly/2LFa39S



Prime primes its BBC assault Sydney Morning Herald 6 Sept 2008 http://bit.ly/2HDlMDL



Untitled page on gem criminals http://www.ruby-sapphire.com/lao_sapphires.htm



A Betrayal of Trust ABC Four Corners 4 March https://ab.co/2l4R2m6

The money he fleeced was never found. A website, whose author is not disclosed describes a
web of Asian criminals with whom Green was involved. That page indicated that “Lewski's
company, Australian Property Custodians Pty. Ltd. was involved with Max Green's tax
deferment scheme”.
Lewski founded his own company Prime Trust probably in 2005 or 2006. It was floated on the
stock exchange in 2007 and went into receivership in 2009. He may well have copied Green and
Sent’s tax minimisation strategies and this may not have been illegal. Both Sent and Lewski were
involved in complex webs of personal and public companies. Related party transactions between
them seemed to be for their benefit rather than shareholders. We cannot be sure that they were
used for tax minimisation.

19

The High Cost of Aged Care Channel 9 TV 12 May 2002

20

Vic Supreme Court to rule on corporate stoush ABC 7.30 Report 31 Aug 2006 https://ab.co/2sVhL8W
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3 Responding to Terms of reference: b)
b) the associated impacts on the quality of service delivery, the sustainability of the sector, or value for
money for government;
An understanding of paradigms and discourses indicates that there will potentially be three issues
to address.
1. The direct financial consequences of the loss of resources that result from tax avoidance
for society, the aged care sector, the residents who could have benefited from that money
and government. This is readily apparent.
2. The consequences of the corporate webs including their impacts on the financing of
services and the funding and provision of care.
3. The discourse itself and the policies and practices that it pursues, what it considers
legitimate practices. Then there are the adverse consequences of this for the elderly
receiving care, for the staff providing it, for the aged care system and for society.
The final two are related. The corporate webs and related transactions are a product of the
discourse. They become a vehicle for its practices whatever their intent. This is likely to be
primarily commercial. We will address these.

3.1

Tax avoidance

If a company was using the money they keep in order to provide better care, then it would be less
confronting but, given the nature of those who do this, it seems unlikely. In Australia, staffing data
shows a steady decline in staffing skills in the face of increasing acuity, even when there has been
more money in the system as in 2014-15. Staffing levels are well below international expectations.
But the vast majority of the data in Australia comes from the nonprofit sector. Not many for-profits
participate in the collection of any data whether about staffing or failures in care so we do not know
how much money is being diverted from care to profit.

3.2

Corporate webs

When tax evasion occurs it is usually carried out through ‘related party transactions’ between webs
of subsidiary companies. We will examine the wider impact of corporate webs and ‘related party
transactions’. To understand how this happened in aged care in Australia we need to follow a
corporate trail.
The story in aged care: In 1997 probity regulations restricting the sort of people who could
provide care to the vulnerable in aged care to those who were “fit and proper” or “of good standing”
were repealed. These were the people and companies who could be trusted to behave
responsibly when caring for those unable to care for themselves. Instead, government threw out a
welcoming mat encouraging those who came in order to make a profit rather than to serve.
The sector has seen large profit focused investors driven by the opportunities to maximize profits
invest in the sector. Previously comprising only a quarter of the sector, their role in the provision of
care has doubled. They now outnumber nonprofits and control the discourse. These include
private equity investors, banks, market listed companies and other entrepreneurial businesses.
The majority of new for-profit entities were looking for a profitable place to invest and few had, or
were controlled by, people who had hands on experience in providing care.
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The door was thrown wide open and investors were encouraged to
come for money and not for care. This is why they are here now.
They have a fiduciary duty to do the best they can for their
shareholders provided it is legal - rather than do what is
responsible or moral.
As indicated earlier, the same group of directors that sit on bank’s boards sit on the boards of aged
care companies and they now dominate the sector21. Business experience and success is an
asset in any market and they are courted by nonprofits. They control the discourse so that even
nonprofits now think and behave the same way.
We have written to the Minister for Aged Care about the spread of ideas from the banks into aged
care pointing out that AMP, Westpac, Macquarie and Citigroup have been major investors in aged
care(5). They have brought their thinking and their practices with them. The last two invested
through their private equity subsidiaries.
Other more recent major private equity owners have included Quadrant and Archer. Blackstone,
the US Private Equity group that is accused of causing the Bankruptcy of the UK’s largest private
nursing home company almost bought one of our larger companies and there was no way of
stopping them(26 ).
One of our web pages reviews the way this discourse spread from financiers into health and aged
care in the USA and the impact on health and aged care there. Dangerous and illogical ideas
about care and staffing, from within that discourse, were introduced directly to aged care in
Australia in 1997. This came from the charismatic and successful founder of a US company that
politicians were welcoming(60). They have had a major adverse impact on care.
He and his company soon dissolved in a fraud and failure of care scandal in the USA. They failed
a probity review in Victoria. His ideas were enormously appealing to politicians and the
marketplace. They developed a life of their own and are still asserted by leading industry figures,
one claiming that “Age is not a Disease – Aged Care does NOT belong in the Healthcare
Domain”22.
Private equity: Private equity is a high-risk aggressive investment strategy where the large profits
generated justify the higher risk of failure. When they enter a sector others must compete and
behave in the same way if they are to survive. Financial pressures and risks are increased and in
aged care the residents are unwittingly trapped in this. They are the ones who suffer from the
increased pressures for profit that private equity introduces.
Private equity businesses reduce costs to increase profitability so that they can quickly sell their
holdings at a large profit. Purchasers must continue the same cost cutting to maintain the value of
their investment. The impact is not transitory and the harm continues. In their report23 the 2007
Standing Committee on Economics inquiry into Private Equity ignored warnings(1) about the
potential impact of private equity investors on vulnerable services like health and aged care.

21
22
23

Company boards are stacked with friends of friends so how can we expect change? The Conversation 4 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2jSfNBy
ASX Aged Care in Australia - the Future Nick Loudon 9 September 2016 http://bit.ly/2qNzbG3
Private equity investment in Australia - final report 2007 Senate Standing Committee on Economics
https://www.agedcarecrisis.com/images/subs/report_on_pr_equity_senate.pdf
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3.2.1 Private Equity bring corporate webs to aged care
Private equity groups investing in aged care have led the way in creating webs of companies that
can be used to move funds, hide profits, evade tax, reduce staffing and particularly in the USA,
limit liability24. An expose in the New York Times in 2006 describes the impact on nursing homes
and the way these strategies were used 25.
This profitable strategy was infectious and by 2017 almost three quarters of all nursing homes
(over 11,000) in the USA were using these corporate webs and indulging in ‘related party
transactions’26. The same practices have also been adopted in multiple other countries 27.
Aged care in the UK has had major problems because of the behaviour of private equity.
Academics there have analysed what happens in greater depth28. We have written a web page
describing developments and research done into private equity in the UK (59). It also describes what
happened more recently in Australia.
Consequences for care: The 2017 US study of related party transactions analysed the massive
aged care data bases in the USA has found that companies using webs and related party
transactions have “8 percent fewer nurses and aides – are 9 percent more likely to have hurt
residents or put them in immediate jeopardy of harm – have 53 validated complaints per
thousand beds compared to 32 – were fined 22 percent more often for serious health violations,
and penalties were 7 percent higher”.
There seems to be a clear relationship between this sort of corporate conduct and performance in
providing care. The committee should therefore also examine whether ‘related party transactions’
are being used for purposes other than tax evasion and consider the impact.
3.2.1.1 Nothing new in this: PrimeLife
We have described Primelife’s focus on tax minimization and the possibility that related party
transactions were used for this. In both Primelife and Prime Trust these corporate webs and
related party transactions seem to have been used to secure advertising rights as well as to enrich
the companies’ founders rather than its shareholders.
We were concerned about the conduct and suitability of the company PrimeLife, which at that time
was primarily a retirement operator but also moving into the ownership and operation of nursing
homes. It was allocated a large number of beds by a government that was supportive of its
business. There is an in-depth analysis of the early part of story and of its management’s
disturbing conduct on one of our websites(31).
Its founder had a prior history of bankruptcy, and was alleged to have had dealings with
underworld figures. Some press reports were very critical of his character. There were
“controversies over his performance agreement and related-party transactions” in dealing with

24

25

Self-dealing by nursing home owners threatens patient care – Editorial St Louis Post-Dispatch Jan 14, 2018 http://bit.ly/2rG5a8p
Hidden Owners, Hidden Profits, and Poor Nursing Home Care: A Case Study Harrington C, RossL, and Kang T International Journal of
Health Services 2015, Vol. 45(4) 779–800 (a detailed analysis of one company showing the impact on care
Unmasked: Who owns California’s nursing homes? The Sacramento Bee 9 Nov 2014
http://media.sacbee.com/static/sinclair/Nursing2/index.html (the consequences for care as money is siphoned away)
More Profit and Less Nursing at Many Homes The New York Times, 23 Sep 2007 http://nyti.ms/2gow6DA

26

Care Suffers As More Nursing Homes Feed Money Into Corporate Webs Kaiser Health News 31 Dec 2017
https://khn.org/news/care-suffers-as-more-nursing-homes-feed-money-into-corporate-webs/ (related party transactions in the USA)

27

Marketization in Long-Term Care: A Cross-Country Comparison of Large For-Profit Nursing Home Chains Harrington C et al Health
Services Insights Volume 10: 1–23 2017 (Similar practices across Canada, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom, and the United States)

28

Britain's care homes are being turned into complex financial instruments Open Democracy UK 11 March 2016 http://bit.ly/2rG65FM
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his “associated private companies”. In one instance he sold land owned by one of his companies
to public company PrimeLife for $6 million, causing ASIC to look at it and possibly intervene.
There were problems in its Cumberland Views aged care hostel in Melbourne29. Residents in its
retirement villages were up in arms because the company would not let them have pets30. But
without data we cannot really assess its impact on care.
In a May 2002 program “The High Cost of Aged Care” on Channel 931 Primelife was described as
“a prime beneficiary of Government-backed nursing home beds”. This was in spite of a
chequered history and allegations of tax minimisation and bankruptcy.
PrimeLife was “involved in a number of lawsuits, everything from commercial disputes to
defamation actions and even injunctions against people to prevent them speaking publicly about
the company or Mr Sent himself”. It is clear that it was often in dispute with contractors and its
own shareholders.
Related party television activity: Under Sent, PrimeLife also owned ‘Media International Pty Ltd’
and its Renaissance Television channel. The company put money into cash strapped Community
Television stations under contracts that gave them “control of Australia's community television
stations, on 20 year contracts” in Melbourne, Sydney and Adelaide.
These nonprofit community stations were used to glowingly advertise PrimeLife and its “60 or
more” old people’s homes. A critical article on Crikey32 spelled out the terms of the agreements
made and 5 months later Media Watch33 commented and quoted from the many advertisements questioning if this was “in breach of the rules covering community television”. Acknowledgement
of sponsorship was allowed but not advertising.
Sent is fired: The company was soon in trouble. Prominent businessmen David Walker and
Robert J. Champion de Crespigny bought into PrimeLife rescuing it in 2003. The new Board
investigated and cleared up some of the mess in the company, eventually firing Sent.
Sent commenced a number of legal actions against the company and was reinstated by the courts.
There were allegations of “a range of accounting and financial irregularities, unauthorised
related-party transactions, poor contracting and management practices, transactions that were
entered into on uncommercial terms, legal uncertainty surrounding the structure of a number of
Primelife's financing transactions and a considerable number of ongoing commercial disputes
with various parties."
There were a multitude of Court actions between the parties in which the tawdry behaviour in the
company was exposed. ABC’s 7.30 Report described some of this in 200634 including the tax
minimization. The company Sent kept was sometimes concerning. Controversial Melbourne
underworld figure Mick Gatto “told the court that he was handed $60,000 in Primelife cash to
deal with death threats made against Ted Sent”. He was also given “ongoing cash payments
totaling around $230,000 - - to settle industrial disputes on Primelife's building sites”.

29
30
31
32

Primelife accused of falling standards Australian Financial Review September 3, 2004
No pets, protesters told Oakleigh Monash/Springvale Dandenong Leader March 8, 2006
The High Cost of Aged Care Channel 9 TV 12 May 2002
Controversial property developer screwing community TV Crikey 9 June 2002 http://bit.ly/2Mr6Iwu

33

Community or Commercial TV? ABC Media Watch 4 Nov 2002 https://ab.co/2LFOXs4

34

Vic Supreme Court to rule on corporate stoush ABC 7.30 Report 31 Aug 2006 https://ab.co/2sVhL8W
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In 2004 Sent sold his PrimeLife shares to Global Private Equity operator Babcock and Brown. This
gave them a dominant stake and controlling influence in the company. It became a part of their
commercial empire. Walker and de Crespigny both soon departed leaving it to Babcock and
Brown. The company name became ‘Babcock & Brown Communities’.
There was a complex maze of corporate transactions. It was all eventually sold to Lend Lease and
it became ‘Lend Lease PrimeLife’ in 2009.
It happens all over again: In the meantime Bill Lewski, a protégé of Sent at PrimeLife established
Prime Trust and with the same flare entered the retirement village sector and successfully listed
the company on the stock exchange. His board allowed him to appropriate $33,000 of the
shareholders money for himself as a reward. One of his personal companies had been given
management rights to nursing homes free. He sold the rights to manage these nursing homes to
Babcock and Brown PrimeLife for $60,000. These management rights went to Lend Lease
PrimeLife when it acquired Babcock and Brown PrimeLife. There were a maze of companies and
transactions.


B&B secures Qld, NSW retirement villages SMH 27 June 2007 http://bit.ly/2l0oDh1



Prime Trust announces a proportional scrip offer for Babcock & Brown Communities Media Release 4 Sept 2008
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20080904/pdf/31c4fp2stmfpsr.pdf



Lend Lease buys properties for $76m West Australian 14 Aug 2009 http://bit.ly/2LDUkbm



Primelife executives take fight to court Invest Smart 16 Nov 2011 http://bit.ly/2JuI9Rm



Bill Lewski is being pursued for his $60 million Prime Trust management fee paid on an oral agreement The Weekly Source 26
Oct 2012 http://bit.ly/2JukUHh



Prime Trust director Peter Clarke gave false evidence SMH 28 July 2014 http://bit.ly/2sWq6bO



Michael Wooldridge fined, banned as company director over collapse of retirement village company ABC News 3 Dec 2014
https://ab.co/2LFRti0



Retirement village promoter Bill Lewski cops a fine of $230,000 but keeps Prime Trust’s $33M Villages Info Centre 11 Dec 2014
http://bit.ly/2MjVfyu



ASIC suffers major blow as court throws out Prime Trust case SMH 1 Nov 2017 http://bit.ly/2l1Gl3C



Prime Trust : Background to ASIC's investigation ASIC 5 Dec 2017 http://bit.ly/2HDx62G

The big problem was that Prime Trust was paying dividends from capital and not making any
money. In 2009 the banks put Prime Trust into receivership and over 9,000 investors lost most of
their investment. The value of the villages was reduced because Lend Lease PrimeLife had the
right to manage them and it could insist on doing so. There was a $550 million deficit.
Shareholders lost almost their entire investment leaving some destitute. ASIC investigated and
then prosecuted. A long legal battle ensued in which the board members including a past federal
minister were found wanting. We will address this later.

3.3

Seizing the opportunity

A system like this provides opportunities for those with a criminal propensity who can seize the
opportunities. One was a Dentist who was a prominent local citizen. He had graduated with
honours and later became a Liberal Party councilor and deputy mayor of his Sydney suburb. He
made large sums by giving unneeded and profitable treatment to large numbers of nursing home
residents35.

35

Dentist who preyed on nursing home residents could be back in two years The News.com 2 Aug 2017 http://bit.ly/2HPLJ2L
Health Care Complaints Commission - media release: http://bit.ly/2JUkSrx
NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal - Health Care Complaints Commission v xxx (No 2) [2017] NSWCATOD 116
Transcript 1 Aug 2017 https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/597a8eace4b058596cba8dc2
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This destroyed their teeth and was of no benefit to them. He received “up to $4,250 in federal
government funding per patient”. He did it without their consent and failed to give treatment they
needed. He was driven by “speed and greed” and had “no moral compass”. He admitted that he
was motivated by “status, politics and financial success”.
We know there are people who will behave like this, but when there is no one around with enough
knowledge to see what they are doing and step in to stop it, then its just too inviting. This is an
issue that needs addressing.

Comment:
When probity is abandoned and the system operates under a discourse that
focuses on self-interest rather than social responsibility, then the limits of
acceptable conduct are readily exceeded. Those who already have criminal
propensities or are linked to the underworld are drawn into the system and
exploit its vulnerability.

3.4

The free market discourse and the practices that result

A consistent pattern of behaviour
None of this is surprising as the discourse offers ways of justifying self-interest and the pursuit of
personal profit as a primary focus of activity. There is abundant evidence that the number of staff
and the number of failures in care are both negatively correlated with the pressures for profitability
on the provider(23). The more aggressive private equity and market-listed chains are the worst
performers with fewer staff and more failures in care. The nonprofits staff better and have fewer
failures.
While the market is always pressing for more money claiming that it is needed for care, in practice
skilled staffing has steadily declined since 1997 and that is because it is more expensive and
managers in the board room saw this as inefficient. When additional funding was provided these
levels did not improve.
Profit driven entities are more likely to indulge in tax evasion. They lead the way in defining what
can be done in the marketplace and nonprofits must eventually follow if they are to compete. This
happened for example in the Jobs marketplace scandal where nonprofits also indulged in
unacceptable behaviour(57).
For 20 years Australian politicians, the agency and the industry have strenuously claimed that
ownership has no impact on care. They have resisted all pressures to collect the sort of data
about staffing and care that would allow us to actually determine what the impact of profitability
and the pressures to be profitable are.
We reviewed the available data comparing ownership type in our second 2016 supplementary
submission to the senate workforce inquiry(23). It is most unlikely that Australian for-profits behave
differently to those in other countries where nonprofits consistently outperform for-profits and
performance closely follows the focus on profitability. Limited available data in Australia indicates
a similar trend.
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3.4.1 Nonprofits embracing the discourse
The government itself has put greater pressure on the nonprofits and their values by their focus on
competitive markets. Most nonprofits get the majority of their funding from government. The
government, which itself embraces the discourse contracts with nonprofits (and for-profits)
competitively to provide services for the community. In doing so they favour the larger more stable
business-focused nonprofits who they see as stable and reliable from their point of view.
This has seen the nonprofit sector consolidate into a small number of super-sized Australian
Charities that depend on and work closely with government. They adopt and conform to its
thinking ie its paradigms and its discourse. Smaller for profits, particularly those who retain their
community links and their sense of mission are threatened and inhibited from advocating vocally
lest this threaten their funding and so viability. Dalton and Butcher have studied the ‘rise of big
charity in Australia’ and drawn attention to the problems 36.
This dependence on government and on aligning with the discourse inhibits the capacity of
nonprofits to think independently and to speak out. To improve financial performance nonprofits
appoint market advisors to senior positions and as consultants. Pride of place at ACSA and other
nonprofit run conferences is usually given to speakers from business and legal support
organisations. The way the discourse has spread and been adopted is readily apparent.
In a similar article ‘Oligopoly in Monopsony’ in disability services Dalton wrote about the “rise of
Australian Big Charity” in disability services37. He was worried about who they were serving. He
indicated that we need “to raise questions about whose issues become part of the agenda, how to
ensure a place for minority voices and how to establish collaborative approaches at local,
national and international levels, and how to ensure that people makes things happen and not
just let things happen to them”.
He warned of “the costs and other dangers that come from the creating oligopolies in care
services provision” and suggested that in “any process to transfer services to the nongovernment
sector, the interests, rights and views of consumers are taken into account and the process is
transparent."

These comments can equally be applied to for-profits and to aged care. Currently
the interests, rights and views of consumers have become tokens that are used to
drive the government’s agenda and there is little transparency. We are interested in
collaborative approaches that also bring a responsible community voice to support
and empower the ‘consumer’. Without power consumer voices are tokenised and
only those that agree with the discourse are heard.
Nonprofit behaviour: Our own analysis of accreditation data in 2008 shows that nonprofits in
Australia have followed international trends and outperformed for-profits(50). But our impression is
that we are now seeing more failures in both nonprofits and more surprisingly government run
facilities.

36

Dalton, B. M. & Butcher, J (2014). ‘The rise of Big Charity in Australia’ Association for Research on Nonprofit Organizations and
Voluntary Action (ARNOVA) Conference. Denver. CO, 19-22 Nov 2014.

37

Oligopoly in Monopsony: The rise of Australian Big Charity in the delivery of services to people with a disability
Dalton BM - 2014 UTS http://bit.ly/2Jv3E4x
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Nonprofits are reducing already poor staffing38 even further and for-profits are buying up smaller
nonprofit facilities39. This is what we would expect if they were now operating in the same way as
for profits and using the same discourse.
We suspect that this is because they are operating in a marketplace where their mission, intrinsic
motivation and usually frailer residents have rendered them uncompetitive and so vulnerable to
corporate predators. They have been forced to defensively behave in the same way as for-profits
and many are now doing so. They adopt the discourse because it allows them to do so(63).
Government run facilities are pressured by New Managerialism and threatened by privatization,
both of which change attitudes in ways that impact on culture at the bedside.


The Machinations of Managerialism: New Public Management and the Diminishing Power of Professionals ILPC 2010
http://www.ilpc.org.uk/Portals/56/ilpc2010-paperupload/ILPC2010paper-10626.doc



New Managerialism and Professional Ethics Australian Association of Social Workers Ethics Forum 2010
http://www.aasw.asn.au/document/item/936



'New managerialism' in education: the organisational form of neoliberalism Open Democracy 16 Sept 2014 http://bit.ly/2l1VUZ0

This has also happened in the USA and nonprofits there have copied for-profits by developing
corporate webs. But the USA collects a large amount of data about staffing and failures in care
annually and publishes this in an accessible form. It sets recommended levels and unlike Australia
encourages providers to meet these levels. This changes the way the market operates.
While research suggests that only 12% of prospective residents have the capacity and actually use
this data when making decisions it creates a niche market for nonprofits who staff well and provide
good care40. This may have a ripple effect through professional advisors who access the data and
by word of mouth. Public data enables research, regulation and policy development. The pressure
generated by this has resulted in some overall improvements in staffing and care in the USA.

Australia does not collect the sort of data that allows effective
research, provides an accurate assessment of performance or
allows the development of informed policy.
Current policy is based on financial data and a belief in free
unfettered and unregulated markets.

3.5

The impact of the discourse on conduct

While it is difficult to tell if tax evasion itself has impacted directly on care it is clear that the
discourse creates a context where profitability and marketplace priorities threaten the resources
needed to provide care. Without transparency about expenditure, and without accurate data about
the care provided and the failures in care it is not possible to answer this question directly.

38

Southern Cross Care defends nursing home cuts, families hit back Chinchilla News 13 Jul 2017 http://bit.ly/2und9av
lloura staff run ragged as residents wait for basic assistance Chinchilla News 20 Jul 2017 http://bit.ly/2noiVqG
Now it’s Blue Care cutting nursing hours for elderly residents Media Release 1 Aug 2017 http://bit.ly/2Fbdlin

39

Regis on track to meet target of 10,000 aged care beds The Weekly Source 8 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2HGtxsl

40

The public gets what the public wants: experiences of public reporting in long-term care in Europe Rodriguesa R et al Health Policy.
2014 May;116(1):84-94. doi: 10.1016/j.healthpol.2013.12.012. Epub 2014 Jan 8. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24461213
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This sort of data is not collected in Australia and we can only derive information about what is
happening from other data. Without data predatory providers can readily manipulate the system to
increase profitability without this being detected. We explored this is depth in our submission to the
Standing Committee on Health, Aged Care and Sport(14)(15).
Exploiting vulnerabilities in the funding system: There is a long global and local history of
providers of services rorting the funding system (61). It is not only taxation that is being manipulated.
Every possible loophole in the funding system is exploited. Some providers contract entrepreneurs
to manage their billing. They make a good living by maximizing the money they can get for the
provider for each resident. In desperation the minister threatened massive fines in 201541 and cut
funding to compensate for the abuse in 2016.
Unconstrained competitive pressures have ensured that profitability and not the needs of residents
has become the driving force for many in the sector. A disempowered customer and an ineffective
civil society have been unable to contain this. This occurred in health and aged care in the USA
and now it is happening in Australia.
We have explored the multiple ways in which the maximizing of funding has occurred since 2012
on one of our web pages(61). Most concerning is that the Department of Health seemed to connive
in this and refused to address the problem. It was their own staff who were so disgusted by what
was happening that they blew the whistle and spoke out publicly.
The ABC program42 where nurse whistleblowers described the department’s complicity in alleged
rorting of ACFI funds, claimed that some physiotherapists had a role in this. They marketed their
services to aged care providers promising to increase their profitability. This was referred to by the
Department as ‘maximizing’.
Confirmatory accounts: At that time Aged Care Crisis operated online forums and many staff
discussed their problems with the system on them. One described what they were hearing from
their friends(52).
One friend worked in a facility where “the manager kept a list of residents marked both low and
high care” but was still “claiming high care funding but considering the residents as still low
care”. They did not receive any more care and still paid for things like dressings themselves.
Payment for these items was covered for high care but not low care. The providers used outside
companies to do their claims but these had to be “underpinned by a physiotherapist's
assessment”.
These outside companies “provide their own physiotherapists who provide false assessments
which greatly exaggerate the resident's care needs”. The companies “take the first few months'
difference between the old and new funding” so are incentivized to do this. There was a
suggestion that low care residents in low care facilities were being reclassified as high care and
that “Ageing in Place” might be an “an opportunity for rorting”.
While this is all hearsay, this material was posted in early March - over 5 months before the ABC’s
7.30 Report went to air and described exactly the same things happening. While none of this was
apparently illegal, it is hardly “fit and proper” and responsible.

41

MYEFO budget update: Big fines aim to stop fraud in aged care The Sydney Morning Herald 15 Feb 2015 http://bit.ly/2sYmoOY
Aged care funding claims present massive challenge for new government Financial Review 6 Jan 2016 http://bit.ly/2LI5H1P

42

Transcript: rorting allegations, ABC 7.30 Report 17 Aug 2012 http://bit.ly/2AeKB9w
Insiders blow whistle on aged care rorting ABC radio international 17 Aug 2012 http://bit.ly/Pf7WZV
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In a system where the discourse supports self-interest as a modus for
providing services to the vulnerable and needy, and where social control by
the community has been undermined, this is what is likely to happen.
While the ABC was criticised and forced to resist litigation this gives their report much more
legitimacy. The department did not dispute the rorting but when, 6 months later, they admitted to
parliament that the incidence had increased they preferred to call it “incorrect claiming” and were
dealing with it by “educating” and “working with the industry” by “offering workshops for providers
and their staff”43 .
The real extent of the problem became apparent when the Department refused an FOI request
from the Australian Financial Review for documents related to over-claiming because it would be
too time consuming. There were more than 26,000 pages detailing non-compliance in relation to
claims for government funding from aged care operators44.

3.6

The consequences for staffing and care

Funding and staffing: StewartBrown’s reports show that the remuneration provided increases as
the level of acuity increases in Australia. Most profit comes from care and not from the fees paid
for accommodation. Staffing, particularly nursing in well-staffed facilities usually should comprise
around 70% of the cost of care.
The number and skills of staff and the incidence of failures in care are closely related (22)(23). When
there are too few staff, needed care is missed and residents are harmed (62). Since 1997, providers
have not been held accountable for how they spend our money. When we consider the strong
competitive pressures to be profitable it is not surprising that, the numbers of expensive trained
nurses have steadily declined, even as the numbers needing more skilled care have increased.
This must have an adverse impact on care. We have addressed staffing issues in our
submissions(22)(23)(14).

Figure 1: Nurses and resident acuity in Australia

Figures from the ANMF fact sheet website in 2016: http://anmf.org.au/documents/reports/Fact_Sheet_Snap_Shot_Aged_Care.pdf

43

Senate Community Affairs Legislation Committee Estimates - Wed 13 Feb, 2013 http://bit.ly/2LDOCGg

44

Disclosure call on aged care overclaiming Australian Financial Review 6 July 2016
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Increased profitability comes from being efficient in devising
plausible ways of reducing staffing. Without data there is no way
of measuring the impact of these innovations. This leaves the
sector open to endless rationalisations and justifications for
reducing nursing numbers and skills. As acuity has increased by
53% the more expensive trained staff levels needed to care for
them have fallen by 35%.
Remarkably during this period, accreditation performance has
increased by 53% to near 100% perfect performance. If that
were possible then pigs could fly.
As we will show later accreditation is little more than a marketing
tool for government and industry and a mechanism for hiding
what is happening from the public. This is an example of the
world of smoke and mirrors within which aged care is provided.
Note that increasing acuity has been plotted below the line to
highlight this issue.
Basic nursing is heavy time consuming manual work and there is little room for efficiencies that do
not compromise care or the quality of life that depends on the way they communicate with
residents. This cannot be rushed. These are the frailest and sickest of ‘patients’ many requiring
palliative care. Well-trained and skilled nurses are therefore essential and there should be medical
backup readily available.
Nursing requirements are measured as hours per resident per day (hprd). Extensive clinical
studies done in the USA over many years at the turn of the century have been continually reevaluated and validated using in excess of 150 measures of care. These are recorded annually in
over 15000 nursing homes in the USA. The minimum below which there is an unacceptable risk of
harmful omissions has been clearly defined(22). Those who conducted these studies wanted higher
minimum levels to ensure safe care.
In 1985, a study in Australia developed a set of safe staffing guidelines adjusted to the acuity of
residents45. There were no other studies until the ANMF commissioned one in 201646. When the
change in acuity since 1985 is allowed for, both studies recommended levels close to or above the
US minimum levels. The industry has rejected all this. Their executives, few of whom have had
actual experience in providing care sit on all of the bodies that advise government and make
decisions.
Unlike the USA, in Australia recommendations for staffing levels are made by an accounting firm
advising businesses on the strategies needed to be profitable. They are not based on the care
needs of residents. StewartBrown’s (SB) staffing guidance is even used by nonprofits as
justification for reducing staffing and so being more competitive47.
The following table shows recommended levels in the two countries as well as the averages based
on available data.

45

Patient care analysis Hardy V for Extended Care Society of Victoria in conjunction with Bendigo Home and Hospital for the Aged
http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/13159053

46

National Aged Care Staffing and Skills Mix Project Report 2016 - ANMF & Flinders and Adelaide universities

47

Southern Cross Care defends nursing home cuts, families hit back Chinchilla News 13 Jul 2017 http://bit.ly/2und9av
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USA: CMS
Recommended
Minimum

AU: SB
Recommended
Benchmarks

USA: US
Average

AU: SB
Average

Registered Nurses

0.75

0.36

0.8

0.37

Enrolled Nurses (equivalent)

0.55

0.34

0.8

0.33

Nurse Aids (equivalent, eg PCAs)

2.8

2.22

2.4

2.08

4.1 hrs

2.9 hrs

4.0 hrs

2.8 hrs

Total nursing time:

*Total rounded to 1 decimal point. | SB = StewartBrown
CMS48 = Centre for Medicare and Medicaid Services (15,000 facilities) SB49 = SB (800 facilities)

On average the USA provides each resident with twice as much care from trained staff and
a third (1 hour) more nursing care than Australia. Since 1998, the acuity of residents has
increased by 53% and at the same time the numbers of trained staff caring for them has
decreased by 35%.
The USA would consider our levels inadequate and unsafe. It is not surprising that nurses are
complaining that they are unable to provide the care that is needed, that so many failures are
described by nurses and that many families find that they have to visit daily to help look after their
loved ones. There have been recurrent scandals and a steady increase in the numbers of failures
reported in the press. That the care provided in Australia is far from world class and falls a long
way behind is very clear.
Professor Michael Fine has studied and written in depth about the nature of care and its
dependence on the relationship between carer and cared for. He is concerned about the plight of
caring staff in the current system and the difficulty in creating the sort of relationships and a culture
of care within our market driven aged care system. We have summarized some of the points from
this body of work on a web page(66).
Evidence from the bedside: There has been ongoing unhappiness about the care provided
since 1997. The number of exposures in the press of failures in care has steadily increased as
staffing has declined. There have been some sentinel scandals which have been clear red flags
including the Riverside kerosene baths (2000), the granny rape (2006) and Oakden’s Makk &
McLeay service (2017) among other scandals. Industry and government have claimed them as
‘rare exceptions’ and not systemic. These claims were made even as staffing skills were steadily
declining.
We have challenged this on a number of web pages(58). In Appendix 1 of our 2018 submission to
the Standing Committee on Health, Aged Care and Sport, we included large numbers of quotes
from nurses and families describing what was happening in aged care and supplied many links to
further sources(15).
While there clearly are exceptions, the evidence that there are extensive failures in care
associated with understaffing and cultural problems in the sector is overwhelming, but because we
don’t collect data we don’t know how extensive it is.

48

49

Nursing Facilities, Staffing, Residents and Facility Deficiencies, 2009 Through 2015. Henry J Kaiser Foundation July 2017
http://kaiserf.am/2D3X1Df
Aged Care Financial Performance Survey Summary of Survey Outcomes StewartBrown December 2015
Aged Care Financial Performance Survey Residential Care Report StewartBrown - June 2016
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3.7

Reports in the press

On our websites we have quotes, links and references to many reports describing the failures in
care and the confronting scandals that have occurred over the years(29)(51)(58).
There has been a dramatic escalation in the exposure of problems and the recognition of failure
during 2017 and 2018. The response has been to set up multiple enquiries to which we have
made submissions. We have analysed the problems and the reasons for failure. We have not had
time to include this on our web sites. We review some of that briefly here.
Aged care has been structured and designed around economics and funding considerations and
not on the needs of residents. This is in part because in a system managed by economists and
businessmen there is so little data about care. This is associated with little if any understanding of
clinical issues - particularly at the policy level.

3.7.1 Focusing on finance and not care distorts the system
Nursing homes have a higher incidence of mental deterioration, dementia, depression and a
multitude of other psychiatric illnesses. They suffer from and die from degenerative diseases of
their organs – processes that start years before and are held at bay for as long as possible while
life remains with living. For economic reasons residents are “denied GP mental health treatment
plans and associated psychological therapies - - under the Better Access Medicare program,
because the government deems residents not to be patients ‘in the community’”. In addition homes
“almost never pay for clinical mental health treatments and experts say the government has
neither legally compelled nor adequately funded them to do so”. This is described as “systemic
neglect underpinned by ageism, - - a blatantly discriminatory … disgrace"50
The physiotherapy association has been complaining for years that the funding model for pain
management is “prescriptive, rigid and not based on clinical assessment, need, or best practice”
with residents getting “massage or Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation (TENS)
regardless of their condition”. They are “missing out on exercise as a vital, evidence-based
treatment for pain management”. In a system driven by funding residents do not get the effective
preventive and therapeutic treatment that focuses on mobility and function - exercise, falls
prevention and mobility. This is a “terminal decline model rather than restorative care”. The
funding model “rewarded providers for keeping residents frail, rather than promoting wellness”.

50



ACFI Survey 2014 Australian Physiotherapy Association. http://bit.ly/2y1cFNz



Physiotherapists disappointed with aged care reforms Health Times 19 May 2016 http://bit.ly/2LH1BHg



Call for ACFI overhaul to cover exercise therapy for pain management Australian Ageing Agenda 1 June 2016 http://bit.ly/1VufcU5



Optimising aged care funding On Line Opinion 30 May 2016 http://bit.ly/2l1aQ9P



Call for an increased focus on wellness in ACFI Hammondcare 10 May 2016 http://bit.ly/1W433WT

Nursing home residents denied GP mental health treatment plans and psychological therapy The Age 7 Jan 2017
http://bit.ly/2JugobN
Corners cut on aged care Letter The Age 17 Jan 2017 http://bit.ly/2sYoGxp Cost minimisation is the main reason
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3.8

Who are the good and bad providers?

All of the evaluations of performance in aged care are based on financial metrics with little
attention paid to outcomes except when there is publicity about failure.
This is readily apparent when we examine the reports of financial institutions like StewartBrown.
When these reports are examined, those that are making a larger profit are considered to be good
performers. Poor performers are those who are not profitable and who need to pull up their socks
if they want to survive and not have to sell to a better performer, usually a for-profit.
When you consider that income for care is relatively fixed and accommodation is not very
profitable, then profit must come from reducing costs. As we show later the companies know that
staffing is the largest cost and focus on that. It is very probable therefore that in the performance
of what they are paid to do, ie provide care, the good nursing homes are really the bad performers.
The argument here is that because the only metric of assessment is financial, the good is
linked to credible and reputable and is assumed to refer to care as well. That is what the
community hears and believes – even those who advise them. People select the worst providers
instead of the best.
Market theory is turned on its head with the poor providers of care prospering and the good ones
going to the wall. We explored this in our final supplementary submission to the senate workforce
inquiry in 2016(24).

3.8.1 The appropriateness of those who are given and taken responsibility
In their 1995 book ‘The Human Costs of Managerialism’51, Rees and Rodley expressed their
concern that management had become a career in itself and was seen as the solution to all
problems and all situations. They often had no or little experience in the sections they were
managing – particularly those that were vulnerable and depended on our humanity.
This faith in management is reflected in the managers, the boards, the consultants employed and
those who are appointed to advise government and help them make decisions. The vast majority
have management, market and financial qualifications and experience.
Few have any experience in actually providing care particularly aged care. These are the people
that the discourse sees as credible and effective.
The cart before the horse: This is well illustrated by the decision to put the industry and a very
successful businessman in charge of the workforce task force. It was doubly disturbing that the
first discussion session started not with data but with a motivational and branding exercise. This is
truly a case of putting the cart before the horse.
By any measure of common sense the first step should be to determine the number and skills of
staff we currently have. The next is to decide on the number and skills needed to provide good
care and what factors are important for varying this. With that information you can engage with
government and industry to see how that can be provided. If we cannot afford it then we need to
consider what the impact of rationing will be.
With the industry in control the prime consideration will remain the same as the last 20 years - cost
and not need. We will not make real progress.

51

“The Human Costs of Managerialism" Edited by Stuart Rees and Gordon Rodley Pluto Press 1995
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Equally bizarre was the appointment of KPMG, an accounting firm to evaluate the Quality Indicator
program52. One wonders what their experience of quality in the provision of care could possibly be.
In financial reports, quality refers to successful in being profitable.
If we look at who the government trusts to give it advice and pays large sums to, we find it is
Deloitte Access Economics ($366,700), Ernst & Young ($583,000), advertising agency
MullenLowe Australia ( $548,229), Matthew Pegg Consulting ($175,000), markets research
services provider Taylor Nelson Sofres, and management consulting firm Health Outcomes
International53.
It is readily apparent how the discourse and the paradigm on which it is based restricts the breadth
of view of the government. It does not extend to care and it is clear that those who provide it are
not seen as credible and worthy of attention. As we make clear later, too often they are seen as
part of the problem instead of the solution.
Can citizens whose concerns are about care can have any confidence in a system that pays no
attention to care and ignores those who have expertise.

3.8.2 The hollowness of ‘Choice’
The legitimacy of the discourse and its claimed benefits for consumers relate primarily to giving
them ‘choice”. Choice is at the heart of the Aged Care Roadmap(67). It is the reason given for
turning it into a market. But first we need to be reminded that when choice does not fit with the
discourse it is ignored.
A consolidating marketplace: In 2014/15, large sums of money were given to the market system
in order to drive consolidation and change the market from a fragmented immature system into a
mature one of successful and efficient competitors(68)(69). This is the model the discourse supports
for society.
The government also needed large competitive companies to support its drive into Asia where it
was negotiating trade agreements in services. This included health and aged care. That there
was extensive data showing that these large competitive entities staffed poorly and provided
inferior aged care was ignored(23).
Large providers responded by focusing on growth and acquisitions. There was a buying frenzy in
the marketplace. There were large numbers of acquisitions as larger providers bought up smaller
ones. There was intense competition to list on the sharemarket and so get access to investor
funds and grow even more rapidly. Gaining market share and so becoming dominant and
influential became very important. Private equity groups were active.
Generating a strong income stream was critically important both for securing loans, for trading well
on the sharemarket when the companies listed, and for getting a good price when selling to a
corporate predator. This pressure to increase the profit stream put much more pressure on
staffing and the other costs of care. Cost cutting provided the edge that ambitious companies
needed to succeed.

52

National Aged Care Quality Indicator Programme – Residential Care Pilot Outcomes Department of Health http://bit.ly/2sMR2LM

53

Private firms to provide key work informing government’s aged care agenda Australian Ageing Agenda 13 Jan 2017
http://bit.ly/2JB4l8y
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3.8.2.1 The fate of residents
Residents needing care became the meat in the sandwich as staffing, care and services including
food were squeezed. Many families had chosen carefully using local advice to decide on which
provider to trust to look after them - often preferring a nonprofit. Many now found their home sold
off to a provider with a very different approach to care. They were sold off with their nursing home.
Their large bonds and regular fees were what the purchaser was after. Exerting ‘choice’ again and
disrupting stability is not an option when you are in your 90s and confused. Nothing could be more
hollow than the ‘choices’ they were urged to make.
3.8.2.2 What choice?
But it goes much further than this. To exert choice in the marketplace requires information, the
knowledge to assess and use it, as well as the confidence and power to use it. Without this
citizens are at high risk of being exploited.
During the 20 years of this system Australia has been the most opaque of all countries in collecting
and supplying data to those who need it. Providers won’t even tell us how many staff they have let
alone supply any data about the care they provide.
The elderly and their families lack the knowledge needed to evaluate data when
making decisions. They have no experience and so no confidence in their own
abilities. They may turn to consultants that make a living by offering advice.
These consultants may be motivated by the market themselves and this will influence
the advice they give. But worst still, these are not the people who go into the nursing
homes and see what is happening. They rely on data from the Quality Agency which
is of little value, and on that supplied by the provider, which is usually advertorial.
Like all of us, when the elderly and their anxious families face a crisis and a confusing
system they need someone they can trust to turn to and when there is no one else
they will grab the most plausible looking around them. But there is no one there other
than the self-interested faces urging them to choose them - some choice!
Warnings: Some of these problems are explained in an ABC News article54 which tries to warn
families that “you want to look beyond the glossy brochures”. It then tells them “But you can't.”
because you are “likely be told there isn't any data. At least not any you're able to access” and
even if there is some “it's likely no-one will tell you”. Instead they “will point to a near perfect
federal accreditation score” which doesn’t help much as they are all perfect.
They explain that readers may have seen reports of poor care and are left wondering “why do
homes score so highly in accreditation?”. They explain why.
What the industry fears most is community and consumer control and the discourse carefully uses
the words ‘choice’ and ‘consumer’. When used, the words ‘control’ and ‘community’ are more
muted. If the community wakes up to what is happening they will insist on taking control and
creating the system they want.

54

Aged care ratings do not tell what you need to know about Australian nursing homes ABC News 2 May 2018
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-05-02/aged-care-accreditation-does-not-tell-what-you-need-to-know/9716578
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3.8.2.3 Responding to pressure
Both politicians and providers are now talking about collecting and supplying data so that people
can make choices but they largely ignore the other weaknesses.
After 20 years of not providing useful data this is clearly a response to the growing unhappiness in
the community. It is clear that it will be government and industry that will control the collection and
dissemination of data. This should not be acceptable to the community. It will have little impact on
the discourse and that is what needs to change.
COTA is the smaller senior’s group that has worked closely with industry and government in
designing the current system. It has been the senior’s mouthpiece for government policy. It is
interesting that they are out front promoting the provision of accurate data in order to persuade us
that this is what the public wants and the system needs. This is correct in some respects but much
more is needed.
An industry news sheet55 indicates that “Seniors groups have called for improvements to the
quality and delivery of information and support given to consumers to help them better
understand and exercise choice and control in aged care”. There is a “need for face-to-face
information and support as well as hard copy documents” and “up-to-date, accurate and
comparable information on services”.
Patronising consumers: Ironically, as recently as 12 May 2017, a suggestion by the
minister’s representative on the Aged Care Advisory Committee to release all accreditation
data publicly was not welcomed by the industry56. It considered “these reports were more
technical and, without explanation, may not provide useful information for consumers or
their families”. COTA which now advocates for more data considered that more subjective
“Consumer Experience Reports, - - will provide consumers and their families with more
information”.
The yearly unannounced visits are the only up to date remotely objective data available and
the way the providers responded to issues is important information. There are many who have
experience in some form of care in the community with the capacity to assess information.
Those who advise and assist seniors do need to have access to this material. Critics see this
as an illustration of the patronising approach adopted by industry to the community.
What’s changed?: Following the release of the independent review of the National Aged
Care Quality Regulatory Processes in October 2017, the Minister announced that they would
be replacing the cyclical (3-5 yearly) re-accreditation audits with unannounced audits.
The Quality Agency’s own data shows the lack of utility of these inspections with only 26% of
the findings initially identified by the Agency - and in 12%, risk profiling and not their inspection
alerted them to problems. Only 4% were detected at re-accreditation visits and 10% at
unannounced visits,57. There was little difference in the performance of announced and
unannounced visits.(14)

55

Lack of information still hampering choice for older people in aged care, seniors tell review Australian Ageing Agenda 25 Jan 2017
http://bit.ly/2sNmCcm

56

Aged Care Sector Committee: Meeting 12 May 2017

57

Presentation: Lessons from Regulatory Case Studies - Ann Wunsch, Quality Agency to LASA conference, Feb 2018:
http://bit.ly/2FeMeWT
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The loudly trumpeted Carnell/Paterson reform to move all oversight to
unannounced visits, which discovers only 10% of failures is not
convincing.
Real need: What senior citizens do need is good care to keep them functioning as well as
possible, then stability and control, which of course includes choice. But they often do need
assistance to exercise choice effectively.
What they are being given instead is instability, complexity and the confusion of multiple choices
marketed to them by those who want their money. Residents are at risk from competitive
commercial pressures and from companies selling snake oil choices. It is not surprising that in the
UK, where ‘Consumer Directed Choice’ was voluntary, many chose not to take up that option.

The primary need in residential care must be staffing because it largely determines
the sort of care provided, comfort, palliation and so quality of life.
Actual evidence: An analysis of the literature in the UK in 201358 has suggested that
“personalisation through personal budgets and self-directed support has generally made little
improvement for many older people”. Another paper examining the evidence59 commented on
“the determination with which personal budgets have been pursued by all major political parties,
despite them having the most limited evidence base”. This sounds familiar in Australia.
This study concluded that personal budgets and choice was “having a seriously deleterious effect
on social care field-work services” and had resulted in a “large and costly bureaucracy”. It pointed
out that one of its strongest supporters has now described social care as "a disaster area". It
found that “there is no relationship between self-directed support and service users reporting they
feel in control of their lives” and that it was “becoming evident that it is causing significant
damage”.
It is clear that the ruling party in the UK were unwilling to acknowledge that the system had failed.
In 2015 one of the authors wrote an open letter to the leader of the Labour party opposition urging
him to address the problems in the system if Labour gained power 60. He stressed that the
evidence showed that the changes “fail to give greater control, and actually create more costs
and bureaucracy”
Choice in context: None of this should suggest that we should not allow people to choose and be
involved in decisions. It is a rejection of a discourse that takes choice out of its everyday sensible
context and turns it into an ideal in order to give the market discourse legitimacy. In doing so it
promotes and persuades citizens that what the discourse is offering is for their benefit. Both
evidence and logic show that this is not so.

58

Personalisation through personal budgets: its effectiveness for older adults in social care services. Findings from an Englishbased literature review Research, Policy and Planning by Marina Zamfir (2013) 30(2),77-89 http://bit.ly/2y1Hvp5

59

The increasing evidence of how self-directed support is failing to deliver personal budgets and personalization by Colin Slasberg,
Peter Beresford and Peter Schofield Research, Policy and Planning (2013) 30(2),91-105 http://bit.ly/2JMNm6r

60

Jeremy Corbyn, we need to talk about social care Peter Beresford The Guardian 12 Oct 2015
http://www.theguardian.com/social-care-network/2015/oct/12/jeremy-corbyn-we-need-to-talk-about-social-care
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3.9

Vulnerability to fraud

Mentone Gardens in Victoria operated under the Victorian Supported Residential
Service61 (SRS) system in which residents bonds are not protected under the
federal governments scheme. The company operating it went bankrupt and the residents lost all of
their bonds62. The Victorian government, which was aware of developing problems, did nothing to
warn residents and when threatened by adverse publicity prior to an election, the government
abandoned the residents and did nothing.
Example

It was a 91 year old who took on the system and step-by-step peeled back what had happened,
exposed the government’s failure and secured recompense from it for residents, although
regrettably, some had died in the interim. The fraud by the company that operated the facility and
promised its residents that the bonds would be held in a trust account was exposed. The director
was charged by ASIC.
One wonders how often this sort of thing happens in facilities that do not have a 91 year old
superhero to take on the powerful?
The large companies are more successful in getting away with this. Aveo’s conduct in its
retirement villages was exposed on ABC’s 4 Corners63 but this is not new and others perform
similarly. There has been unhappiness about the conduct of retirement villages and particularly
their contracts for years.
Contracts are written by the villages’ lawyers to serve their interests and some have exploited their
positions of power. A recent report describes allegations about “big profits out of their golden
years - - excessive fees - - gouge pensioners for decades - - contracts are written for the benefit of
the owner - - it is like an open cheque”64.
Residents have been trapped in facilities that the owner had other more lucrative plans for. The
owner’s prime objective can become making life uncomfortable for them and then to buy them out
as cheaply as it can(30).
In the PrimeLife/Prime Trust example, it was the investors who were the victims. It is a
measure of our ageism that in this scandal, no one asked and examined the impact of what
was happening on the board and in the courts on the nursing home resident and village
retirees.
The home care sector is particularly at risk because of the vulnerability of residents who are less
protected in their homes and the difficulty in providing oversight. Those providing care are
increasingly attracted by the prospects of large profits. They include multinational franchising
companies.
There are many opportunities for maximizing the system and taking more from care. Major
newspapers are warning of potential rorts because there is a “$4 billion honeypot on the table”
and “what sort of behaviour we might see as a result of it”65.
A local newspaper suspects that “Exorbitant and hidden administration fees may still be rife
within the Gympie home care industry” and advises users to carefully check their accounts66.
61
62
63
64
65

Supported residential services: https://www2.health.vic.gov.au/ageing-and-aged-care/supported-residential-services
At 90, Allan Lorraine FCPA geared up for the fight of his life In the Black, 1 Feb 2017 http://bit.ly/2HLOGl5
Former director of aged care facility charged with fraud ASIC Media Release 27 June 2017 http://bit.ly/2y1gwdm
Bleed Then Dry: The retirement villages ripping off retirees ABC Four Corners 28 Dec 2018 https://ab.co/2HFUj43
Retirement village residents revolting against confusing contracts 9news 25 May 2017 http://bit.ly/2sMwDGv
Home care changes: beware potential rorts Australian Financial Review 21 Jan 2017 http://bit.ly/2t4OSGM
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3.10 2017: Unprecedented failures of care continue
We reviewed the many failures in the aged care system over the last 20 years on web pages
written in 2015(58). There have been ongoing failures since we last updated our web pages in 2016.
Oakden (Makk & McLeay): The year has been characterised by the exposure of an appalling
situation at the government run Oakden facility in South Australia and the failure of local oversight,
the advocacy system and the federal Aged Care Quality Agency to detect problems that had been
going on for at least 10 years. There was extensive publicity. There were also self-serving
attempts to claim that this was different and that it was ‘not a representative facility so an
exception’.


The Oakden Report April 2017 Dr Aaron Groves http://bit.ly/2l3oAkk



Health staff suspended as treatment of an aged care patient reviewed ABC News 2 Mar 2017 http://www.abc.net.au/news/201703-02/health-staff-suspended-as-treatment-of-an-aged/8319822



Makk and McLeay Nursing Home under investigation following federal regulator's visit ABC News 7 Mar 2017
https://ab.co/2l6bJyd



Oakden mental health facility slapped with sanctions as former advisers reveal 'shocking' failings ABC News 21 Mar 2017
http://ab.co/2nQikg4



Oakden mental health facility to be shut down by South Australian Government ABC News 20 April 2017 https://ab.co/2JuJ9Fe



Oakden - A Shameful Chapter In South Australia’s History ICAC Report 28 Feb 2018

The regulatory system has a long history of failing to detect problems and this was not unique. It
has been criticised at many inquiries and in the press but “reform” after repeated failures has been
little more than tinkering.
Government rhetoric of the late 1990s shows that that the accreditation system was not set up as a
regulator. It has been reluctant to accept a regulatory role and repeatedly claimed that it was not a
regulator. We agree with Braithwaite et al67 that there has been a revolving door with industry and
that the regulatory system has been captured by business values (ie discourse). It is effective at
keeping embarrassing information out of the press. Braithwaite warned of the consequences.
Oakden is only really different in that it escaped this protective net of the federal regulators so that
the situation could not be ‘managed’ by them. It was finally exposed by the local visitor’s scheme
and a doctor whose report was detailed and specific.
This has resulted in a multitude of inquiries and reviews at the end of which we got a damp squib
in 2018. Minor changes made to the regulatory system were promoted as reform which would
address the problems. At the same time political believers and industry have reaffirmed their faith
in the discourse at the root of the problem and have been promoting the policies based on it as the
future of aged care.
Much more happening: Oakden has overshadowed the many other failures and problems that
raised their heads during 2017.

66

Home care recipients urged to check fees The Gympie Times 6 May 2017 http://bit.ly/2HNr4wg

67

Regulating Aged Care’ Braithwaite J et al Edward Elgar Publishing Limited 2007
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Was this similar to Oakden?: Milstern was a company that had major problems in its
two nursing homes at the end of the 1990s and then later in its retirement villages(30). Its
nursing homes were accredited over the next 14 years. Finally, at the end of 2017 when
there was little press activity both nursing homes failed multiple standards and were quietly
closed down by the government68.
A nonprofit aged care operator who had worked in and been critical of the health
department commented on Linkedin69 saying “... With the recent closure of two homes in
Sydney, the fact it took the Department over 15 years to rid the sector of a provider
everyone knew was a disgrace is appalling. That provider was on the list of undesirables
back in 2000 when I first joined the Department and was still there when I rejoined the
Department in 2011 and when I left again in 2015 …” We wonder if this was another
Oakden, but one managed by the system.



Systemic problems: Dentists have spoken out strongly about the poor dental hygiene in
nursing homes, really a staffing issue. Research has shown that large numbers of
preventable deaths are occurring in our nursing homes. The press is reporting this,
including a 400% increased incidence over the last decade with 15% of these from injury or
violence. This is another indictment of staffing levels and skills.
The high incidence of malnutrition has been a problem. The press have reported on the
inadequate amount of money ($6 per day) spent to feed residents. An Executive
Chef/Manager working in the sector stated that as recently as January 2017 they were
‘being told to manage on $3.40 per day’. This has created outrage with many claiming that
prisoners and pets are better fed. The president of the Australian Medical Association was
very critical. Some will go to any lengths to improve the bottom line.
o

Premature deaths of nursing home residents: an epidemiological analysis Med J Aust 2018; 208 (3): 143
http://bit.ly/2JuPG2A

o

Aged care: Preventable nursing home deaths surge The Brisbane Times 29 May 2017 http://bit.ly/2Mihghb

o

Prisoners and pets fed better than people in aged care homes The Courier Mail 11 Feb 2018 http://bit.ly/2JIQgJr

o

68
69

Oral decay a 'time bomb' for aging population dentist warns ABC News 18 Jan 2017 https://ab.co/2sOLpwx

o

Preventable nursing home deaths skyrocket SBS News 29 May 2017 http://bit.ly/2sLCoEm



Elder abuse and failures in care: Elder abuse in nursing homes has been a problem and
the Australian Law Reform Commission has reported on this urging changes to aged care70.
There have been multiple articles describing failures in care.



Abuse: (In Victoria) “VULNERABLE elderly Victorians are being bashed, sexually
assaulted, threatened and robbed in nursing homes, new police figures show - investigation has found our aged care system in a shocking state, with 191 crimes against
people recorded in 2016. - - (The elderly are) particularly vulnerable to abuse by the
people who are supposed to care for them”71.

Failed nursing home loses accreditation Blue Mountains Gazette 4 December 2017: http://bit.ly/2A7yszu
LinkedIn: The True Cost of Providing Quality Aged Care http://bit.ly/2BVYHww

70

Elder Abuse- A National Legal Response Australian Law Reform Commission May 2017 http://bit.ly/2t3Gkjm
Landmark report urges changes to aged care The Australian 14 June 2017 http://bit.ly/2JJoAUQ

71

Vulnerable elderly Victorians easy prey for abuse in nursing homes Adelaide Now 7 Feb 2017 http://bit.ly/2JuQ69a
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Assaults: (On the Gold Coast) Physical and sexual assaults on vulnerable people in aged
care have more than doubled since 2009 and the rate of attacks has increased by 27 per
cent in one year. There was another sexual assault in Adelaide 72.



Pressure injuries: In a corporate home in Adelaide a man “died from an infected ulcer on
his right hip - - open wounds, which looked like bed sores, all over him. - - bone was
seriously just sticking out - - not showered for days and was handled roughly by staff. - - a
bruise mark with a hand print”. Then in South East Queensland a man died from septic
shock, a consequence of badly managed pressure sores.



72
73
74

o

Bupa Adelaide nursing home accused of poor care following death of resident
ABC News 1 May 2017 https://ab.co/2JCnRkS

o

Nursing home investigated after man dies from septic shock Sydney Morning Herald
3 Oct 2017 http://bit.ly/2MiBqb4

Maggots and over-medication: Then there are the recurrent reports of maggots in
wounds and oral care is so bad that they have been found in people’s mouths. There was
over-medication with a family claiming “he was drugged to the eyeballs - - turned him into
a zombie” and of course the periodic salmonella outbreaks that spread rapidly when
hygiene and handwashing are poor..
o

Call for more scrutiny in aged care, after maggots found on woman in nursing home north of Newcastle ABC
Newcastle 9 May 2017 https://ab.co/2sO0rCU

o

Aged care residents medicated with drugs that may be harmful and won't help Canberra Times 13 May 2017
http://bit.ly/2LIPYQj

o

Salmonella hits 10 residents from the Helping Hand Lightsview aged care home in Northgate Adelaide Now 5 April
2017 http://bit.ly/2JCNAtD



Murder and the sort of employees being attracted: There were reports of residents
being murdered with insulin injections in a facility with inadequate procedures and without a
register for recording insulin use. Staff complained that those who speak out about abuse
are being fired and that this is only going to encourage more and more sick staff into the
job. In a system that struggles because of poor pay and a culture that does not engage and
motivate, the system can be staffed by too many who cannot get a job elsewhere and don’t
really want to be there. One PCA “witnessed multiple, daily examples of residents who
were unable to communicate being abused” 73.



Lack of staff and skills are a constant theme: A family member blames a lack of staff for
the death of another resident who fell and broke her hip when there was no one to help her
when she needed help and called out for assistance. Nurses confirm that this is a
widespread problem. Then on the Gold Coast a 77-year-old “was found on a veranda in a
Bundaberg aged care facility covered in his own faeces in a facility where “A number of
other families are alleging mistreatment”. This is a staffing issue. Gold Coast Community
Centres have seen a “massive growth in elderly people seeking advice”74.

Assaults on aged care residents on the rise on the Gold Coast Gold Coast Bulletin 19 Feb 2017 http://bit.ly/2l0gs4d
Man, 20, accused of sexually assaulting elderly resident at aged care facility MyGC.com.au 7 June 2017 http://bit.ly/2HD5bzR
Lethal care Weekend Australian Magazine 13 May 2017
Daughter says mum died in nursing home due to lack of staff, former nurses say care standards not improving
ABC News 29 May 2017 https://ab.co/2y25F30
Gold Coast community legal centres have seen massive growth in elderly people seeking advice Gold Coast Bulletin 5 March 2017
http://bit.ly/2Jy4nOs
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3.10.1 The Quality Agency fails more homes in 2017
Either care was deteriorating or the Quality Agency became more active following the Oakden
scandal. The press reported many failures to meet standards during the year. The Australian
reported on 6 May that “five nursing homes are operating under federal government sanctions
and another 34 have failed standards of care since the beginning of last year”. We have not
collected all of the failures for 2017 but list a few below.


Community based Rose Mumbler Village in North Nowra passed only 33 of 44
accreditation standards and was sanctioned - failures included pain management,
no evidence of police checks for staff, poor laundry hygiene and an inadequate number of
clean washing baskets, a lack of clinical care for residents and a lack of staff training



Hillside at Figtree passed only 26 of 44 accreditation standards and sanctioned - failures
included clinical care, specialised nursing care, medication management, skin care and
behavioural management. “Two or more hours for my mother to get assistance after
ringing the bell - - concerns about staffing levels, about the level of care and about the
standard of food - - - management of pain and medication; nutrition and hydration; skin
care and continence - - wounds ‘’not attended as directed’’ - - failed in the vital area of
palliative care - - the comfort and dignity of terminally ill care - - dignity and privacy - insufficient staffing



More: In addition: (1) Garrawarra Centre, (2) Wesley Rayward in Carlingford and (3)
Oakden were sanctioned as was (4) Morrison Lodge in Midland, outside Perth. (5) Gawler
Grande Views was a serial offender with previous problems in 1997 and 2007. It was
subject to failures which included serious penalties to protect residents from "an immediate
and severe risk" to their "health, safety and wellbeing". Government-run (6) Wallsend
Aged Care Facility failed 4 of 44 accreditation standards. (7) Regis Healthcare in Darwin
was sanctioned because of "immediate and severe" risks to residents.

Sanctions - some examples:


Community based North Nowra nursing home fails quality test South Coast Register 2 Feb 2017 http://bit.ly/2y9xtlV



Health department outlines areas of concern at Figtree facility Illawara Mercury 2 May 2017 http://bit.ly/2t1tTWf



Hillside could lose its approval as a provider of aged care services Illawarra Mercury 1 May 2017 http://bit.ly/2sVyLfv



Where Hillside at Figtree failed its residents revealed Illawarra Mercury 31 May 2017 http://bit.ly/2sLJloW



Illawarra aged care staff concerned over sanctions Illawara Mercury 15 June 2017 http://bit.ly/2JRbh4I



Five aged homes run under sanctions The Australian 6 May 2017 http://bit.ly/2JUrZ3m



Serial offender aged care provider put residents at 'severe risk' Sydney Morning Herald 28 May 2017 http://bit.ly/2LCaxh5



Regis Healthcare in Darwin sanctioned over 'severe risks' to aged residents ABC News 6 June 2017 https://ab.co/2xY29qo



Government-run Wallsend Aged Care Facility fails key benchmarks including staff criminal checks ABC News 21 July 2017
https://ab.co/2MegP7A

Staff reductions
In spite of the inadequate staffing levels, several providers attempted to reduce staffing during
2017. Worryingly, most were nonprofits in Queensland and they seemed to be using the
commercially generated StewartBrown benchmarks as their guide in doing so – accepting that this
was the industry standard.
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We need to remember that the large super-charities have brought in outside professionally trained
managers and accountants from other businesses to improve their performance and give them
credibility when dealing with government. They are unlikely to have any real understanding of care
and would not understand the consequences of their actions. Those we have collected include


A facility owned by market listed Japara Healthcare at Tewantin on the Sunshine coast was
reported as cutting staff. It was claimed that “more than a dozen staff members had been
made redundant or resigned over pressure and ‘unmanageable’ workloads - - were
mostly registered nurses”. They were “replaced by under-qualified assistant nurses to
save money”



Myrtleford Lodge, a Victorian for-profit owned by Bentley Wood – staff reported that they
have been told that staffing hours will be cut. In 2006 it had failed six of the 44 standards.



In July nonprofit Southern Cross in Queensland reduced staffing in its 11 facilities
across the state. The nurses claiming this was a total of 518 hours taken from the
fortnightly roster. They explained that the cuts to staffing levels were underpinned by an
Aged Care Financial Performance Survey written by consultants StewartBrown in 2016.
This ‘benchmark’ is based on financial metrics and not the needs of residents.
Others thought it was “purely commercial”. Staff and residents at its Iloura facility in
Chinchilla were alarmed and complained that care was already compromised and problems
were developing. A meeting with staff and residents was held.
Coroner’s Court: These same financial benchmarking reports have even been used
(unsuccessfully) as a defense in a Coroner’s court when patients have died because of
inadequate staffing75.
At the same time at a Canberra hospital the manager of another Southern Nursing home
was explaining that “maggots inside a dementia patient's cuts were 'good for wounds' and
helped 'clean them out'”. Doctors at the local hospital were so shocked by what they found
that they exposed it by lodging a complaint with the Complaints System asking them to
investigate care at the facility. Pressure sores and maggots are preventable with sufficient
skilled staff. Both are good indicators of poor staffing.



Blue Care, another large Queensland for-profit followed Southern Cross in July cutting staff
at several of its facilities and also forcing 36 residents out of one Queensland home to
“downsize the facility”. One employee indicated that “staffing resources were already
being stretched”. Once gain it seems these were trained nurses because Blue Care
indicated that untrained “personal carers would assist with basic medication”.
One of the nurses explained the issue saying “At the end of the day it is a business, it
comes down to money, but we're dealing with human beings, someone's mother, father,
friend”. The ANMF were alarmed at these developments at Blue Care and Southern Cross
and criticized it strongly in a media release.
There were soon so many complaints that five months later the Quality Agency did an audit
of Pioneer Lodge and the home failed 13 of 44 standards including “clinical care,
medication, pain management and nutrition” and “residents weren't showered, were left
alone on the toilet for long periods of time and went underfed”.

75

Westcott, Inquest into the death of Barbara Westcott Coroners Court Tasmania 1 September 2016 http://bit.ly/2unfrdR
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Blue Care tried to shift the blame by blaming “small number of staff members”. Only 2
months later a patient who had developed pressure sores died of septicaemia.


A Church of Christ facility in Toowoomba was reported to have “backed down from plans
to cut more than 400 nursing hours from its fortnightly roster”. After strong
representation they reduced this to 154 hours (11 hours a day).

Staffing references


Aged care staff lash out at cuts Sunshine Coast Daily 26 May 2017 http://bit.ly/2sYuzKR (Japara Healthcare in Tewantin)



Myrtleford Lodge cuts workers hours Border Mail 29 Jun 20 2017 http://bit.ly/2HEUxbB



Aged care home fails standards The Border Mail 7 July 2006 http://bit.ly/2HCocCz (Myrtleford Lodge)



Southern Cross Care defends nursing home cuts, families hit back Chinchilla News 13 Jul 2017 http://bit.ly/2und9av



lloura staff run ragged as residents wait for basic assistance Chinchilla News 20 Jul 2017 http://bit.ly/2noiVqG (Southern Cross)



Canberra Hospital urges investigation into Southern Cross Care nursing home The Canberra Times 2 July 2017
http://bit.ly/2JJIX43



Care home manager claimed infestation of maggots inside a dementia patient's cuts were 'good for wounds' and helped 'clean
them out' before he died The Daily Mail 3 July 2017 https://dailym.ai/2JxsTiF (Southern Cross)



COTA ACT refers about one complaint a month to federal aged care commissioner Sydney Morning Herald 3 July 2017
(Southern Cross)



Nurse says Blue Care 'don't care about staff' at Millban http://bit.ly/2sWTuP2



Bundaberg aged care job cuts present ethical dilemma, union says ABC News 20 Jul 2017 http://ab.co/2vMXghT



Now it’s Blue Care cutting nursing hours for elderly residents Media Release 1 Aug 2017
http://anmf.org.au/news/entry/now-its-blue-care-cutting-nursing-hours-for-elderly-residents



Blue Care fails its audit NewsMail 26 Jan 2018 http://bit.ly/2y3jL3W



Aged care home fails inspection two months before septicaemia death ABC 7.30 Report 4 April 2018
http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/aged-care-home-fails-inspection-two-months-before/9619738



Violence and neglect exposed in Queensland nursing homes The Courier Mail 20 Feb 2018 http://bit.ly/2JuRcBW



Nursing home backs down from huge proposed staffing cuts The Chronicle 3 Nov 2017 http://bit.ly/2sPvcHx
(Churches of Christ Care in Toowoomba)

Those who understand what is happening and those who don’t: Resident’s families and staff
see what is happening and those with the knowledge recognise the problems and struggle to have
them addressed but no one is listening – least of all politicians. Those who see what is happening
tell us about it. A nurse indicates that “any for-profit organisation has a tension between the
demands of their shareholders that they make a profit, and the quality of service they deliver”76. .
A journalist who has examined the issues and written many articles was particularly horrified when
she first encountered a “resident who sat for hours in a soiled incontinence pad” and then found
that it was “common place for a resident to sit, for hours, in their own faeces”. She sums the
situation up well. In regard to the numerous reports of failure she says “put it (all the reports)
together, and we have a systemic problem - - a problem that continues to flare, and
continues to be ignored by successive governments”77.
But we still have true believers, large providers and industry bodies, who talk about sensationalism
in the press and, when it cannot be refuted, blame the few who let the industry down in what they
claim is a world class system. Worse still politicians continue to believe them.

76

Lethal care Weekend Australian Magazine 13 May 2017

77

The sad treatment of our elderly has got to stop Sydney Morning Herald 29 June 2017 http://bit.ly/2sZ5CPs
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The real situation: We have a crisis. A crisis in the system and it needs system wide reforms.
The model that was introduced in 1997 was deeply flawed and we need to confront that and do
something about it. The many reviews and inquiries that followed the Oakden revelations have not
confronted that. The ‘reform proposals’ do little more than tinker with the system.
Even before the Carnell/Patterson Review report was published, the protagonists and believers in
the discourse, including the reviewers were planning the public relations exercises and industry
conferences assuring industry the flawed roadmap and its “reforms” were on track. These were
still based on the 1997 discourse responsible for the problems and the true believers and
advocates are rallying to the cause.
The speakers at the first conference in November 2017 included Minister Wyatt, Carnell and
Paterson, Ryan from the Quality Agency, David Tune (architect of the Aged Care Roadmap), as
well as speakers from Department of Health, COTA, ACSA and providers Allity and Opal(10). Since
the latest “reforms” were announced, more conferences are planned for June and July 2018 E73.


Conference: The next Phase of Aged Care Reform:
Prepare yourself for the future of aged care 1st and 2nd Nov 2017



Aged Care Reform after the 2018 Federal Budget 25-26 July 2018 (COTA)
Community Care Review Special announcement 30 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2HEQMTw



Home Care Package Design seminar 21 June 2018
Community Care Review Special announcement 1 Jun 2018

Instead of recognising the problems and talking about what we can do to
make changes, these token changes have been marketed to the public in
order to undo the harm that the publicity, which they think is the problem, had
done.

3.11 2018: From bad to worse
The aggressiveness of for-profits and the ill-considered attempts of the nonprofits to copy them
has seen the focus shift sharply to Queensland. The unions have taken strong action. We also
have a government in Queensland that accepts that there are serious problems in the system and
is advocating for mandatory staffing levels. Both the Public Guardian and the Public Advocate are
critical of the system. They have come up with constructive suggestions for addressing the
problems by monitoring care using empowered visitors schemes. These fall outside the discourse
and create a platform from which it’s legitimacy might be challenged.
When similar ideas were suggested in the 1989 Ronald Review they were opposed by the for-profit
providers during the 1990s. They were seen as interfering in the freedom of the market to do what
it pleased.
Queensland 2018: An audit of staffing and care in Queensland by the nursing union revealed
what many know has been happening. It was already known that “one in seven nursing homes
failed government inspections in the past year”. The report revealed that the problems found
were “the tip of the iceberg’’ and far more extensive then revealed. This has encouraged others to
speak out.
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The findings included:
“violence, malnutrition and neglect - - serious incidents - - undiagnosed and untreated hip
fractures and resident’s not checked after falls - - so understaffed that help was not there
when it was needed and residents were unmedicated - - unfed, not being hydrated, getting
ulcers and contracting infections from being left in unchanged incontinence pads - - left for
up to 12 hours in bed without being turned. - - left in pain - - showered once a week -untrained staff administering dangerous drugs - -bandages being washed and reused - malnourished, dehydrated, unmedicated and suffering unnecessary pain and premature
death due to chronic understaffing in privately-run Australian aged care - - not being
properly fed or hydrated”.
They found that “80 per cent of aged care facilities audited were dangerously understaffed - registered nurses are being left to look after up to 200 residents at a time - - More than 75
per cent of aged care staff are not nurses and are unqualified”.

Serious problems in Queensland


‘Disturbing’ report reveals shocking conditions in aged care homes 2GB radio 20 Feb 2018
https://www.2gb.com/disturbing-report-reveals-shocking-conditions-in-aged-care-homes/



Violence and neglect exposed in Queensland nursing homes The Courier Mail 20 Feb 2018 http://bit.ly/2JuRcBW



Secret aged care audit returns damning results Queensland Nursing Union 13 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2HCpJIP



Qld aged care audit shows damning findings 7 News Australian Associated Press 13 May 2018
https://au.news.yahoo.com/qld-aged-care-audit-shows-damning-findings-024041615--spt.html



Queensland aged care standards often 'deplorable', nurses union says ABC News 13 May 2018 https://ab.co/2l3qIZK



Federal Minister accuses Australian nurses of elder abuse Queensland Nurses and Midwives’ Union, 14 May 2018
http://bit.ly/2y2lAOx

Countrywide in 2018: The exposure of tax minimisation by wealthy corporations has angered
many who are speaking out about the way this wealth has been made by understaffing and so
neglecting citizens. The unions whose warnings have been ignored have understandably been
vocal. Comments include that:
The aged-care system is riddled with unethical behaviour and failing many residents of
nursing homes - - unfair competition and the financial gouging of clients, people’s wellbeing …
sacrificed in the pursuit of excessive profit - - cases of abuse including inadequate nutrition
and healthcare, substandard facilities, sanitary neglect and undue use of sedation - dangerous workloads for nurses and carers - - missed care - - profits ahead of their
responsibility - - staff stole food - - strapped down -- abused physically and mentally - residents were constantly hungry - - residents dying due to infected ulcers. Companies that
“have the financial capacity to improve staffing - - simply do not release financial reports”.
In addition:


The Aged care Complaints Commission reported a “litany of findings” in a private equity run
facility including that in regard to “all of Mrs Pxxxx’s needs, the family was not given
comprehensive information about injuries she sustained”.



A coroner was scathing about resident on resident deaths indicating that “operators and
managers of nursing homes should be held personally liable for appalling treatment of
vulnerable elderly residents”
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Another report stressed that the public could not rely on glossy brochures, but that was all
the information they were likely to get because “there isn't any data . . . any you're able to
access - - will point to a near perfect federal accreditation” then tries to explain why
“homes score so highly in accreditation”

The public are becoming increasingly disturbed and distrustful – and it is clear that there are good
reasons for this.

Failures Australia wide


Aged-care failings should alarm us all The Age 2 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2y2e0nk



Aged care providers putting profits before their responsibility to care ANMF, 2 May 2018



Elderly residents ‘starving and tied down’, aged care abuse inquiry hears The Courier Mail 15 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2LIVFh8



Nursing home implements changes after Aged Care Complaints Commission inquiry Daily Telegraph 15 May 2018
http://bit.ly/2y3Lb9Y (Redleaf Manor owned by Private Equity group Allity)



Nursing home managers should be held more accountable for failing to look after residents, Coroner finds over bashing
death of Mavis Baum, 93, at Christies Downs Adelaide Now 17 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2HFIYkp

Increased oversight activity: In May 2018 Increased activity by the Quality Agency was
described as a safety swoop78. Figures revealed “that 36 homes — about one in 70 — have been
flagged as a ‘serious risk’ to residents during 2017/18“ and “and 165 homes — or one in 16 —
failed government quality audits”. The flurry of activity after Oakden is revealed by the number of
high-risk facilities reported. There were only two in 2016, 22 in 2017 and then 36 within the first 5
months of 2018.
Ten percent of residents in nursing homes across Australia (22,873) were sent to hospital following
injuries in 2014/15 – a third with head injuries and another sixth with hip fractures. The number
increases by 4% each year, which can be explained by the decrease in staff that has accompanied
increasing acuity. Facilities in Queensland that were being investigated in 2018 included Carinity
Fairfield Grange in Townsville, Blue Care Pioneer in Bundaberg, Northview Aged Care Centre in
Mackay, Forest Lake Lodge in Brisbane, Cooinda House in Redcliffe.

3.12

Specific company failures

At the start of this submission we talked about what we have defined as a culturopathy – a social
context in which patterns of thought or paradigms and the discourse by which it is spread and
through which policies and practices are developed is introduced and applied to situations that it
does not understand and where it is inappropriate and ultimately harmful.

The social processes at work
People embrace these ideas because they work for them and they are both appealing and
successful for them. These ideas are based on belief rather than fact or logic and they are
constantly bumping up against both and must address them. If they begin to doubt they will lose
the drive and conviction that is necessary for success and will be pushed aside by others who
have no doubts.

78

Safety swoop on nursing homes has exposed dozens deemed a ‘serious risk’ The Courier Mail 21 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2JMNgf5
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These ideas and the practices based on them can be very successful in sectors of the market that
meet the necessary conditions for a market to operate, one where there is either an informed and
effective customer or a community that effectively controls the sort of people and way the market
operates when it provides services to its members.
There are two good examples of very successful business people whose patterns of thinking were
a serious threat to the services they provided. Both had stellar careers until they tried to apply
their patterns of thinking to health and aged care. In one there were effective customers (the
doctors who admitted their patients) and a concerned medical community. The company was
quite rapidly put out of business. The other dragged on for thirty years before government
regulators acted.
Peter Smedley: Mayne Nickless was the giant trucking business which had
recently been involved in a price fixing scandal and had turned to health care in
search of profit. The company’s subsidiary Mayne Health was not prospering financially and
Peter Smedley was brought in to fix it(32).
Example

Peter Smedley had built an enormous reputation in the marketplace because of his success in
oil and then in Colonial Mutual. Others described him as a “control freak” and as being
“renowned for the ruthlessness, efficiency and speed with which he brings his commercial
policies to fruition. He brooks no opposition”. His style was well suited for the oil industry and
very successful if criticized at Colonial Mutual.
What he did in health care was totally unsuited to the sector and his style of cherry-picking the
profitable rather than the needy (that had been so successful at Colonial Mutual) interfered
with the provision of care and brought him into conflict with the medical profession.
The doctors, particularly the surgeons who advised patients and decided where they would
operate exerted their power. They surgery simply took their patients elsewhere and put
Mayne Health out of business – although this took some time(33).
Lessons from this: In the USA Joseph Califano(35), an advisor to Ronald Reagan, who saw
doctors as responsible for the rising costs, had led the market in blaming the medical
profession and in taking control of doctor’s careers and their incomes by tying them into
contracts with both managed care companies and providers.
They were trapped and became participants in the massive frauds and other dysfunctional
practices. Large companies exploited the vulnerabilities in what became the most expensive
health system in the world. The doctor’s patients were exploited and many were harmed. The
doctors were trapped and participated.
By 1997 doctors in Australia were acutely aware of what had happened in the USA and the
consequences for the system, for doctors and for patients. The new minister, Michael
Wooldridge had set out the direction the government were taking and the president of the
AMA had made his unhappiness clear(34).
Government had read Califano’s book and sought to force doctors to enter into contracts with
insurers (AXA) and providers (Mayne). The doctors won in the bitter dispute that followed and
Wooldridge eventually left politics under a cloud. He re-entered the spotlight under another
cloud when Prime Trust collapsed.
The doctors had defended their power as defacto customers and when Mayne transgressed
they used that power to make the market do what markets are supposed to do. Put those who
don’t deliver and break breach our norms and values out of business.
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This sent a clear message to the marketplace and we have not seen the major dysfunctions
that characterises the US system. But the standoff with government has been ongoing and
this has inhibited the sort of cooperation that is needed in the provision of health services. We
could have a better system if there was a shared discourse.
But doctors are part of our society and as has happened in the past, sections have over time
identified with the discourse which is now dominant. It should not surprise us when some
behave similarly as for example in the profiteering by some surgeons recently exposed on
ABC’s Four Corners79.
Example - Millie Phillips: Ms Phillips was a self-made businesswoman, much admired for
her success in the tough mining sector and then in the property and hotel business. These
tough entrepreneurial qualities did not equip her to provide aged care services when she
entered the sector in 1986 as Milstern Healthcare, a company that had many early ups and
downs. It is not clear exactly when it bought its two nursing homes and some retirement
villages but certainly by the early 1990s(30).
There were many problems in Milstern nursing homes and retirement villages. The nursing
homes both ran into trouble with care in the late 1990s but were allowed to survive. The
Quality Agency finally stepped in and in 2017 closed both the nursing homes80.
In health care doctors were effective customers and acted but they had no power in aged care.
Without an effective customer or a community to force the issues, they were not addressed.
This is not to cast aspersions on these two individuals who performed very well in the ordinary
competitive marketplace. The very characteristics and belief systems, which made them so
successful there, made them problematic in the provision of services in vulnerable sectors.
Both have been involved in charitable endeavours and Phillips has made large donations to
some81. There are many other examples of people like this in the USA and Australia. Two web
pages written in 2000 and 2001 try to come to grips with the sort of people involved and the social
processes at work respectively(36) .
The first links to pages describing examples of the individuals in health and aged care. At the time
the web site used the term sociopathy rather than culturopathy to describe the process and the
people but the majority are probably not sociopaths in the sense that we now used that term.
Succeeding in a culturopathy: In a culturopathy there is no restraint on those who believe in
what they are doing. To succeed in a culturopathy those involved must believe, almost blindly and
not have any doubts. If you have doubts you lack conviction and that leads others to doubt your
credibility and so push you aside.
Personal success puts any doubts to rest. Individuals become confident and forceful so able to
persuade others in the face of evidence. They are accepted and become leaders. Some get to the
stage where they feel infallible and can do no wrong. It is here that they are more likely to
overstep the line and do unacceptable things.

79

Mind the Gap ABC Four Corners 28 May 2018 http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/mind-the-gap/9809314

80

Failed nursing home loses accreditation Blue Mountains Gazette 4 December 2017: http://bit.ly/2A7yszu
LinkedIn: The True Cost of Providing Quality Aged Care http://bit.ly/2BVYHww

81

$20 millie-on donation - The Australian Jewish News (7 Dec, 2017): http://bit.ly/2sUfZUH
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These people have to believe, say and claim to do one thing while actually doing something else
which is harmful. They must shield themselves from this. They can no longer be authentic in what
they do and say. That this happens and that it can be widespread has been recognised for the
better part of a century. The psychology is complex and not always easy to grasp.
Social scientists and philosophers have developed concepts which allow us to come to grips with
some of it. These concepts include compartmentalisation, rationalization, confirmation bias, willful
blindness, ‘bad faith’ (lying and deceiving oneself) and probably more. The social processes and
strategies that drive people to adopt patterns of thought that don’t fit well and accept them as the
way the world is or should be are understood(55). Believers become confident and assertive. When
there is uncertainty they offer certainty and become leaders.
One of the consequences of this is that on the one hand you have powerful people who are
convinced by what they are doing. As Philosophers and analysts like the founding father of
economic theory Adam Smith have recognized, it is often good people with a belief and a mission
who do most harm.
On the other hand you have those who see what is happening and experience the system who see
it very differently. They are confused and uncertain. Dave Lindorff commented on this when he
wrote about the giant corporations in medicine in 199282. We wrote about this divide in perceptions
in 2004(37).
When examining the examples consider
1. The implications for the next term of reference to “the adequacy of accountability and
probity” and the subsequent one about “whether current practices meet public
expectations”.
2. The situation we are dealing with and the sort of people who succeed there.

3.13

Aveo

The company FKP was formed by the merger of two companies83. It listed on the share market in
1993. In 2013 it changed its name to Aveo Group Limited. At the time it was losing money but it
soon changed that and has become very profitable. It owns or operates 89 villages across
Australia, under the Aveo Retirement Living brand.
The people behind it: We are not sure when Murphy Group and the Malaysian Lee family took
control of Aveo but its profitably changed rapidly after 2013 when it was running at a loss. The
family has a history of particularly aggressive business practices, practices that skirt the limits of
the law and saw the father, who was described as a “shark-like corporate raider”, spend time in jail.
The son Seng Huang Lee, the chairman of Aveo, is enormously wealthy. He owns Hayman Island,
a suite of five-star hotels and Aveo in Australia – as well as large Asian businesses. He bought the
expensive 100 ft maxi-yacht Ragamuffin and its crew to compete in “some of the world’s premier
ocean racing events”. He gets little publicity but is undoubtedly a powerful and confident industry
figure.

82

Marketplace Medicine: The Rise of the For-Profit Hospital Chains Lindorff Dave, Bantam Books

83

Aveo Group Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aveo_Group
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The power of Aveo: Aveo is a red flag to the power imbalance between ruthless entrepreneurial
corporations and vulnerable citizens. This reflects a changing pattern in society. ‘Civil society’
has fragmented and become ineffective. Markets and managers have taken control of it.
Unopposed they have become ever more rapacious. Aveo is part of a problem not only in aged
care but in the way we have structured our marketplace and the disproportionate power that it has
been given.
What was exposed by ABC’s Four Corners in June 2017 has clearly been going on for some
years. Aveo have successfully contained it so there have been only isolated reports. It was
probably its more recent and even more aggressive programs ‘Aveo Way’ and ‘Freedom Aged
Care’ that together with the ABC Four Corners investigation brought it all into the open. While the
issues are primarily financial there are examples of failures in care. Its move to provide more
residential type nursing care is worrying.
Developing problems: As early as 2001 FKP was investigated by the ACCC for deceptive
advertising. It accepted this and agreed to write to all purchasers informing them of this and
offering to rescind their contracts and refund all money paid 84.
In 2011 an elderly woman learned about contracts and corporate ruthlessness the hard way 85.
There were multiple problems with the condition of the unit she had entered and she was very
unhappy. She left after 2 months and in doing so was charged a $25,000 exit fee which was 25%
of the purchase price. The president of the Association of Residents of Queensland Retirement
Villages said this was one of the highest he had seen.
In the same year at another village, a worker repeatedly stole from the resident86. Management
considered the resident to be demented and refused to believe her claims of being thieved. It was
only after she installed a silent video camera that she was believed.
In 2014, ABC News reported that Mosman retirement village was sitting on resident units after they
died and not trying to sell them87. In one instance this was for 3 years while the family paid
“$31,000 to Aveo for three years' of service charges”.
In another case the family paid “$22,000 in service fees alone in 16 months” including a food bill
after their parent died. They were even “ slugged a $3,000 incidental levy for renovations to the
common kitchen, completed long after their mother died”. They were unaware that these lengthy
and complex contracts “allow the operator to charge ongoing and expensive exit and service fees
long after the resident is no longer there”. The report noted that this practice was widespread
across the industry.
Unhappiness building up: In 201688 a report indicated that a family were still being charged $358
monthly catering fee nine months after her father died. Aveo then offered a settlement of $18,000
(minus catering and other charges) for a lease worth $195,000.

84

FKP undertaking to the ACCC. ACCC 30 July 2001 http://bit.ly/2J90X8A

85

Slugged $25k after eight-week stay Sunshine Coast Daily 28 Sept 2011 http://bit.ly/2JKe8cp
Sandringham aged care worker charged Bayside Leader 10 Sept 2011

86
87

Mosman retirement village charging thousands in service fees for clients years after they have died ABC News 20 may 2014

88

Aveo retirement village keeps charging daughter for father’s meals nine months after his death Sunday Times 6 Mar 2016
http://bit.ly/2y0zErZ
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The Age published a report89 after an Inquiry into Retirement Villages in Victoria exposed the
draconian provisions in the contracts. Some gave Aveo the right to bar the residents from living in
their own units. One couple explained that they entered the village so that “we could be
independent, but find that our financial independence has been removed”. Others alleged
“misleading and deceptive conduct” and exit fees of 35%. Someone described feeling “trapped in
a situation of financial exploitation that we cannot escape”.
At the inquiry itself90 another resident told an appalling story of attempts to evict her, overcharging,
theft by staff denied by management, being derided as demented until video proof was provided.
The was then falsely accused by the thief of sexually abusing her. She was sexually abused by
another resident. Residents were frightened to complain and were not believed. There was
“intimidating and bullying”.
Finally some sunlight: ABC’s Four Corners and the Fairfax newspapers finally investigated
properly and published many accounts of resident’s problems in June 2017. They analysed what
was happening. In their reports it was described as a “get poor quick scheme”. A litany of
problems were identified and the stories of those who had tried to confront Aveo unsuccessfully
were told.
More than $150,000 in exit fees, capital losses and other fees - - harrowing stories of financial
loss - - churning, gouging, safety issues and misleading marketing and advertising. Profits
were made from exit fees when the residents left and the quicker they could push them out
the bigger the profit. - - ”’churn’ is a key part of the business model with Aveo . . . achieving a
‘turnover’ of as much as 12 per cent per year, or 1200 residents” - - After residents left
maintenance fees of “around $10,000 to $13,000 for each year” - - Families “would end up
with nothing if the apartment remained on the market for too long”.
Exorbitant fees and complex contracts - - alarming business practices at Aveo - - financial
obligations in them (contracts) are eye-watering. - - complex and draconian - - among the
worst he (an expert) had seen. - - an exit fee as high as 40 per cent - - “a ‘financial sinkhole’ - exorbitant fees and complex contracts. - - totally rapacious, I don't know how they get
away with it". – “misleading marketing and advertising and property sales” - - “most
aggressive listed operator in the country, stinging residents with a menu of fees that eat up a
lifetime of savings within just a few years” - - “retirement villages are a financial trap. - don’t live up to the hype nor the promises represented in their glossy brochures and
television ads”. - - “a brutal business model that is becoming more honed with each new
contract. - - looking at the contracts I realised it was a cleverly disguised rip-off .” - - “unfair
and unconscionable” - - “the savviest customers can end up defeated. - - surrender more
than $150,000 in exit fees, capital losses and other fees”.
Intimidation included “threatening legal action if they reveal any aspects” of discussions and
settlements, including any discussions, to anyone other than their lawyers.
Regulators “don’t appear to have enough powers to help the people it is supposed to
represent”. Some stated that “The regulatory framework is a mess. put in the too-hard
basket”





The “get poor quick” scheme Sydney Morning Herald 3 June 2017 http://bit.ly/2l3XaLq
Bleed Them Dry ABC Four Corners 26 June 2017 https://ab.co/2HFUj43
The price of Freedom Sydney Morning Herald 2017 http://bit.ly/2HD79Qs
The “get poor quick” scheme Blue Mountains Gazette 26 June 2017 http://bit.ly/2JteE2f
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Retirement villagers rebel against Aveo Group The Age 2 Aug 2016 http://bit.ly/2JzBukQ
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The new money making programs: A report in July91 examined the new “Freedom Aged Care”
program which aimed to provide nursing care in the villages. Apparently Aveo was “forced to
effectively refund residents at two villages after an outcry about its decision to transition the
villages to its new, expensive Freedom Aged Care program”.
They were accused of “stinging residents at some other villages with two sets of exit fees, which
can run into the hundreds of thousands of dollars”. It was employing a company “owned and
operated by a current director of its wholly-owned Freedom Aged Care subsidiary to conduct
reviews and provide recommendations on the village” and then “telling residents the company is
independent”.
The article concluded that “Aveo's two new programs The Aveo Way and Freedom Aged Care
squeeze even more money out of residents. - - completely unfair for the residents”.
Finally: Two separate class actions have been commenced by residents and Aveo’s share price
has tumbled92.
Believers in this market system may be claiming that the market is working by penalising Aveo for
its conduct. What a terrible price citizens have had to pay before this happened. But legal action
and financial penalties will not change the discourse and it will happen again somewhere else.
They will have learned to be more careful.

3.14

Tricare

We have been anxious about Tricare for a long time and have collected information about it over
the years. Because we have this information we are using to illustrate how the paradigms are
accepted and how the discourse plays out. It is not unique nor in any way are its staff deliberately
malign. There are many others like it.
Tricare is a family business founded in Queensland by Paul O’Shea 50 years ago. It now operates
9 retirement villages and 15 nursing homes.
The family has done well out of the business and Paul O’Shea was listed on the Business
Review’s Rich List as worth $65 million in 1994, $70 million in 1995, $75 million in 1998 and
among the country's richest 200 people in Australia. His three sons Damian, John and Peter are
directors of the company. The family “were ranked #31 in the Courier Mail’s 2013 Queensland
Rich List last year with $335 million in wealth, up $73 million from the previous year”.
The family has an investment in Aveo93. Peter and John are “major shareholders in the listed
Forest Place Group which runs five aged care villages under the Aveo Healthcare brand in
Brisbane and Redland City”.
The Toohey connection: There is also some connection with the Toohey family. Peter Toohey
was executive chairman of Tricare during the 1990s until 1998. He then became “management
consultant to the aged care industry” and a “sessional member of the Commercial and Consumer
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Aveo faces outcry over push into Freedom Aged Care Sydney Morning Herald 21 July 2017
https://www.smh.com.au/business/aveo-faces-outcry-over-push-into-freedom-aged-care-20170721-gxg6ur.html
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Hundreds sign up for Aveo class action The Sydney Morning Herald 24 Nov 2017
https://www.smh.com.au/business/banking-and-finance/hundreds-sign-up-for-aveo-class-action-20171124-gzscfz.html
More retirement village residents to join Aveo class action Your Life choices 5 March 2018
https://www.yourlifechoices.com.au/news/aveo-court-case-widens-scope
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Aveo’s billions: behind the impenetrable aged-care empire Michael West Blog 23 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2JCdAJJ
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Tribunal” in Queensland. He was appointed to the Board of the Aged Care Standards and
Accredititation Agency94 in 1997 and was still there in 2006.
Jim Toohey, who had experience in banking and business, became CEO in 1999 and he was
there for 10 years. By 200695 he was or had been Industry representative for the Retirement
Villages legislative review, Deputy President of Aged Care Queensland, Chair of Workplace
Relations Committee ACQI, Industry Representative on CAP and Prudential Arrangements
Committee, Industry representative on Queensland Health Aged Care Liaison Committee, Industry
Representative on AMA Queensland Aged Care Working Group, Industry Representative on
Workforce Review Committee and acted as the official spokesman for Macquarie Retirement Care
Australia in Australia. He claims that he won the 2005 Gold Award from the Public Relations
Institute of Australia for “handling one of the most challenging corporate communications
exercises in aged care history”.
Jim Toohey is currently96 president of Carers Queensland, a Justice of the Peace, a member of the
Australian Institute of Company Directors, a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Management, an
appointee to the State Government Health and Community Services Industry Standing Committee,
a Justice of the Peace and much more. Federally he sits on the Health and Community Services
Industry Standing Committee and is Director of the RSPCA Queensland Board. He is an executive
of Hellocare where he is an ambassador for their Responsible Care Initiative.
Toohey is a distinguished and well-respected member of the industry and so the community. He is
representative of many good people who have built their lives within the discourse. Using him as
an example to illustrate what has gone wrong and the flaws in the discourse he represents is not to
denigrate the efforts he made as a businessman but we feel he was the wrong man in the wrong
place.
We need to remember that distinction in this sector comes not from providing care but from
successful business practices and the two are not the same thing.
Working with Macquarie Bank: In 2005 “Tricare joined with the Macquarie Bank-linked
Macquarie Capital Alliance Group to form Retirement Care Australia, which aims to establish
extensive aged-care facilities throughout Australia to be managed by Tricare”97.
This arrangement, and possibly Macquarie’s influence, continued until Retirement Care Australia
merged with Regis Healthcare in 2007/8 and took its name. Regis took over the management of
nursing homes from Tricare. Macquarie Bank is currently being investigated by the Royal
Commission.

3.14.1 Tricare’s view of itself
The company sees itself as a “family-owned business for 50 years to provide trustworthy
retirement, supported living and aged care solutions - - with genuine care and family-style
values that you can ‘depend on’”. It assures prospective residents that they can “Relax, you’re in
good hands with TriCare”.

94
95

Renamed as the Australian Aged Care Quality Agency in 2014
Tricare web site accessed June 2006
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Meet the Executive Team Carepage (Hellocare) https://carepage.com.au/meet-the-team/
Jim Toohey Linkedin https://au.linkedin.com/in/jim-toohey-337a6714
Profile of Eden Board Member James (Jim) Toohey http://bit.ly/2LJ3m70
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Tricare plans $200m Coomera care centre The Gold Coast Bulletin September 2, 2005
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Tricare web site accessed 4 June 1018 https://www.tricare.com.au/about/



Quality care assured in aged nursing centres Sunday Mail March 21, 2004



Residents dignity and identity is respected Sunday Mail May 2004



TriCare a trusted name in aged care Sunday Mail February 19, 2006



Providing care to the aged The Courier-Mail February 23, 2006

Between 2004 and 2006 there were a number of glowing advertorials in which TriCare’s perception
of itself is set out. “more choice - - - excellence is a combination of resident focus, home-like
environment, genuine caring, professionalism and experience - - - commitment to quality is
fundamental. - - recognised industry leader - - - personal service and attention - - respect, dignity
and a sense of identity - - solid reputation for ownership, development and management of
facilities - - soundly-based, quality-driven provider of excellence - - - a reputable track record”.
In regard to staff they “maintain a good work/life balance, arranging shifts to suit her lifestyle - (They) look after their staff”.
Response to criticism: In 2010 Jim Toohey responded with an article in Aged Care Insite, an
industry magazine, when he heard that a university lecturer with a background in aged care in the
USA, and who had examined the Australian system was very critical 98.
In his lecture the lecturer “stated that the same type of stories recorded on the handout were
common in Australia, where there is little regulation to protect the rights of elderly residents”. It
appeared that “this particular ?expert? would not put any elderly relative, or indeed even a
family pet, into a residential aged care facility because of the chronic abuse, neglect and
exploitation rampant in our aged care facilities” Understandably Toohey found this depressing.
Toohey attacked the lecturer as not being “factual and objective” and indicated that these
“generally misinformed or otherwise self-interested crusaders and those who too easily get
caught up in fashionable hysteria must consider what a better, more flexible and more consumer
oriented class aged care system should look like and how we should go about creating it”.
He spoke of “laughable financial returns both in the corporate and individual sense, the contempt
of and scapegoating by government, the unremitting suspicion and shallow curiosity of
journalists and the self-satisfying and publicly proclaimed virtuosity of aged care ‘crusaders’”.
The media “needs to take a genuine interest in all the facts”.
But the owners of his company are on Australia’s rich list! The media have looked - and the only
facts they get are about the experiences of residents and nurses – people who have first-hand
experience.
As a believer, his response was predictable but we too have studied the US system and the
extensive data that is collected there. We too have heard what the nurses and family members
have said about aged care, and read the press reports then looked for data about staffing and care
in Australia and found none. We are very concerned about the state of aged care in Australia.
In a culturopathy it is always outsiders looking in who see what is happening more clearly.
In a functioning society alternative views are examined and carefully evaluated but that does not
happen in a culturopathy.
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Smeared and sneered AgedCareInsite Oct/Nov 2010
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Three years before Toohey’s outburst, academic criminologist John Braithwaite who had studied
our aged care regulation, was very critical99. He warned that “today business values are capturing
regulatory values more than the reverse. When those regulatory values are about protecting the
most vulnerable members of our society from abuse and neglect, the community should be
concerned”. His warnings were ignored too.
True believers are genuinely affronted by negative criticism and respond angrily. Their assertive
characters and gut response leads them to employ lawyers to threaten of even take defamation
action. This happens to whistleblowers and critics in aged care and Tricare has done this too(28).
Providers interpretation of the situation: While he had left Tricare by 2010, Toohey’s
submission to the Productivity Commission in 2010 is interesting100. His submission illustrates the
marketplace discourse in its advocacy for the removal of restrictions and regulation and its attitude
to staffing.
View: Toohey commented on the situation prior to the 1997 changes when there was “very
specific linkage between residents care needs, hours of nursing and care and staff wages”.
He noted that there was a “legislative requirement and a financial incentive for providers to
acquit 100% or as close to 100% as possible of this funding on specified nursing and personal
care related activities only”. He was critical of this because there was “no incentive to
engage in enterprise bargaining to seek greater efficiencies for providers” or to “resist
prohibitive wage claims”. He claimed that the “cost of employing staff was borne directly by
the Commonwealth”.
He is welcoming of the fact that “validation of the precise expenditure of these funds is no
longer required” but considers that the “highly regulated funding system is too inflexible
enough to meet changing circumstances”.
Alternate view: What happened in 1997 was that all accountability for how funding was spent
was abolished, effective regulation that restrained marketplace excesses was removed and
the community was pushed aside and disenfranchised. This was inappropriate for the sector.
Corporations were free to reduce staffing and other expenditure under the guise of efficiency
so compromising care. There was very little restraining them from doing whatever they liked.
Toohey’s assessment of community expectations is more interesting because it differs so markedly
from that of staff and the many families who have had adverse experiences.
View: He describes aged care as “one of the most community sensitive sectors in Australia”.
Alternate view: Others see the community as ageist, disengaged, disinterested in what is
happening under their noses and unwilling to act. This is in part because care has been
commodified as a product which they pay for, but in which they are no longer directly involved.
View: Toohey blames the criticism and unrest on guilt resulting from “the sometimes
unconscious cultural/societal belief that responsibility for the care of elderly parents and
grandparents really rests with their children” so that relatives have “exceptionally (and
sometimes unfairly) high expectations of the standard of care”. He claims that “the guilt or
anxiety driving these expectations creates a significant pressure on politicians” and that this
“lends itself naturally to the bureaucratic inclination for further, more extensive and
intrusive regulation”.
99

Regulating Aged Care’ Braithwaite J et al Edward Elgar Publishing Limited 2007
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Submission to Productivity Commission Toohey J. July 2010 http://bit.ly/2JFSWaG
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Alternate view: We would agree entirely that responsibility does lie with families and with the
community of which they are a part. It always has. It is their inability to fulfil this responsibility
in the current system that is problematic.
Toohey’s comment is self-serving rationalising and is not supported by evidence. It is clear
from the stories coming from the bedsides as well as from the steady deterioration in staffing
that care is deteriorating, that more people now realise this, and that anger and
disillusionment is growing for good reason.
Most revealing are the opinions from trained nurses who left the sector to have children and
then returned years later. Many are horrified by the changes.
View: Toohey claims that expectations by the community are greater, growing and not
always reasonable. There is “growing financial capacity and desire of residents for more
choice”.
Alternate view: While most would expect the sort of accommodation they normally have in
our wealthy country, the industry and government have marketed a world-class system that
they are not delivering at them. They have only themselves to blame for any unrealistic
perceptions.
As we grow old we certainly want control and options within which we can continue to
actualize our lives. We don’t need an aggressively competitive market for this. The barrage
of frenzied calls for choice come from government and industry and the community have
succumbed to that and when asked, regurgitate it.

The industry and government have been creating a false image of a sector where care
and quality of life has been deteriorating and that is not sustainable. They have been
digging a deeper and deeper hole for themselves to fall into. Instead of addressing the
situation we are getting more marketing.

3.14.2 Political donations
The family have been political donors over the years. They received press coverage when John
and Peter donated $181,000 to the LNP party during the 18 months when they were trying to
obtain approval to build an aged care facility with “16, 14 and nine-storey towers” in Taringa101.
The area is zoned for only 3 stories. The local community were strongly opposed. They were
holding protest meetings and lodging objections.
Building policy: In aged care, for profit providers have targeted the wealthy and have focused on
impressive facilities that will create a good impression for investors and impress the families of
those they would like to see in their facilities. The staffing does not necessarily match the façade.
Larger facilities provide opportunities for greater efficiency and are more profitable. The market
therefore builds them.

Tricare building policy

101



Tricare plans $200m Coomera care centre The Gold Coast Bulletin September 2, 2005



First Aged Care Facility To Hit $2.5 Billion Masterplanned Community The Urban Developer 12 Dec 2016 http://bit.ly/2JyhS0l

TWO directors of aged care and retirement village giant TriCare, which has proposed a controversial highrise project at Taringa, have gifted a
total of $181,000 over the past 18 months to the LNP. Westside News 6 Sep 2017
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TriCare Unveils The Future Of Aged Care On Queensland’s Gold Coast Hellocare Sep 2017 HelloCare Sep 2017
http://bit.ly/2JuE2oz



The aged care facility you will want to visit Courier Mail 13 May 2018 http://bit.ly/2JCGx86



Tricare Kawana Waters Deicke Richards http://bit.ly/2HESmF8



Developers of Brisbane aged care facility advised to scale back plans The Courier Mail 10 Aug 2017 http://bit.ly/2HDq4ef

Tricare has built some very large facilities. In 2005 it announced plans to spend $200 million “to
build a state-of-the-art centre for up to 700 residents”. In 2016 there was “Cedar Woods’ $2.5
billion master-planned community in Victoria”. The “first stage of the project, worth $30
million, delivering 120 aged care suites to the community”. Stage two “includes the provision for
143 additional suites”.
In 2017 Tricare invested $18 million in a “state-of-the-art extension - - purpose built 73-bed
extension” to its 93 bed Cypress Gardens Aged Care Residence at Clear Island Waters. The
extension bringing the total number to 163 and “leads the way in changing aged care perceptions
for the future”.
Developers Deicke Richards are building an extra 160 beds for the 50 bed Kawana Waters
residential aged care facility in two stages. Tricare unveiled the first stage of this as ‘The Future Of
Aged Care’ likening the additional 80 deluxe suites in the new extension to a five-star hotel.
In Brisbane Tricare are meeting intense opposition to their plan to build a 376 bed facility with three
towers 16, 14 and 9 stories high in an area zoned for only 3 stories. There have been over 700
objections.
What the data shows: It has long been recognised that the care provided in facilities that have
large numbers of beds where staff cannot get to know the residents well is inferior to that in smaller
more personal facilities. Data has shown that optimal size is 50 to 60 beds and above 100 is
undesirable. In addition design features are important for quality of life and play an important role
in the well being of residents, particularly those with dementia.
Richard Baldwin did an extensive international literature review as part of his doctoral thesis.
Writing for the Policy Space in in 2015102 he indicated that “The research also suggests that when
larger facilities are compared with smaller facilities, smaller facilities are more likely to provide
better care. Facilities with fewer than 100 beds tend to produce more favourable results, than
those with more than 100 beds”. All of the Tricare facilities described above are well in excess of
100 beds.
Recent work has also indicated that, particularly for dementia patients much smaller units or
clusters of about 15 units are superior and “feel more like a home and promote independence”.
They “had a better quality of life, as rated by the residents themselves or their family members.
They also had a 68% lower rate of being admitted to hospital and 73% lower rate of having an
emergency department presentation”. They were “52% less likely to be exposed to potentially
inappropriate medications”.
The study did not adequately examine those who are physically rather than mentally impaired or
who need palliative care. This group might benefit from different nursing skills that would be
difficult to provide in 15 bedded clusters.
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The Future of Aged Care in Australia: A Call for Evidence Based Policy Baldwin R. The Policy Space 22 Sept 2015
http://bit.ly/1KugWpp
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References: Dementia and design


Caring for elderly Australians in a home-like setting can reduce hospital visits The Conversation 4 June 2018 http://bit.ly/2JyirqZ



There’s no need to lock older people into nursing homes ‘for their own safety’ The Conversation
17 March 2017 http://bit.ly/2l3xGhm



Clustered domestic residential aged care in Australia: fewer hospitalisations and better quality of life Dyer SM et al Med J Aust
2018; 208 (10): 433-438. || doi: 10.5694/mja17.00861 http://bit.ly/2y1FhGk



“There's No Place Like Home”: A Scoping Review on the Impact of Homelike Residential Care Models on Resident-, Family-,
and Staff-Related Outcomes Ausserhofer D et al JAMDA August 1, 2016 Volume 17, Issue 8, Pages 685–693 http://bit.ly/2sOukTt



The relationship between the quality of the built environment and the quality of life of people with dementia in residential care
Fleming R et al Dementia 5 May 2014 http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1471301214532460



Costs of potentially inappropriate medication use in residential aged care facilities Harrison S L et al BMC Geriatrics
11 Jan 2018 http://bit.ly/2sMNxFa

3.14.3 Alternative information and issues
It is interesting that Toohey has claimed on several web sites that he won the 2005 Gold Award
from the Public Relations Institute of Australia for handling one of the most challenging corporate
communications exercises in aged care history. That was while he was CEO of Tricare and official
spokesman for Macquarie Retirement Care (RCA). We were interested in what this might be and
envisaged a response to some scandal.
We did an extensive search of material from the Public Relations Institute (and their archives) and
could find no record of an award to Jim Toohey. We did eventually find a Golden Target Award of
a “Crisis of reputation Management winner” but this was to a public relations company called
Bayly Willey Holt Pty Ltd and their member Robyn Willey103. The client was “TriCare/Retirement
Care Australia”. This related to the purchase of Salvation Army nursing homes by Retirement
Care Australia (RCA) and their integration into RCA in 2004/5.
The reward was for addressing “political volatility around and constant media focus on aged
care, the potential for industrial relations conflict, and the impact on residents of an ownership
change from a respected charity to an unknown private sector owner, created a cocktail of issues
that demanded a sensitive issues management program by Bayly Willey Holt”. The award
was for a successful public relations exercise and not for providing care although Toohey would
have been involved as the ‘official spokesman’.
On one web site describing his career it is claimed that TriCare under Toohey’s leadership “was
selected nationally by Macquarie Bank to partner for the largest joint-venture and acquisition in
Australia in aged care history; the successful turnaround of the former Salvation Army aged care
and retirement village facilities in Victoria, South Australia, Western Australia and Tasmania”.
Our concern and experience examining this sort of transaction is that ‘turnaround’ is a code for
‘making profitable’ and in aged care that always involves cost cutting particularly of staff but also
on food and equipment. We were alarmed by this sale in 2004 and so were some families and
staff.

3.14.4 The discourse
A financial crisis: 2004 and 2005 were a time of upheaval in the marketplace. The system set
up in 1997 was being seriously underfunded and there was a lot of unhappiness. The main
reasons for this was “the low indexation rates on the Government's payments to care providers”.
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Golden Target Awards 2005 Public Relations Institute of Australia http://bit.ly/2kZ5yvA
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The nonprofits which provided 75% of the care were struggling to maintain care and staffing. Their
facilities were now old and they had difficulty maintaining and replacing them. A report indicated
that “tens of thousands of elderly Australians face turmoil with the aged care industry warning it
is on the brink of collapse and in dire need of an injection of up to $500 million”. An injection of
funding was “needed to stave off closures, loss of beds and declining care for the almost 150,000
people in aged care homes”.
An impossible burden: In addition, the “Federal Government has added an extra financial
pressure with all aged care providers forced to upgrade facilities by 2008”. The effect of the new
requirement “is that over the next four years, many aged-care providers will have to spend large
amounts of money to upgrade buildings”.
The new higher certification standards “are forcing people out because they can't afford to make
the facility upgrades”. Another article in 2004 said “Concerns about valuations and capital
expenditure led a number to withdraw”. The Salvation Army was the largest of these.


Grim warning on aged care Herald-Sun 13 Feb 2004



Grey Expectations Business Review Weekly 1 Apr 2004



The boom in retirement villages Australian Financial Review 7 Aug 2004



Salvos close to selling to MacBank group Australian Financial Review 28 Oct 2004



RIDING THE WAVE The Australian 31 March 2005



PRIVATE PROVIDERS SNIFF HEALTHY PROFITS Dominion Post 30 May 2005



Ageing advantages Shares Magazine 1 September 2005



Twilight years in the lap of luxury Sunday Age 18 September 2005



Investors scent money in the aged care industry The Newcastle Herald 13 July 2006

The Hogan Review: Traditionally, nonprofits had made money from the wealthy who could afford
to pay and used this to provide services to the needy. They had no other way of raising money or
loans. The problem was compounded for them by The Hogan Review, which looked at the market
and not at the care. It “highlighted massive variation in profitability between aged-care
providers due mostly to varying levels of management efficiency”.
Hogan said “There's a huge contrast between the most profitable aged-care facilities and the least
profitable. Much of that difference is due to management practices. - - (Some) only stay in the
industry because they're propped up by government subsidies."
He indicated that with “optimal technical efficiency, the cost of residential aged care could be cut
by 17 per cent ($1.1 billion)”. His assessment would have sent a huge shudder of apprehension
through those who were struggling to keep enough staff to provide care.
Different responses: Hogan failed to consider that this difference might reflect differences in
staffing and care by some providers. Due to financial pressure and the impact of the discourse,
staffing levels were already falling.
David Angell, chief executive of Aged Care Queensland argued that “there are few productivity
increases left to be made. The only step left for many operators, he says, is to reduce services or
leave the industry”.
But some nonprofits were already adapting and embracing the discourse. They were bringing in
accountants and business strategists.
It was reported that the chief executive of Anglican Retirement Villages, “one of the top three agedcare providers in the country - - has brought a corporate sensibility to this - - Christian
organisation. A former chartered accountant and strategy specialist, he says the aged-care
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sector is at a crossroads. It's the end of the cottage-industry era the future is corporate in scale
and approach”.
Key to this was “the ability to run a not-for-profit organisation the way you do a corporation”.
He thought you could do so while still holding on to “different goals and different measures of
success”.
The nature of the discourse: The paradigms used and the discourse which government, Hogan,
Tricare and Toohey embraced saw government and nonprofits as inefficient. Shares Magazine
indicated that this was “predominantly a cottage industry, heavily regulated and relatively
uncompetitive”.
It was the regulation of nursing staff that made it so inefficient. The magazine indicated that
Hogan’s “wide-ranging analysis concluded that an increase in market forces in the sector was
needed to ensure higher quality of care”. There was “considerable opportunity for capable
management to use their skills and experience in the industry as a period of rationalisation takes
place”.
They saw the for-profit market as the drivers of consolidation and a modern marketplace for care.
This was reflected in everything government did including the allocation of bed licenses so there
was an “inordinate allocation towards the private sector. The private sector received 50% of all
licences” even though it provided only 25% of the care.
The problem for these investors – nurses: The for profits and particularly the big banks and
private entity groups had the money to invest but they had reservations because of the inability to
control costs in the current system, particularly nursing costs.
One large potential investor indicated that “his company's interest in aged care is limited to the
upper end of the market, the extra-services business, where it would not be reliant on government
funding to make the business profitable. - - - The area we want is where the user pays”. He
indicated that “if there is some deregulation of the system, then the future is very bright. At the
moment, the business is severely challenged”.
An analyst in The Australian considered that consolidation would be “slower than had previously
been expected because tight margins meant investors would need to ‘cherry-pick’ profitable
facilities”. This was the part of the sector that the nonprofits depended on for the extra money they
needed to care for the poor. Many nonprofits have responded to this threat by also targeting this
wealthy sector, competing by building lavish facilities for the wealthy themselves.
Staffing, the key to profitability: It is clear that the biggest problem was the inability to reduce
staffing because as some analysts indicated “Labour costs make up roughly 70 per cent of agedcare costs and the nurses' unions are tough. If profits start slipping, you can't cut services or
walk away people's lives, health and quality of life are at stake”.
The Australian Financial Review (AFR) indicated that “the industry is ripe for consolidation, and
operators such as DCA believe that by building a sizeable organisation, bringing in skilled
management and better systems, they can make money where others cannot”.
Despite this, DCA, which became the largest for-profit aged care provider, owning Amity group,
were not very successful in this. They soon sold to a Citigroup private equity and expert
turnaround subsidiary. They made it more profitable and sold it to BUPA at a large profit.
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The Australian indicated that “it was the combination of fixed government revenue and fixed costs - largely nursing wage agreements -- that created risk in the sector”. When "both your costs and
your revenues are regulated," he said. "What you are finding is the difficulty in making a margin
between those two elements which are out of your control." In 2018 income is still fixed by
government and profitability still comes from keeping the costs of nursing staff down’
That there was “plenty of fat in the system” and much of that fat was in nurses was the message
brought to Australia by Andrew Turner, the charismatic much admired US aged care authority and
founder of a very successful US company, Sun Healthcare(38). He came to Australia in 1997. It was
music to the ears of for-profit managers and politicians. The discourse in Australia saw that fat in
the nurses. The glib illusion was that “you did not need expensive trained nurses to shower and
wipe bottoms”. This represented the level of Turner’s expertise and sadly of the managers who
now had control of aged care. Sun entered Australia in 1997, failed our probity regulations, then
rapidly collapsed in both countries.
Someone who worked in the industry summed up the situation for the AFR:
"Anyone employed in aged care does it because they enjoy it you don't do it for the money,"
Watt says. "The elderly have so much life experience and joy to share just a smile or a laugh
from them outweighs the unattractive stuff."
“Unfortunately, the corporate sector doesn't see it the same way. Companies with an eye on
Australia's ageing baby boomers the greying motherlode in the potential aged-care goldmine
are more interested in profits than altruism”.
The same thing was happening in New Zealand where by 1995 “rising costs in staffing and tough
new building requirements are forcing owners to spend heavily upgrading premises and
encouraging the Salvation Army, Presbyterian Support and other social care and non-profit
groups to quit the sector. - - - the way is being opened for business-focused groups to move
profitably into the sector.”
This new competitive market and the discourse that made it legitimate was a huge problem for the
nonprofits at this time and aged care was not the only community service involved. Most were
charities driven by humanitarian ideas. Many got out and devoted their efforts to areas where they
felt valued(39).
Private equity takes over: By 2006 we were well on the way to seeing “investment bankers as
managers and shareholders looking for returns in the form of capital growth and dividends” and
“the days of ‘cottage-industry nursing homes, where a 28-bed facility could make a profit’ are
long gone”.
The changes were being driven by private equity groups, many of them subsidiaries of the big
banks. By 2007 “parts of the aged care sector in this country is now in the hands of the large
private equity groups: Macquarie Capital Alliance Group or MCAG, Babcock and Brown, ANZ
Capital, AMP Capital, CVC Citigroup and others”.
These groups had “turfed out traditional non-profit organizations as they compete for the same
pool of government funds and subsidies”. Toohey and Tricare were working closely with the
Macquarie Group. The academic who wrote about this, warned that aged care was too important
to be exploited by “the desires of private equity Wall Street-type managers for short-term gain.
The long-term pain will be felt by most Australians, especially those who have people close to
them using aged-care facilities”.
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These groups “focus on the high-end of the market leaving those who can ill afford aged care to
the charities and non for-profits”. The outlook for the nonprofits in the sector “is stark - relegated
to the edges, their former benevolent role reduced or vanquished." The “orientation of private
equity - - is purely financial” and “Market segmentation will increase between the wealthier and
not so-wealthy pockets of the population”. In other words, there will be a two-tier system.


Private equity and the Australian aged care sector ABC Radio National Perspective 26 September 2007



Aged care money may be heading in wrong direction The Age September 17, 2007



Private Equity, Subsidies and the Care Sector The Brisbane Institute October 31, 2007

The West Australian explained that the sector was “a huge and profitable business which attracts
a golden stream of Federal subsidies” with “charitable organisations like the Salvation Army
backing away from aged care homes and private investors like the successful Macquarie group
moving in”104. The approach was illustrated by a group that planned to “rebuild the outdated
nursing home, transforming it into a top-class facility with all private rooms and ensuite
bathrooms”.

Alternate understandings
Toohey and Robyn Willey from the crisis management business Bayly Willey Holt Pty Ltd were
very successful in containing the publicity and mollifying the anger that was felt in the Salvation
Army homes and communities.
But some of it did slip through the cracks. This started even in Tricare itself before they partnered
with Macquarie Bank’s RCA. In 2004, a trained nurse spoke out explaining why she had resigned
from Tricare105. She explained that “She just couldn't stand being part of a system she said valued
money and paperwork over people”. This had resulted in “a spiralling decline in care at her
private TriCare nursing home at Stafford Heights in Brisbane”. She said that “to save money,
juice and milk were watered down, resident activities were curtailed and paperwork and useless
meetings cut into nursing time. Residents' calls for help went unheeded”. Tricare categorically
denied all of this.
During the merger: A nursing home in Tasmania was deeply concerned about the way the
merger was being conducted in 2005106. There was a June 2005 report indicating that “more than
200 angry staff and residents at a meeting that filled the Tyler Village residents' lounge to overflowing yesterday afternoon said that the staff affected were still waiting for contracts from RCA
and others already knew that their hours would be slashed under the new management regime to
take over from July 1”
The residents felt they had been abandoned by the Salvation Army providers who “built the stateof-the-art facility - - less than a decade ago”. They had sent a signed petition to the Salvation
Army.
They already knew that “Some staff hours will be cut dramatically - one therapist's hours would
be slashed from 44 hours to 21 hours a fortnight under her proposed contract” and that “Some
staff have been incorrectly classified, with one health worker getting a maintenance employee's
contract”.

104

Home care the way to go for ageing boomers The West Australian 30 Sept 2005
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Money matters more, says carer The Courier-Mail September 1, 2004
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Retirement Care Australia Tyler Village in disarray Aged Care Connect 26 June 2005
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Jim Toohey made no attempt to deny any of this. He explained that “the Salvation Army had
admitted that it was getting out of aged care because it couldn't afford it” and that "We are trying
to put rosters in place that will be affordable and provide the maximum care,"
The impact of work choices: By 2006 the government had passed their controversial new ‘Work
Choices legislation’. This markedly reduced the power and influence of the unions and altered the
balance of power between unions and management – the balance that had helped maintain
adequate staffing in nursing homes.
In 2006 an article in The Age107 indicated that “there is the matter of staffing. Here is where the
corporates can really save their dollars. One trained nurse to oversee the care of those hundred
or so high care residents! Please!!”.
Then “Reports are coming in thick and fast that aged-care staff across the country are being
made redundant, or having hours of work cut, thanks to the new Work Choices legislation”. This
was “happening in a sector which already cannot attract adequate skilled staff and is struggling
to provide half-way adequate care for residents”.
Industry saw it differently: In 2006 RCA’s web site108, under Toohey’s supervision, was
advertising “Qualified nursing teams are supported by personal carers, with each staff member
committed to ensuring that every resident enjoys a happy and fulfilling life”.
Then “From nutritious, tasty meals and access to quality health care services, through to
stimulating activities and outings, Retirement Care Australia centres provide a home-like
environment that promotes independence and dignity for every resident”. It was not always
obvious that the care was being provided by Tricare and Moran rather than RCA.
The impact of market policy: By 2007, the new drive for wealthy residents and cost cutting to
increase profits by Macquarie and Tricare was causing unhappiness. In Western Australia they
decided to pull down a state of the art 36 bed dementia unit built 9 years before “to make way for
a new 300-bed, three-storey residential aged-care facility costing about $60 million”109.
The remaining older three-quarters of the Hollywood Village site was to be sold off to another
company to manage.
These 36 patients with dementia and 10 others in neighbouring units were being pushed out and
had to find alternate accommodation. Alzheimers Association said: "I am appalled by the fact that
they have chosen those 36 as the group to move”.
Dr Lawrence, a past premier of Western Australia and federal Minister for Health was alarmed and
the local liberal member of parliament took this to the Prime Minister John Howard. The local
member indicated that "it is a commercial decision they are making. It seems a callous approach
to the vulnerable, the aged, infirm and dying."
But there were more commercial decisions at the Hollywood Village. Those who made them
seemed to have had no understanding at all about the nature of care.

107

Sleazy old mansion or corporate care? The Age 4 Jul 2006

108

Retirement Care Australia web page Accessed about Aug/Sept 2006

109

Old patients told to get out The Age 7 Apr 2007
Walker alerts PM to aged evictions Perth, Western Australia April 21, 2007
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Unions and staff complained that only two months before the company “forced workers on to a
non-union work agreement”. The staffing changes they introduced “had broken the bond between
carers and residents”. As they explained “Nurses and workers get very close to the people they
care for”.
There had previously been “more than 100 staff. Since then numbers had been run down”. As a
consequence there was “no continuity of care”.
Some nurses “left in disgust when the Salvation Army sold it” and “as union members left, the
village employed non-union agency staff who changed from day to day and were not able to
build up a relationship with residents”.
Concerns about staffing in Queensland: Aged Care Crisis has seen notes, made by a resident,
after a residents meeting on 19 June 2007. It was held at a Tricare nursing home in
Queensland110.
The “primary issue was the shortfall in permanent carers” that had persisted in spite of an
assurance in 2006 that they would appoint “sufficient permanent numbers”. As a result “the care
of residents is being put in jeopardy eg. with toiletry functions etc.”
The residents were worried that an “RN or carer will often turn off the patients buzzer without
providing the assistance” in situations where “there are insufficient people available to assist” and
“relatives might be left to remain in their own urine and excreta causing more cleanup work”. In
addition “too many staff were temporary”.
Dispute with unions: Tricare has been in dispute with the Queensland Nursing Union on many
occasions. In 2011 they accused it of “failing to provide information during enterprise
bargaining” and complained of “significant problems posed by TriCare in achieving competitive
wages and fair conditions for employees”111. We can understand this behaviour as the discourse
saw the nurses and their union as their main problem. Ultimately it was the residents that suffered
from Tricare’s belligerence.

3.14.5 Failures in care
Since Toohey departed there have been more allegations of problems in Tricare facilities across
Queensland. While some were never proven and most were denied, it does raise questions.
In July 2011 the (then) Complaints Investigation Scheme (CIS) responded to a resident’s
complaint about a Tricare home in Brisbane 112. It found this facility was in breach of its
responsibilities. It was issued with a ‘Notice of Required Action’ (NRA) for failing to provide dental
care, pain management and to communicate effectively with the resident’s family.
On 17 July 2011, another complaint was made about the failure to provide advertised activities
and the lack of personal attention in the same facility.
In 2012, the local newspaper reported that Toowoomba's TriCare aged care nursing centre was
under investigation113 “arising from complaints of lack of adequate care for patients”.

110
111

Personal communication re resident’s meeting
TriCare tries on yet another stalling tactic Queensland Nursing Union Newsletter 2 June 2011

112

Personal communication re CIS findings

113

Shock claims of aged abuse The Chronicle 3 Feb 2012
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Complaints included “cost-cutting measures leading to a short-fall in equipment needed to treat
certain patients”.
A resident had been left “without being fed, bathed or shaved for up to four days”. Other items
included a “gangrenous ulcer left unattended, - - a bedridden stroke victim going days without
being bathed or showered” and a “patient left in their own faeces for up to 18 hours before being
changed”. A Tricare board of directors member said that department investigators had “informally
informed them that they could find no evidence to substantiate the complaint”.
In May 2013, Tricare Annerley Nursing Centre was sanctioned and a clinical adviser appointed114.
The findings included


Staff do not have a shared understanding of individual resident's care needs;



Residents are not being supported to receive adequate hydration;



Clinical indicators of inadequate nutritional intake are not being identified; reassessed and
managed; and



Residents’ clinical care needs are not being identified and met.

At the time government were seeking to reduce the frequency of accreditation visits. The
Australian reported the labor opposition’s objection to this115. They referred to residents at
Annerley not “being supported to receive adequate hydration and clinical indicators of
inadequate nutritional intake are not being identified”.
Alleged rape: A Tricare nurse was “committed to stand trial for the alleged rape and sexual
assault of two female residents” in Bundaberg’s magistrate court in 2013116. While “the court
heard from a range of witnesses, including other TriCare workers” one resident had died and
another was incapable of giving evidence. It is possible that the case could not be successfully
prosecuted for this reason as we have not seen no further reports.
Patient Opinion (feedback website): Also in 2013 an advocate who tracked what was happening
wrote about other facilities on ‘Patient Opinion’117. The advocate wrote “I have witnessed and
heard of dozens of cases of premature placement in apparent substandard locked dementia units.
The most recent that I have witnessed is a facility named Tricare at Jindalee in Brisbane. In my
opinion, from what I have witnessed this facility continues to provide poor care to some of its
patients”,
Bullying in 2015: A case came to court in which a nurse claimed to have been harmed by
bullying and threatening behaviour118. She lost her case because of a failure to “to establish
reasonable foreseeability”. However “Queensland District Court Judge Devereaux SC was critical
of some aspects of the defendant's corporate culture and the leadership style of the manager
concerned. He found the manager had regularly conducted herself in an unreasonable manner
towards the plaintiff - - .”
Bundaberg in 2017: There was an outcry in Bundaberg when Heather Mansell-Brown was called
in by staff at Tricare in Bundaberg to help them clean up her husband due to a lack of staff. She
114

Tricare Annerley Nursing Centre Sanctioned May 2013 Government website

115

Labor says Coalition proposal to reduce aged care reviews would leave elderly at risk The Australian September 06, 2013
Aged care worker faces trial for sexual assault News.com 26 June 2013
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Aged Care facility: inadequacy of dementia care Patient Opinion (2012/13) https://www.patientopinion.org.au/opinions/58355
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Psychiatric claim against an employer dismissed due to failure to establish reasonable foreseeability
HopgoodGanim Lawyers 15 July 2015 http://bit.ly/2JwSPz5
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found that he had been “left on the veranda covered in his own faeces, for residents and visitors
to see”. He had been “wearing a urine-soaked pad for 12 hours causing the skin on his scrotum to
tear” causing bleeding. There were other occasions when her husband needed help but there
were no staff to give it.
Mansell-Brown indicated that “staff were doing their best - - but there were simply not enough of
them”. She felt that Tricare were exploiting the lack of regulations in the sector and “putting profit
ahead of residents”.
Several other residents had also complained about the lack of staff, about patients left in their own
vomit, dehydration, and poor treatment of pressure sores resulting in infection and death. Care
was described as "crushingly poor" due to the lack of staff. “Changing of incontinence pads and
wound dressings, hydration levels and food quality, infections, hygiene and comfort were some of
the themes in the complaints by family members”. Tricare rejected the allegations on the basis
that it had been accredited twice recently.


Aged care nightmare: man's scrotum 'left bleeding’ Daily Mercury 20 Feb 2017 http://bit.ly/2JI5GdK



TriCare Bundaberg 'understaffed', patients receiving inadequate attention, families say ABC News 10 Mar 2017
http://ab.co/2BVGakw



Aged care nightmare: Mum left blind after stroke Gladstone Observer 17 Mar 2018 http://bit.ly/2JKFmzN



TriCare passes accreditation as more disturbing claims emerge News Mail 13 Mar 2017 http://bit.ly/2JN0Gol



Aged care saga goes national as TV crew visits Bundy News Mail 18 Mar 2017 http://bit.ly/2JA3usF

Another family member complained that when she wanted to talk to a nurse because her mother
was dehydrated, she was told to make an appointment in advance.
When her mother had a massive stroke, there was delay in diagnosis, delay in calling an
ambulance - and even then it was not made urgent. It took another two and a half hours to get
there. Her mother was left blind and in a vegetative state.
Early treatment can make a very big difference in stroke and such ignorance in a nursing
home dealing with elderly people is unforgivable.
Yet another family member came forward complaining that their father was “left crying in pain for
days when his broken leg was left undiagnosed, despite repeat calls for an X-Ray from the
family.” They also complained of their father “lying in faeces, half out of the bed on the floor;
another time left soaked in urine while left to watch television without glasses or hearing aids”.
Then a further family member claimed she had a “concertina file of the complaints she has made
since her partner of 20 years, Ken Lawson, was placed there in 2013”. Overworked nurses
“cannot keep up” and "The nurses don't seem to last,".
News poll which had broken the news was soon ‘inundated with similar stories from TriCare and
other homes”. A television crew arrived to interview everyone and the Quality Agency visited for
the third time. Tricare claimed that it "yet again was assessed as delivering high standards of
resident care".
The Union supports residents: The Queensland Nursing Union had been in conflict with Tricare
about staffing at their facilities and they strongly supported the residents 119.

119

Call for more aged care staff The News Mail 25 Feb 2017
TriCare refuses to reveal rosters Queensland Nurses Union 13 Mar 2017
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They indicated that care in Queensland was “increasingly driven by a quest for profit while laws
fail to regulate minimum staff ratios, resulting in overworked carers and endangering the lives of
residents” and “the lack of any laws requiring minimum staff ratios was a disgrace”.
Tricare refused “to reveal how many staff are rostered on at the facility” when the union
“respectfully asked TriCare to make their roster public”.
They also “failed to guarantee a Registered Nurse is on site at all times”. Tricare were angry at
having to defend themselves when they had been “audited twice by the independent Australian
Aged Care Quality Agency in the past two months”. They suggested that this was all part of the
various nursing unions drive to get legislation passed for mandated staffing ratios120.
Tricare were still incapable of doing anything more than deny and blame the unions for stirring up
the publicity. This was a time when the Quality Agency’s reputation had just been shattered by
what happened at Oakden. Was this another example of the same regulatory problem?

Other unrelated issues that raise concerns about appropriate behaviour
Lack of community responsibility: Blue Care sold the site of an old derelict nursing home to
Tricare 4 years ago121. Tricare had promised to redevelop the facility at Carina Heights in Brisbane
and approval for redevelopment was given in 2015.
Tricare had left it unfenced and neglected. It had promised “to flatten the neglected buildings” but
nothing had happened. There had been three fires lit by arsonists in the old building endangering
neighbours.
In January 2018 there was “toxic fire retardant leaking into nearby Salvin Creek”. Deputy mayor
Adrian Schrinner said he had "had a gutful" of TriCare's broken promises, having met with them a
year before but council had no legal powers. After an enforcement notice demolition crews finally
arrived in February 2018.

3.15 Retirement Care Australia (RCA) – Now Regis Healthcare
RCA, Moran and Regis, all leaders in the industry were involved in a lawsuit which is another red
flag to corporate morality in the sector. This happened during the period when Tricare was
working with them but it did not seem to be involved and was not mentioned.
The conduct is a graphic illustration of how self-interest triumphs over morality and how staff who
embrace the discourse come to identify with ruthless commercial practices, over-step the limits of
acceptable conduct and harm others. It is a good illustration of culturopathy and it is significant
that this was a company largely owned by Macquarie Bank.
RCA bought some Moran nursing homes in 2005. Moran Healthcare (not Tricare) managed and
operated these homes until RCA merged with Regis and took its name in 2007.
Background:
Fenridge Pty Ltd, a company owned by a doctor, owned the Preston & Districts Nursing Home.
Between 2000 and 2005 it was leased to Moran Healthcare. The condition of the lease was that
120

Tricare Media Coverage Coincides With Latest Anmf Campaign Inside Ageing 6 Apr 2017
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'Bloody joke': Derelict retirement village fire fuels local uproar over developer delay Brisbane Times 21 Jan 2018
http://bit.ly/2JJiLH2
Council forces demolition of derelict Salvin Park nursing home Courier Mail 6 Feb 2018 http://bit.ly/2sYKNUu
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standards of care were to be maintained with full accreditation and the business returned to the
owner in good condition so that Fenridge could continue to run it. What happened was exposed
when Fenridge sued RCA, Moran and Regis, which had merged with RCA122.
This is a red flag case, which illustrates just how far the pressures in the
market will drive people. It shows how they are able to persuade themselves
and their staff that this is legitimate.
The companies were intent on furthering their own interests to make money.
In doing so, their obligations under their contract and as well as their
obligations and responsibilities to residents were ignored.
It is a saga of breach of contract, deceit, deception, legal intimidation and the
exploitation of the vulnerable in order to gain a financial advantage.
In 2005 RCA purchased the Moran’s business and Moran assigned the lease to RCA. It continued
to run the business until RCA and Regis merged. Regis took over management until the lease
expired in 2008. Fenridge indicated to the parties that if they did not want to continue the lease
when it expired in 2018, then Fenridge would take over management. It understood that the lease
would continue.

Closing the facility
Instead of managing well, care was allowed to deteriorate and the facility failed multiple
accreditation standards in 2007. It had its accreditation period reduced. There were adverse
press reports and a neighbour reported that staff could be heard abusing residents. The owners of
Fenridge were not informed and heard about this from the then Accreditation Agency.
A nearby Regis facility had empty beds and Fenridge would become a competitor. Whilst Fenridge
owners were away on holiday, the opportunity was taken to close down the facility as rapidly as
possible.
Staff rosters were adjusted under the pretext that there was an emergency in order to close the
facility before the owners returned. This was so that staff could be given the required notice before
being terminated. Residents were pressured (described as the exercise of ‘powers of persuasion’)
to agree to transfer to the Regis facility. Some were resistant but finally persuaded.
Regis local managers clearly identified with what was being done and in correspondence boasted
on their success in persuading the final residents to leave.
On return from their holiday, Fenridge’s owners learned of what was happening from staff who
were holding a protest meeting to which they were invited. The owners planned to indicate to staff
their intention to take over the business. But Regis staff refused to let them enter the building.
Threatening lawyers letters followed forbidding them from entering the building or communicating
with staff. Staff were given inaccurate information about the lease and instructed to treat the
doctors as trespassers. The home was rapidly closed in late 2007 before the doctors could do
anything about it.

122

Fenridge Pty Ltd v Retirement Care Australia SUPREME COURT OF VICTORIA VSC 464 (30 August 2013)
http://www7.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/vic/VSC/2013/464.html
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The enthusiasm of staff is revealed in an email which said “Thanks to Catherine’s wonderful
powers of persuasion, we have agreement from the relatives of the ‘last’ resident that he will
transfer - - - Well done everyone – thank you! Celebrations are in order!!!”
They identified fully with what was being done and had no misgivings. They did not see
themselves as doing anything wrong. We have seen this elsewhere and it is characteristic of what
we have called a culturopathy.

The Judge’s findings
The judge considered that the companies had placed their own interests ahead of those of
the residents. He found that Regis staff were “acting to prefer Regis’s commercial interests to
the interests of the residents, in breach of the User Rights Principles”.
He found that “RCA breached the continuous business obligation and the implied terms, and that
Regis wrongfully induced those breaches. RCA and Regis are jointly and severally liable to
Fenridge for damages”. He found that “RCA engaged in misleading conduct”, that “Regis’s
conduct is sufficiently reprehensible to justify an award of exemplary damages” and that “RCA
breached the make good obligation”.

3.16

Arcare

Arcare is an example of how nurses are targeted for doing the right thing when this is not in the
interests of the business. Loyalty to the company takes precedence over their responsibility to
society. This has happened to many nurses who have complained. Fear of losing their jobs is one
of the main deterrents to staff exposing unacceptable conduct and abuse within nursing homes.
In 2014, a resident at an Arcare nursing home wandered into the courtyard and drowned in a
fountain123. The junior nurse who saw what had happened from an upstairs window raised the
alarm. Senior staff conspired to hide what happened and avoid taking responsibility by changing
the dead residents clothes, putting her into bed and then telling her family that she’d suffered a
heart attack.
The registered nurse who falsified records about the death later told the court she was threatened
with the sack if she revealed the truth. The junior nurse who had raised the alarm was horrified.
She called police and reported the death. She had done the right thing so was promptly fired.

3.17

Estia Healthcare

Estia Healthcare is an aged care company founded by an entrepreneur Peter Arventis. It was
bought by private equity company Archer Capital and then floated on the share market in 2014. It
has been among the more aggressive in maximizing opportunities in the funding system and in
finding ways of adding extra charges for residents to pay. When the government showed signs of
blocking these sources of extra profit, Arventis, Archer Capital and others sold their shares and
departed. They were followed soon after by other senior figures. They were all there for the
money.
In October 2015 CPSA (Combined Pensioners and Superannuant’s Association) looked at Estia’s
financial information and noted that “Estia’s productivity index tells investors that total ACFI
revenue pays for 89.5% of its total staff costs”.
123

Death in a five star nursing home ABC Radio National 21 Sep 2014 https://ab.co/2JBFj9p
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It then crunched the figures from its annual report and found that “it would seem that Estia’s
productivity index is not 89.5%, but 123%” and that “ACFI revenue exceeds total staff costs
(employee benefits expenses) by about $40 million”.
The financiers on the committee might like to look at CPSA’s argument and consider where
taxpayer’s money was going and what was happening124. CPSA raised more issues about where
the company’s profits were coming from in December 2015125.
When Estia enticed Steven Boggiano, away from Barclays Bank in the UK he received a bonus
that no one knew about. They sold two apartments to him on the Gold Coast for $375,000 and
$384,000 respectively. This was only three months after Estia had paid $625,000 and $640,000 for
them. This was a 40% discount. But the newspapers found out. It was not illegal, but we wonder
if shareholders were told126.

3.18

Problems with ownership of nursing homes

After the government had abolished the probity requirement in aged care and turned owners into
passive investors who did not influence care, they had to confront owners who were
understandably not prepared to leave the running of their facilities to their delegates and felt
entitled to have some say over the operation of the businesses they owned.
This created a problem for regulators and government. Large corporations and their directors are
viewed positively and have credibility and influence and have been able to get away with it.
It is interesting and encouraging that top managers in our major banks who are alleged to have
formed a cartel are being charged by the ACCC and could go to prison. But up until now it has
been the small owners and not the bankers and businessmen who pull the strings who have been
the public face of the problem.
Vladymir Martyniuk was the owner of Riverside Nursing home(40). He had been bankrupt but
continued to own the company. Even when no longer on the board, he continued to exert
influence. There were many problems in the company over the years culminating in the infamous
Riverside (kerosene baths) scandal in 2000. He was later implicated in a court action in June
2016 by Consumer Affairs Victoria under the Retirement Villages Act127.
Graeme Menere was both a majority owner and manager of Kenilworth and Belvedere Park
Nursing Homes(41). He had a criminal history. There were many problems with these nursing
homes at the end of the 1990s and early 2000s.
Menere contested all attempts to penalise him or restrict his activities. Even when legislation was
brought in to prevent owners of businesses with criminal records from being involved in the
management of the facilities, it is likely that he did so in the background.
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Estia Healthcare’s dodgy index CPSA 23 Oct 2015 http://bit.ly/2JBoMly
Nursing homes hungry for profits CPSA 1 Dec 2015 http://bit.ly/23hZ1up
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Illawong Lakeside Retirement Pty Ltd, Illawong Retirement Group Pty Ltd and Vladymir Martyniuk - Court action
https://www.consumer.vic.gov.au/latest-news/illawong-lakeside-retirement-pty-ltd-court-action
Austlii: http://bit.ly/2JFnAB4
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It was not until 2007 that both nursing homes were finally closed and even then the lawsuits by his
companies Neviskia Pty Ltd, Saitta Pty Ltd dragged on for a long time128.
Kendalle Pty Ltd129 - Millissa Fischer was a major shareholder in three Victorian nursing homes
which took a nosedive in a $23 million dollar collapse in 2009. The provider allegedly, shortchanged her staff. The homes failed accreditation standards. She did not pay her bills.
It was alleged that she transferred millions of dollars from her almost bankrupt aged-care homes
“to a soccer club in a misguided attempt to secure it a national A-Leage berth”. Apparently “the
extent of its problems came to light only after aged care assessors discovered residents at one of
the homes had bedsores and unchanged colostomy bags”.
Peninsula Care Pty Ltd. In this case the owners were prominent Victorians who, in 1999, were
convicted and “jailed for fraudulently claiming more than $139,000 in federal subsidies” in their
four Queensland nursing homes(42). They simply appointed members of their family as executives
and then claimed that they “were not ‘key personnel’ of the company and did not have any
involvement in day-to-day running of the facilities”130. That was perfectly legal.
Cambridge Aged Care: A convicted criminal was able to gain control of 5 nursing homes. The
department later explained that “Cambridge was formed by the purchase of four approved
providers and the Aged Care Act did not directly regulate such changes in ownership”.
No one else would have known who the owner of Cambridge Aged Care was because the
approved provider/s were a group of trust companies “Manormay approved providers”. Cambridge
was the owner of Manormay and its owner was “Stephen Snowden, a bankrupt and a convicted
criminal with ties to underworld figures”.
There were allegations in the press that he had been involved in fraud in 1993, and pleaded guilty
to obtaining money by deception again in 2011. In spite of this history he had been responsible for
the care of about 300 aged residents. When he realised that he was barred he appointed two of
his fellow directors to be ‘Key Personnel’ of the trusts so was still in a position to control the
facilities.
It is likely that money was funneled away from care. In February 2013 the Herald Sun reported
that Snowden was being sued by Westpac in the Supreme Court for a $7.7 million debt. Court
transcripts confirms this as well.
By June 2013, Manormay was being chased in the federal court for $180,000. It was alleged that
Mr Snowden received $1.8 million in payments from the nursing homes' trust account and had
been paid $1 million in just one day.
By May 2013, two of the homes were in administration, nurses at one home had not been paid and
it was so filthy that the agency had closed it. Cambridge Aged Care was soon in administration
itself.
Then, by September the Federal Police were involved, another home was closed for poor
standards, and the only one remaining was no longer receiving its $130,000 per month
government funding.
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Austlii: http://bit.ly/2l1Lw3G
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Claim nursing home boss put soccer fever first, News.com.au, 17 Sep 2009, http://bit.ly/2JJxsq9
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Aged care rort link Herald Sun 15 March 2006
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Officials 'asleep' on nursing care The Sydney Morning Herald 13 Feb 2013 http://bit.ly/2kZ74Oi



Nurses offered petty cash instead of wages at Viva Care in Essendon as it faces closure Herald Sun 7 May 2013
http://bit.ly/2MgLv8r



Residents at retirement village run by convicted criminal forced to fend for themselves Sydney Morning Herald 8 Sept 2017
http://bit.ly/2HBiQr7



Staff at Melbourne retirement village walk out amid unpaid wage claims ABC News 16 Sept 2017 http://ab.co/2wiYnXd



Police, state government intervene at Berkeley Village after staff walk Sydney Morning Herald 16 Sept 2017
http://bit.ly/2MeBNmO



Government appoints advocate for residents and picks up tab at troubled retirement village The Sydney Morning Herald
27 Sept 2017 http://bit.ly/2sTQ40v



Retirement village rorts Channel 9 Current affair. 18 Sept 2017 http://bit.ly/2JL0KYJ



‘Steer clear’: abandoned residents spark village warning (19 Sep 2017) http://bit.ly/2y9a7ga

Groundhog Day: Incredibly in 2017, it happened all over again at Berkeley Living where it seems
Snowden was still pulling the strings. Staff who had not been paid walked off the job and residents
were left in the lurch. Snowden was “accused of not paying out more than 30 families who have
had apartments at Berkeley Living sold to new owners without ever receiving any of the sale
proceeds. The residents are believed to be owed millions of dollars”. The government appointed
an advocate to go in and help the residents and their families’ sort out the mess.
Snowden defended himself on Chanel 9’s A Current Affair, claiming that under the current law and
the contracts the “Strata Title Owners are legally liable for the monies owed by ‘Departed
Relatives.’ Mr Snowden is not liable for these debts”.

3.19

Nonprofit conduct

Nonprofits have embraced the discourse and the sector has brought in those with marketplace
expertise and has embraced the discourse. Much of it has abandoned its sense of mission and
altruism and sadly so have some of its executives. There are some examples of predatory
behaviour by their executives.
The Returned Services League (RSL) has been embroiled in a massive scandal that has
exposed senior executives as simply helping themselves to massive amounts of money and some
of its aged care division were involved in the transactions.


RSL NSW senior figures may have broken law by receiving tens of thousands in 'consultancy fees' ABC News 23 Oct 2016
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-10-22/rsl-nsw-advised-senior-figures-may-have-broken-law/7956696



NSW RSL directors gave themselves payments of $2.3 million for unspecified services ABC News 5 Sept 2017
https://ab.co/2Mj7r2K



RSL directors voted to pay themselves as organisation teetered on collapse The Sydney Morning Herald 6 Sept 2017
http://bit.ly/2JEaYah



Former RSL charity chair Jim Longley slated at inquiry The Sydney Morning Herald 12 Sept 2017 http://bit.ly/2JpCjAG



NSW RSL councillor William 'Bill' Harrigan admits to helping cover up president's credit card misuse ABC News 20 Sept 2017
https://ab.co/2xYfuil



Charity watchdog’s action against RSL NSW ‘not unexpected’: Kolomeitz The Illawarra Mercury 18 May 2018
http://bit.ly/2sPLb8v

Ozcare: In 2015 there was a brawl on the board with two members reported to be blowing the
whistle on inappropriate behaviour. There were allegations about “Senior staff at Ozcare rake in
huge salaries and perks, while board members enjoy ‘company’ cars, business-class flights and
luxury accommodation. - - CEO earns $500,000 a year”. The company was alleged to have
spent “thousands of dollars accommodating most of the board members at the luxurious Peppers
Beach Club and Spa”.
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Meanwhile a year later there was a crisis at one of their nursing homes with disturbing allegations
of neglect and poor care. One wonders if there was money left for staff?


Queensland charity Ozcare in turmoil as demands made for audit to be carried out Courier Mail 9 Aug 2015
http://bit.ly/1MyW0B6



Ozcare CEO Tony Godfrey earns about $500,000 a year Courier Mail 20 Feb 2015 http://bit.ly/1WaOuhq



Complaints pour in over inadequate care at Gold Coast aged-care facility Gold Coast Bulletin 8 June 2016 http://bit.ly/2JH4pqr



Burleigh aged care centre under fire for mismanagement Gold Coast Bulletin 11 June 2016 http://bit.ly/2JFV2Y6

Mandurah retirement village: This small nonprofit had its own small corporate web. Mayco
Properties Pty Ltd traded as nonprofits Mandurah Retirement Village Inc, Coolibah Aged Care and
Coolibah Total Caring. In December 2016 the State Administrative Tribunal ordered Mayco
Properties Pty Ltd and its directors Stephen Graeme May and Louis Stephen May to removal of
misleading statements and notify residents clarifying statements 131.
In 2018 the “owner of a Mandurah retirement village has been fined $5,000 in the Perth
Magistrates Court for failing to provide specific information to prospective residents prior to them
signing contracts”. He pleaded guilty. It seems that the discourse and its focus on profits finds its
way down to the smaller nonprofits operators too.

Conclusion

Tax evasion is best investigated by those with expertise - accountants and the tax office. More
concerning is that the corporate web sites used for corporate tax minimisation are often used for
other nefarious purposes. They are a manifestation of patterns of thinking that have far wider
consequences for society, for communities and for the aged citizens expecting to receive good
care.
Because of the lack of data, most opinions that the committee will receive will be based on wishful
thinking and self-serving belief.

131

Mandurah retirement village owner receives hefty fines in court Mandurah Mail 7 Feb 2018
https://www.mandurahmail.com.au/story/5214537/mandurah-retirement-village-owner-receives-hefty- fines-in-court/
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In our view:
1. Quality of service delivery: The evidence that quality of service delivery is being seriously
compromised is overwhelming but determining its extent is hampered by a lack of data.
2. Value for money: Because there is no accountability for how funding is spent or for the quality
of the service provided, it is not possible to assess whether civil society is getting value for the
money that it spends on aged care. The conduct of the industry suggests that widespread
rorting or maximizing may be occurring but with commercial in-confidence provisions and
without transparency no one really knows and it is difficult to regulate. Vulnerable sectors do
not fit into the unqualified commercial paradigm.
This is our money that the government is spending. It has abandoned transparency and not
ensured accountability. The manner in which market entities including the banks, have
exploited every vulnerability they could find and the way in which aged care providers have
exploited other weaknesses in the funding system makes it unlikely that anyone, except the
providers are getting value for money.
3. Sustainability of the sector: Without transparent data about expenditure, staffing and quality
of care, there is no possibility of determining the amount of money that needs to be spent. The
endless economic argy-bargy among politicians ensures that it is not possible to estimate the
resources available for providing care nor whether rationing is necessary.
The system we have is particularly poorly suited for rationing because those who have come
for the money will go elsewhere and leave the system in crisis as BUPA is doing in the UK. At
this time any claims about sustainability are unsustainable!
Addressing this: To address these problems we need a system change that will have transparent
and validated data collected, and that will see data evaluation, decision-making and discourse
creation sited close to the bedside where its impact will be immediately apparent. Management
and policy makers should be informed and guided by the data and advice that comes from those
who know what is happening.
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4 Responding to Terms of reference: c)
c) the adequacy of accountability and probity mechanisms for the expenditure of taxpayer
money;
In looking at accountability and probity, we ask the committee to keep in mind the previous
sections which clearly suggest that neither accountability nor probity have any impact in aged care
in Australia.
Accountability: In a democracy both government and the market should be accountable to the
citizens that both are there to ultimately serve. There also needs to be an effective and active
community, sufficiently knowledgeable and well structured to be accountable to. They must be in a
position to act if they are not satisfied.

There cannot be financial accountability for something when
you have no way of assessing the service that is paid for and
no transparency as to how the funds are expended.
It is unrealistic to expect humanitarian services to be governed by
the same ‘in confidence’ and other provisions that can be applied to
the sale of commodities that are readily evaluated in other markets.
Applying a one size fits all model to all human services was illogical, unwise and entirely driven by
belief. It was done in the face of strong criticism.
This was aptly described by leading medical academic Professor Stephen Leeder as transfusing
mad cow thinking into every vein of our society132. At the time (1996) mad cow disease was
jumping species causing a neurological disease characterized by bizarre movements and
behaviour.
Neither governments nor market have been accountable to the communities they serve and both
have resorted to marketing and branding to sell their services and policies to citizens. This was
not based on data and it ignored failures and accounts of poor care from citizens. The discourse
was a matter of faith, which consequently needed defense and not challenge.

4.1

‘Accountability’ - but to who?

To talk of accountability is meaningless if those to whom it is accountable to are not in a position to
take control and enforce that accountability. This requires a degree of knowledge, some
involvement and the power to insist. In Australia and particularly in aged care, the community has
been disempowered, denied information and pushed aside.
The role of civil society, its functions and its management of its affairs, has been steadily usurped
by both government and markets. This has left civil society disengaged, disempowered and
ineffective in fulfilling its important role in responsible capitalist democracies. This is described by
those who examine it as a ‘hollowing out’ of communities133. Aged care, once a community
function, has suffered most.

132

‘Mad-cow thinking - how far has it spread’ Professor Stephen Leeder Australian Medicine 20 May 1996 p 6

133

Community Sourcing and Social Care Yapp C and Howells C Centre for Welfare reform
http://www.centreforwelfarereform.org/library/by-az/community-sourcing-and-social-care.html
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Government has been captured by industry and the discourse. It depends heavily on marketplace
entities, which it consults and contracts its services to, for information. Its discourse does not see
others as credible. Government’s negative attitudes to citizens’ participation were examined in a
US study of receptiveness to civic participation on the internet by a local government 134. The
hollowing out of civil society has made the lack of expertise real. We no longer have the sort of civil
society that is confident it can contribute.
An attempt to harness the expertise of knowledgeable community sectors and rebuild civil society
through the open government and participatory democracy movements by the Gillard labor
government was abruptly terminated when Labor lost power in 2013. A “leafy maze of
committees, councils and forums” was reduced to “a bare stump”135.
Society itself is responsible: We argue and history confirms that it is us, every one of us, who
are responsible to and for one another in helping and supporting those of our members who are in
need. We are a social animal and as such our civilization and mode of life depends on this.
We have known for over 2000 years that self-interest was a threat to socially responsible
behaviour. Hippocrates explained it and combatted the exploitation of the vulnerable by selfinterested doctors by getting them to swear an oath. In the distant past this was socially binding.
This responsibility was affirmed in the Christian Samaritan tradition.
The risk posed by self-interest was recognised when society restricted the privilege of providing
vulnerable services to ‘fit and proper’ people who were of ‘good standing’. These were responsible
people who could be trusted to uphold our values and not exploit the vulnerable. Their commitment
to responsible behaviour was reinforced by the status that society gave them and the respect they
received from its members.
This community expectation was objectified and given legal backing in probity regulations. These
regulations also had symbolic significance in reinforcing the sort of society that we were and what
we expected from our community - something that the young would aspire to.
Agency theory: is “a management and economic theory that attempts to explain relationships and
self-interest in business organisations”. If we, as a community, are responsible for the provision
and control of aged care then both government and the market are our agents and they are
responsible to us. ‘Agency theory’ is based on insights from Adam Smith. The theory addresses
the problem of self- interest136.
It recognises that the managers of companies are agents for the owners/shareholders and that
these agents are expected to manage and run the business on behalf of and in the same way as
the owners would do if they were running the business.
But, as in aged care, the interests of the managers do not align with those of the owners and their
self-interest is to defraud the owners. Shareholder and owners are often. Agency theory looks at
this problem and how it can be addressed.

134

Digitally disengaged: Government resistance to civic participation Julie Freeman Univ of Canberra Selected Papers of Internet
Research 14.0, 2013: Denver, USA http://apo.org.au/system/files/55154/apo-nid55154-42596.pdf

135

Tony Abbott will rue cutting advisory boards by Wendy Harmer, Sydney Morning Herald, 31 May 2015
http://www.smh.com.au/comment/tony-abbott-will-rue-cutting-advisory-boards-20140530-zrrxo.html

136

Agency Theory Investopedia https://www.investopedia.com/terms/a/agencytheory.asp
Principal–agent problem Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principal–agent_problem
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Civil society’s interest is social and focused on the ‘public good’ and the welfare of citizens. Those
who participate in its activities develop their ‘social selves’ and in doing so embrace and maintain
the values that underpin society and make it a humane endeavour.
Our society and our civilization depends on a balance between our self-interested selves and our
social selves. When civil society is undermined or ‘hollowed out’ our values are not maintained.
We do not develop strong and responsible social selves.
Agents in aged care: In aged care it is each community (civil society) that is the responsible
entity or principal. Our agents in providing aged care, whether the market or politicians, are far
more motivated by self-interest so that objectives are not aligned.
In aged care our agents are providing this service to us in our communities and even in our homes.
We are in an excellent position to hold them accountable.
That we have allowed ourselves to be pushed aside and allowed government and market to
provide care to our citizens in ways that we would never do ourselves is a measure of our
gullibility, our vulnerability to illogical ideas, and the marketing skills that industry and government
have developed as they have worked together.
In a responsible democracy it is government’s role and responsibility to build and support civil
society by working with civil society and helping it to manage its affairs - not to usurp its role. The
current political discourse has ignored this responsibility. As a consequence our democracy has
been seriously undermined and is a shadow of its former self. Many are losing faith in it.
We urgently need politicians and government to confront this problem and to start working with and
rebuilding civil society. Aged care is a good place to start because it will be easier to do and it is in
crisis.

4.2

Responsibility for Aged Care

Both the Quality Agency and the Department of Health have been overseeing the system on our
behalf. They have been at the forefront of claims that we have a ‘world-class system’ and that
failures are rare exceptions. When faced by their own dramatic recent failures at Oakden they
have suddenly discovered and claimed in parliamentary hearings that they are not responsible for
care. It seems the providers are responsible.
But these providers are a group of businessmen who the founder of economic theory Adam Smith
described saying “The interest of [businessmen] is always in some respects different from, and
even opposite to, that of the public”. He warned that “The proposal of any new law or regulation
of commerce which comes from this order” should be viewed “with the most suspicious attention.
It comes from an order of men ... who have generally an interest to deceive and even oppress the
public”. Smith’s aphorisms have stood the test of time,
The Howard government ignored anything that challenged the discourse. The wisdom and
experience of a few hundred years tells us that the public should not trust salesmen and must
continuously hold them to account. What is happening across Australia and in aged care is a
confirmation of our stupidity in not learning from the lessons of history and in ignoring our personal
experiences in the marketplace.
We all need to come to our senses and do something about it.
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4.2.1 Keeping it in the family
Since 1997 when government was funded by industry and when the industry claimed to have
written the legislation, government and industry have been locked in a tight embrace and been
dependent on one another. They have been bound together by a discourse that sees anyone who
is not an economist or businessman as lacking credibility and unsuitable. The neoliberal policy of
smaller government saw the bureaucracy downsized and only the family of believers retained.
The hiatus was filled by a revolving door of appointments from industry, management and
academic economists.
Advice was sought from consultants with marketplace expertise, usually advisers to the industry.
This extended not only to finance but to regulation and clinical matters. The most glaring was the
appointment of the CEO of LASA as the CEO of the Quality Agency in 2014, a conflict of interest
with the vampire put in charge of protecting the blood bank.
The extent to which government is beholden to economists and businessmen who have little
knowledge and interest in care and the consequences is well illustrated by an example in the aged
care financial sector that illustrates the problem of ‘accountability and probity in the expenditure of
taxpayers money’.
Paul Gregersen: The contribution that one senior member of the industry
made to the development of policy is illustrative and instructive in light of his
subsequent career. He was the long time Australian CEO of BUPA, a UK based company
that has been in the headlines because of problems in care across its operations in
England, Scotland and Ireland. It has also had some problems in Australia.
Example

The industry in the UK is in dire financial trouble at the moment. Unlike the not-for-profits
which are there for their residents for the long haul, the for-profits who are there for the
money and not for society. They are selling up and getting out as best they can. BUPA has
already sold off its home care division in the UK and is doing the same with many of its
nursing homes.
Gregersen was appointed by the labor government cabinet as an independent expert for
the Aged Care Financing Authority (ACFA) in 2012. During this period the ACFA submitted
“Final ACFA advice on setting accommodation payments in residential aged care to the
former Minister on 28 November 2012”137. This advice set out the framework for setting
accommodation payments in residential aged care. Additional advice on RAD and DAP
payments was given by ACFA on 17 May 2013 before Gregersen resigned in May 2013.
Later as the inaugural chair of The Aged Care Guild, the powerful group formed by a few of
the largest few providers to protect their interests, Gregersen advised the Australian
Government on the Living Longer Living Better aged care reforms.
In 2014 when private equity company owned Estia listed on the share market, Paul
Gregersen took the job as its CEO. It performed brilliantly, was profitable and grew rapidly
by buying competitors. The share market and its investors were ecstatic.

137

2012-13 Operations Report of the Aged Care Financing Authority Department of Health web site accessed 7 Jun 2018
http://bit.ly/2JvZnOs
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When things come unstuck: In 2016 the bubble burst when there was a massive blowout
in government funding. The government accused the industry of rorting the funding system.
The industry preferred to call this maximising, which was not illegal. The government
blocked the loopholes and the market collapsed with Estia in the most trouble.
It seems likely that Private Equity driven Estia, whose CEO had been the expert advising
the funding body in setting up the funding model, was the prime offender in maximising and
this was the reason for its success. Others would have followed in order to remain
competitive.
In May 2016 after allegations of industry "rorting" were first made the private equity group
that had floated the company in 2014 got out selling all of its remaining shares. When the
impact of the restriction on maximising for Estia became obvious its original founder, Peter
Arvanitis sold his entire stock and resigned as director leaving remaining shareholders
"ropeable" (according to the Financial Review). Gregersen resigned two weeks later. As
happened in the UK, those who came for the money fled when it dried up.
Gregersen must have been a very attractive recruit to Estia because of his intimate
knowledge of the funding system he had helped design. As CEO of Estia he had a
fiduciary responsibility to shareholders to do everything within the law to make money for
them. It would be almost impossible for him not to use his knowledge to maximize the
company’s income. This is what shareholders were paying him to do.
But this is only money that has been squandered. As indicated earlier, this same revolving door
has happened in politics, in the management of aged care and in the regulatory system, all of
whom have embraced the discourse. In these instances it is the lives and welfare of a large
number of elderly citizens that has been squandered. We just don’t know how many.
Belief is powerful and unseeing when it causes harm. Millions suffered and died as a result of 20 th
century ideologies - the Holocaust, Communism and apartheid. What we are seeing is much more
subtle, but the effects are experienced by many.

4.3

Probity

We were surprised to see the old-fashioned word ‘probity’ appear as
something to be addressed in a senate inquiry. We thought the whole
idea had been abandoned in 1997, swept aside as a restriction on the
markets freedom to regulate itself and work its magic. It was part of
the process of liberating the market from all regulatory and other
restrictions. We need only look around us today to see how
delusional this was.
Probity is a measure of character and the discourse used. It looks at behaviours of any sort and in
any sector to assess how an applicant behaves and thinks about things. It is an assessment to
see whether the applicant is the sort of person or company that can be trusted to care responsibly.
The standard was whether a sensible citizen would trust this person or company. It was not based
on whether the conduct was legal or not.
Probity provisions ensured that there was a balance between the ‘rights’ of every individual in
society (and the market) and the risks that a particular individual would pose to society or some of
its citizens. In a responsible democracy the rights of society to protect its vulnerable members
takes precedence over citizen’s individual rights and their self-interest.
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In the process of evaluating probity, the threat posed by a company was assessed by the power
and control exerted over the company by those who lacked probity – those who pulled the strings
in the company, ie owners. This was measured by their shareholding. This was logical and there
was plenty of evidence showing that owners exerted a major influence particularly in aged care
Consequences of abandoning probity: The abolition of probity provisions was far more than
just removing an obstructive regulation. It set aside something that said who we were and the sort
of society we were. It threw out a fundamental principle of our democracy and our civilisation. But
none of this was part of the discourse so was ignored.
It sent a clear and unambiguous message to the marketplace, which had been frustrated by the
way in which its attempt to dominate in health care had been constrained by state probity
regulations during the 1990s. Australia had seen off multiple aggressive multinationals that
politicians and the business community had seen as the future of health care in Australia. This
was the Howard government’s response to something that threatened their plans.
The extent of the rationalisations and justifications used to justify the removal of probity,
transparency and other restrictions on owners behaviour in aged care is revealing.
Embarrassed: One of us first became aware of what had happened in 1999 when he lodged an
objection to a multinational aged care company with the federal aged care probity division. A few
years before it had boasted of its rigour.
This was obviously a very sensitive issue because it required a letter to the Minister of Health in
Queensland who took the matter up with the federal minister, letters to both the federal health and
aged care Ministers, and then finally intervention by the president of the AMA before there was a
reply. That took 3 months.
The reply was from the Federal Minister for Aged Care’s Chief of Staff explaining how committed
they were and describing all the processes for assessment(43). The letter went on to say:
“The Act, from which the Commonwealth derives its authority for the regulation of
approved providers, does not regulate passive investment in aged care. However, when
there is a passive investment in aged care the relevant approved providers are held fully
accountable for all aspects of the management and conduct of the service”.
The deception in the wording was supported by the promise that the information provided would be
taken into consideration if any of the companies associated with Sun Healthcare applied to provide
aged care services. He was not told that they would not need to apply if they bought a company
that was already approved which is what they would have done.
What a ‘passive investor’ might be was puzzling. Sun Healthcare failed a probity review in
Victoria, then entered bankruptcy in the USA and Australia. It could not apply to enter aged care. It
was decided not to display ignorance by asking who ‘passive investors’ were. It was only later
when politicians responded publicly to issues by strongly asserting that owners had no impact on
care that we realised what a passive investor was.
CVC Asia Pacific, a private equity turnaround division of Citigroup bought Amity Health from DCA
in 2006. Citigroup had been ruthlessly exploiting its customers. CVC Asia Pacific had only
recently been granted licenses to run hospitals that it bought from Mayne Health, and then with
conditions after an 18-month investigation by NSW Health. This was only granted shortly before
they sold the business to Ramsay.
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Once again, there was no acknowledgement from the department of an objection to granting
approved provider status (44). After a few weeks the department was phoned and an assurance
obtained that the matter was being dealt with and that there would be an acknowledgment and a
reply within weeks. That proved to be 4 months by which time everything had been approved and
there was no risk of this being disrupted by publicity.
It was difficult to maintain the illusion that a turnaround expert was a passive investor and this time
the letter was truthful(45).
“An application for Approved Provider status is currently not required under the Aged Care
Act 1997 when an organization acquires all or part of another company which had been
granted Approved Provider status; - -”.
So any criminal organisation can buy into aged care and then appoint its own managers provided
they do not yet have a criminal conviction. That was not reassuring!

4.3.1 Confronting illusions
Every culturopathy is built on one or more illusions and in time these will be confronted by fact or
logic. A common way of dealing with this is to create another illusion to refute the criticisms. The
assertion about ownership was made in the face of existing knowledge and abundant international
evidence, but most are not aware of this and when it is asserted with enough conviction it
succeeds.
Multiple delusions may be needed each to justify a predecessor. It is interesting to see the way the
family of believers rallies around to support the illusions.
Underreporting failures: The Accreditation Agency (now renamed the Quality Agency) reports its
results to parliament yearly. In 2008 Aged Care Crisis found that it had many more failed
accreditation reports than the minister reported to parliament. We found that the Agency was
using a strategy to under-report the true incidence. When we challenged this, the minister was
forced to admit that four times as many as initially reported had failed(50).
The only conclusion is that the Agency was deliberating collaborating with industry and
government in presenting a false image of the performance of the industry. There were several
members on the board with the skills to properly evaluate data and report accurately.
The agency also claimed, and its figures showed that there was no difference in failure rate
between for-profit and nonprofit facilities, so supporting the illusion that ownership had no impact
on care.
Their figures also showed that rural and remote facilities performed much more poorly. As there
were hardly any for-profit providers in rural and remote areas it was clear that, when obvious
variables such as remoteness were taken into account, for-profits were failing standards much
more often.
When we excluded rural and remote facilities in the reports we had collected, we found that forprofits failed at least one standard between two and four times as often as the different types of
nonprofit. In spite of this, the Agency continued to report its results in the same way.
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In 2014 Baldwin et al published research showing that in Australia for profits were more than twice
as likely to be sanctioned for poor care 138. The Agency responded at an industry conference by
presenting its data showing there was no difference. When we saw this we contacted the
presenter and through her the new Quality Agency.
We challenged them asking how they had analysed their data and whether they had taken
variables like distance into account. They simply refused to respond139.
We realised that the Agency had been captured by the discourse and by the industry. It is an
important member of the family and as such plays its role in supporting the illusions that underpin
the discourse.
The hierarchy of illusions here are:
1. that we have a rigorous regulatory system,
2. that our excellent performance in meeting regulatory standards indicates that we have a
world class system.
Government policy is to reform aged care using market mechanisms by consolidating the industry
using large for-profit providers. To be legitimate, policy requires:
3. that for-profits perform at least as well as nonprofits if not better.
This rigorous regulation is the rock on which the legitimacy of the discourse and policy rests. It is
used as the basis for the claim to ‘world class’ care and to refute any complaints about the system
and maintain the further illusion:
4. that the failures are rare exceptions and not red flags to systemic problems.
All of these illusions fly in the face of evidence and are false.

4.4

How did it come to this?

In order to show how we got to the situation where banks, multiple other businesses, nonprofits
and even the providers of aged care have been feeding off the vulnerable in our society we have
traced the connections between the participants (the family of believers). We have followed the
more recent imposition of the discourse in the marketisation of aged care and the de-legitimisation
of nurses as the critical component in the provision of aged care.
The very beginning: But to understand the full consequences and the abandonment of probity
we need to go back to October 1970 when an economist in Chicago called Milton Friedman
published an article in the New York Times 140.
In this article he placed the self-interest of individuals above all else in the marketplace and
attacked social responsibility as socialist and essentially evil. He described it as a "fundamentally
subversive doctrine”.
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Quality failures in residential aged care in Australia: The relationship between structural factors and regulation imposed sanctions
Baldwin R et al Australasian Journal on Ageing 22 May 2014 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/ajag.12165/abstract
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Quality Agency rejects ownership factor on accreditation Australian Ageing Agenda (see comments), 25 Mar 2015 http://bit.ly/2fvux4v
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The Social Responsibility of Business is to Increase its Profits by Milton Friedman The New York Times Magazine, September 13,
1970. http://bit.ly/2MjSa1u
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He indicated that “There is one and only one social responsibility of business–to use its resources
and engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays within the rules of the
game, which is to say, engages in open and free competition without deception or fraud”
While this was challenged by others like Peter Druker in 1973, it caught the public imagination and
took off. Druker insisted that “There is only one valid definition of business purpose: to create a
customer- - - The customer is the foundation of a business and keeps it in existence”141.
Friedman’s ideas have aptly been described as “the worlds dumbest idea”, but economics was at a
relative dead end at the time. The ideas were enormously appealing. They took off in the
economic and business worlds and were rapidly built on by Friedman and others. Friedman won a
Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences in 1976.
An infectious discourse: Friedman became an adviser to both Ronald Reagan and Margaret
Thatcher who introduced this new economic discourse into the UK and the USA. Its economic
success led to its being imposed as a cure all solution for all of society – transfused into every
vein. Universities trained and churned out thousands of trained managers to implement the
process.
The consequences such as the massive scandals in US health care during the 1990s were
ignored(46). In Australia in 1995 Rees and Rodley co-authored a book analysing the social
consequences of this ‘managerialism’ and “advocating the recovery of humanity”142 but by then
believers were not listening. Economic success became the measure of performance and worth.
The movement has been described as ‘neoliberalism’ by its critics, a term those who believe do
not accept. In Australia the term ‘economic rationalism’ is often used’. How these ideas play out in
everyday life was described in a recent paper looking at a citizen’s jury, a part of participatory
democracy. The paper143 described the main tenets of neoliberalism as “including the centrality of
the individual, freedom of choice, individual responsibility, protection of self-interest, and nonintervention by the state”.
The citizens jury was looking at the impact of junk food on health care and what should be done
about it. A majority felt that society had an obligation to take action to address the issue. A
minority were believers and used these arguments to argue against this and vote accordingly.
They put the rights of individuals ahead of the interests of society.
Neoliberalism extends much further to include competitiveness and efficiency as fundamental and
unchallenged principles, a belief in small government and minimal regulation, as well as the central
role of managers in structuring society to bring it into in line with the belief system. Loyalty to the
corporation and being a ‘team player’ within it are a part of the discourse.
A regulatory response: One of the early consequences of this discourse was failure. The selfinterested overstepped the limits of acceptable conduct and exploited the system and citizens.
The response to this was to set up a large number of self-regulatory and central government
appointed and so controlled regulators.
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The Origin Of 'The World's Dumbest Idea': Milton Friedman by Steve Denning Forbes Leadership 26 Jun 2013 http://bit.ly/2LHRx0x
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“The Human Costs of Managerialism" Edited by Stuart Rees and Gordon Rodley Pluto Press 1995
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A citizens’ jury on regulation of McDonald’s products and operations in Australia in response to a corporate health impact
assessmentAustralian and New Zealand Journal of Public Health 2018 vol. 42 no. 2 p 133
http://apo.org.au/system/files/140386/apo-nid140386-702486.pdf
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Even while claiming to be independent, these were kept within the discourse and the family by
appointing members of the family so that there was a revolving door with industry. It was the
regulation you have when you don’t have (or believe in) regulation – Clayton’s regulation.
This has become so widespread and complex that those, like Braithwaite, who study this prefer the
term ‘regulatory capitalism’144 and think it describes what is happening better than neoliberalism.
A regulatory principle called ‘distributive justice’ recognises the bias introduced when all those
regulating think the same way. The principle calls for regulation to be distributed across people
and groups who can assess it from different points of view. Regulatory capitalism ignores this.
Containing problems: An important but unstated function of this regulatory system is to protect
the discourse from being challenged by the real world. The challenges come from whistleblowers
and the press. ASIC145 and aged care regulation are two examples of regulators who contain
unwanted publicity. They seem to regulate, but their effectiveness is constrained by this necessity.
The Quality Agency has been successful in keeping much of what has been happening out of the
press and away from the public. Braithwaite commented on this in 2007. It is when the problems
escape the safety net of the regulators that we hear about them. When whistleblowers go to the
press or, as happened in Oakden, it is investigated outside the containment system then we learn
what is really going on.
Intimidation: The neoliberal family also protect the discourse through law suits called SLAPPS
(Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participation) in which whistle blowers, with limited means, and
even the press, are threatened with lawsuits and crippling costs if they don’t retract and desist.
This strategy has been used to contain whistleblowing by family members in aged care. Most do
not have the courage or funds to persist even when there is no case for them to answer and they
back down. There have been multiple recent attempts, sometimes successful, by the powerful to
contain exposures of appalling conduct.
Before 2005, companies could sue and so crush critics. They used shareholder money to shut
down dissent. Because of this problem the laws were reformed in 2005. Corporations lost their
right to sue. It forced them to publicly confront their critics. But individuals can still sue.
Threatening letters and when resistance is experienced lawsuits (SLAPPS) are still launched by
managers in their own names claiming they have been defamed personally.
It is worrying that the liberal government in NSW is being persuaded by its corporate backers to
rescind the 2005 legislation. Malcolm West, who investigated and exposed Aveo, wrote a blog
about the SLAPPS he and others had received146. He indicates that this “would present a carnival
of fees for lawyers, but a heavy cost for taxpayers and investors and, in light of the seemingly
inexorable rise in corporate power, will undermine Australia’s democracy”. One of our web sites
explores this problem in depth(70). It is worrying that there is a strong move in NSW to reverse this
protection and allow companies to sue 147.
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Regulating Aged Care’ Braithwaite J et al Edward Elgar Publishing Limited 2007
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Banking Royal Commission casts doubt on regulator ASIC's enforceable undertakings ABC News, 17 May 2018
https://ab.co/2xZOejh
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Crushing dissent Michael West Blog 8 June 2018 https://www.michaelwest.com.au/crushing-dissent/
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Companies to sue for defamation? Nip this in the bud Michael West Blog 13 Jun 2018
https://www.michaelwest.com.au/companies-to-sue-for-defamation-nip-this-in-the-bud/
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Also worrying is the pressure that is being put on advocacy groups through their funding and by
the appointment of people who oppose public advocacy to the bodies that manage and control
them. This is all a sign of a discourse under pressure and it threatens our democracy.


Charities express alarm as long-time 'foe' Gary Johns is appointed as their regulator Sydney Morning Herald 7 Dec 2017
http://bit.ly/2EWyKMm



The Gary Jones Appointment The Saturday Paper 16-22 Dec 1917 http://bit.ly/2EsUqyX



Government accused of trying to 'silence' charity sector with new commissioner ABC News 7 Dec 2017 http://ab.co/2ERvylf

Consequences of the neoliberal discourse
While most providers of aged care would strongly deny any suggestion that they are not socially
responsible, the free market was created and structured in this way during the 1980s and 1990s.
The removal of probity regulations illustrate this. It was not structured to be responsible.
Powerful competitive forces, the drive for efficiency, management structure, incentive systems and
the need to be a team player leave no room for employees to display their humanity or to behave
responsibly if this will in any way impact on financial performance. Those who do will be pushed
aside.
But it goes further than this in aged care. Building the relationships at the heart of successful aged
care and the provision of care itself are time consuming activities and impact profitability. They
come under intense pressure and suffer. Employees are stressed by competing loyalties which
they are unable to resolve.
This unhappiness and stress has a major impact on the culture at the bedside and residents suffer.
Professor Fine has explored the nature of care and its provision in depth. He is deeply concerned
by the context created for staff and by the difficulties in providing the sort of care that is needed.

A market that works
These problems become particularly acute when customers and civil society are ineffective. We
argue that an effective customer who can insist on getting what they wants, and a controlling civil
society that can require the sort of care its members need can release the employees from the
neoliberal and managerial bonds that restrain them and allow them to express their humanity.
Doing anything else would be unprofitable. Addressing this must be an important part of any
reform process.

4.5

Analysis of aged care regulation

Our focus at Aged Care Crisis has been on the crisis in care rather than its financing. As such we
have focused on the regulation of care. But both are regulated within the discourse, use a
revolving door of industry representatives, marketplace consultants and advisers. The processes
and outcomes will be similar. We have analysed the way care is regulated in-depth in two of our
submissions.
A.

The data: In our submission to the ‘Inquiry into the Quality of Care in Residential Aged
Care Facilities in Australia’ by the Standing Committee on Health, Aged Care and Sport, we
explored the history of aged care to show how the regulatory system created in 1997 was a
response to recent scandals in the sector and intense criticism within politics and the
community(12).
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It becomes clear why its protective role for government has been so important. In
assessing its failure we describe the lack of any real data about care in the sector(13) . We
draw extensively on accounts by staff, family and residents(15) before examining how
success in accreditation has steadily increased to almost 100% while the acuity of
residents has doubled and the number of trained staff has decreased by 35% (14). This is
not credible.
We illustrate just how bad the situation in Australia is by comparing this with staffing levels
in the USA. Data collection in the USA148, where a different approach is adopted shows that
93% of facilities have some failures in care and 20% are serious enough to put residents at
risk. Only 7% have a perfect score. In Australia almost 98% get a perfect score. The USA
provides an hour (one third) more direct care and is provided by twice as many trained
nurses.
We looked at the criticisms made by trained nurses to illustrate the lack of interest, the lack
of knowledge and lack of regulatory attention to clinical care in the agency and in its
regulation.
Red shows the number with deficiencies or
failing standards

USA deficiencies = 93%

B.

Blue have no problems

Australia deficiencies = 2%

Submission to Senate community Affairs Reference Committee Inquiry: Effectiveness
of the Aged Care Quality Assessment and accreditation framework for protecting residents
from abuse and poor practices (2017). In this submission(7) we cover some of the same
ground in part 2.
In part 3 we do an in-depth analysis of the problems in the regulatory system addressing its
history, structural issues, regulatory capture, conflicts in the system and for those doing the
regulation, as well as ritualism and tokenism in the sector. We then look more closely at
accreditation, complaints, advocacy, visitors and the department of health.
We draw on our past experience and on the research done into our regulatory system by
Braithwaite and reported in his book Regulating Aged Care in 2007.
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Nursing Facilities, Staffing, Residents and Facility Deficiencies, 2009 Through 2015. Henry J Kaiser Foundation July 2017
http://kaiserf.am/2D3X1Df
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4.6

Conclusion: The adequacy of accountability and probity
mechanisms for the expenditure of taxpayer money

Our deviation into the provision of care and in its regulation is in order to show quite clearly that:
1. probity has long been abandoned in the sector and is no longer a consideration. There are
no effective mechanisms.
2. there is minimal data collected about the service provided to those receiving care so
impeding accountability.
3. the care provided in Australia is very poor so that customers are not getting value for
money and this is largely due to the pressures put on staffing by the sort of system we
have.
4. the regulatory system is singularly ineffective and the community is not getting value for
money
5. the current system is not accountable to the citizens it serves and who pay both directly
and indirectly as taxpayers. They get very poor value for the money from the care their
fellow citizens receive and from the regulatory system which fails to adequately protect
them.
6. the system has been far more accountable to government and the industry in providing
reputational protection for policies and providers as well as funding opportunities for the
providers. It is citizens who pay for this through their taxes and they get poor value from
this.
We can add that vast sums have and are being spent on upgrading the unpopular MyAgedCare
website, which tries to explain a complex process driven system where the needy can fall through
the tracks. International data shows that only a small proportion of the population is able to
understand and use this sort of data effectively.
This money would be far more effectively spent in providing local advice and support to residents
and families using a simple process that allows commonsense decisions to be made without the
constraint of complex bureaucratic processes. This would ensure that people got what they
needed rather than what the processes prescribed. The website could be used to supply the sort
of solid data about care, which those supporting residents need and which researchers could
transparently access.

Addressing this: Neither accountability nor probity are part of the present
system. To restore them will require structural and social changes that will
change the discourse and so the culture in ways that would put decisions
about care of residents made at the bedside at the heart of the discourse and
ahead of decisions about the care of the corporation made in the boardroom.
Evidence, logic and need must replace belief. This cannot be done by
branding or marketing.
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5 Responding to Terms of reference: d)
d) whether current practices meet public expectations;
We indicated earlier that there has been a wide difference in perspective between the corporate
providers of services in health and aged care on the one hand and the residents’ families as well
as many staff who see the services provided.
A 2004 web page addresses the ‘great divide’ in perceptions in this sort of market(37). On a recent
web site an entire section comprising several web pages addresses these issues and is titled
‘Widely contrasting views’(71).
How this happened: It is clear that those who have the knowledge and objectivity to understand
what is happening are deeply disturbed. They realise that the system is not delivering what the
community expects it to. This situation has develop and become such a problem because of a
combination of deceptive marketing, lack of data, ageism, community disengagement and the
hollowing out of civil society.
As Jim Toohey and Bayly Willey Holt Pty Ltd showed when persuading Salvation Army staff and
residents families to accept Tricare and RCA as owners and managers, modern public relations
and crisis management strategies have been developed to manage our perceptions. They
undermine our effectiveness as citizens.
The way society, citizens and the nurses providing care have been managed, manipulated and
disempowered into giving corporate interests control has been described in the previous section.
They were forced to accept a discourse that makes society subservient to a market. In a system
like this success ultimately depends on putting self-interest ahead of the public good.
The process: We do not see how the actual patterns of thinking, the paradigms, the discourses
and the practices that have resulted from them could possibly have been acceptable to the
community had they been fully understood by the community. But this discourse was marketed to
them in glowing terms rather than discussed with them. Those who argued against it were
discounted using a variety of strategies.
In a true or ideal democracy insights and ideas arise within stable communities in control of their
affairs and draw on their real life experiences. Here they are subjected to energetic discussion and
evaluated from their multiple different points of view. If they are found to be acceptable they filter
up into policy through their representation.
It is a bottom up process of government by the people for the people. This protects us from
sometimes bizarre but attractive cults and ideologies that usually develop within silos in the
community. In this instance, in economic departments in universities and then into the
marketplace and politics. Even when they voted for it, this did not come from civil society nor was
it sanctioned by it.
When society is under stress and in disarray as happens when policies are no longer working,
citizens experience angst. They are more likely to grasp at bizarre but attractive ideas. John
Ralston Saul has written about our great weakness for illusionary beliefs and, in his book ‘The
Unconscious Civilisation’, he argues that our civilization is currently trapped within them.
Language; Saul emphasizes the role of language in reframing our perceptions saying “For the
ideologue, language itself becomes the message because there is no doubt. In a more sensible
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society, language is just the tool of communication”. We have written about the way the words
used in aged care have been changed to change their meaning.
Nursing homes (which required nurses) have been sanitised into “residential aged care facility”.
The ‘patients’ whose vulnerability, frailty and incapacity needed medical care from nurses became
‘residents’ and ‘consumers’. They were expected to assert their rights in a marketplace and make
rational and informed choices.
This is the language of managers. It strips away the human and emotional content associated with
the words – the content that motivates us to empathise and care. The highly stressed emotional
context within which decisions are made is ignored.
Saul indicates that the “sign of a sick civilization is the growth of an obscure, closed language that
seeks to prevent communication”. Believers go to additional lengths to avoid real engagement
with their critics. The whole process is “aimed at normalization of the untrue”149.
The development of mass media as a medium for marketing and influencing people rather than
engaging in serious discussion makes us much more vulnerable. It can be appropriated by cults
and ideologies.
Fifty years before Saul said this about our civilization, Albert Speer, Hitler's Minister for Armaments
and War Production told the Nuremberg trial after World War II how it was done. "Hitler's
dictatorship...made the complete use of all technical means for domination of its own country.
Through technical devices like the radio and loudspeaker, 80 million people were deprived of
independent thought"150 In the 80 years since then it has become much more sophisticated – and
effective!
Tokenism: In situations where illogical illusions must be accepted and believed, the claimed
benefits frequently are not attained. This is usually resolved by using words as tokens – a
substitute for a something which is not there. Providers for example can proudly embrace social
responsibility by publicly claiming it. They go through the motions and use the words without
actually doing it.
They believe that they are being socially responsible because it is something that is expected of
them. They deceive themselves, a form of ‘bad faith’ and in this they ignore their actual conduct –
also called ‘willful blindness’. They say these things forcefully and publicly and the media gives
them a platform. In doing this they persuade themselves as well as others. They become angry
when criticized for not behaving responsibly. We end up with a sector which should have social
responsibility at its heart but where that is tokenistic.
We stress that these are not evil people but people who, as in any ideology, believe and whose
success employing this belief leads them into crossing the line in initially small but then larger and
larger steps. It all becomes normal. The psychological and social strategies that participants use in
order to do this have been studied and described.
We give two more examples of the way public expectations are breached when an inappropriate
discourse replaces something that worked. One is from a nurse at the bedside showing how
unacceptable the conduct was. The other is a corporate example using PrimeLife.
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Example 1: A nurses experience151
A registered nurse in her submission explained what happened at her nursing home when
prior to 1997 providers had to account for the money they spent and then hand back any
money allocated for staffing that they had not spent. They preferred to spend it on staff.
When accountability for funding was removed in 1997:


The physiotherapist’s services were terminated and assistant nurses replaced them.



76 hours of registered nursing care was cut and the remaining RN’s were overloaded with
documentation and unable to supervise care. Assistant nurses were given more nonnursing tasks that had been done by others. They had less time for care. The Director of
Nursing and the Deputy resigned in protest.

The impact on the morale of overworked staff and their cynicism about the providers is
described. The nurse’s own difficulties, the pressures put on her and the manner in which
she was treated are a good example of the cultural changes that have occurred in many
facilities.

Example 2: Primelife, Sent, probity and politicians
As indicated, the 2002 Channel 9 program described Primelife as “a prime beneficiary of
Government-backed nursing home beds”152.
Primelife had recently purchased a television network and was operating as Renaissance
Television. The Communications Minister was welcoming him. There were issues of probity
around both the television deals and the allocation of 1000 nursing home beds.
The Shadow Minister for Ageing, Anthony Albanese knew well that probity requirements were
abolished in 1997 when he indicated the Labor party had “asked questions of the Department
about whether they see Primelife as an appropriate organisation to be receiving public
funding”.
Labor also raised “questions in Senate Estimates committees about ensuring that providers
are of good character”. He indicated the importance of knowing that “the corporation's
operating is appropriate, but also individuals, that their background is beyond reproach.
Unless we do that, then I think it's hard to have confidence in the Federal Government
providing money to any corporation”.
The Aged Care Minister, Kevin Andrews who had granted the bed licenses knew very well
what had happened in 1997 and avoided addressing the issue of probity saying “Well, one
should always maintain a degree of examination - - - What we are concerned is to maintain
beds that are in place, to ensure that frail elderly residents in particular are maintained”.
The reporter commented that while PrimeLife “still enjoys the Government's coveted
approved provider status, the biggest media problem is market credibility”.
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In 2002 the ex-liberal premier of Victoria, Sir Rupert 'Dick' Hamer was on the board of the TV
company and with the support of the government ministers for aged care, who had allocated
1,000 beds, and the minister for Communications who was welcoming Renaissance
Television, Primelife could hardly go wrong. But a year later Sent was fired and Primelife was
soon in strife and trapped in multiple law suits from Sent and others.
Prime Trust and politicians: Prime Trust also had close links with liberal party members.
Past Health Minister Michael Wooldridge and Mr Clarke, a former City of Melbourne councilor
and liberal party stalwart, were board members and Wooldridge was chairperson at one
stage.
ASIC finally took court action. This dragged on for years but the board were all found to be at
fault. In late 2017, Bill Lewski who was the prime offender was fined and barred from being a
director for life. The others got lesser fines and suspensions.
They all appealed the decision and in late 2017 the Federal court struck down all of the
penalties because ASIC had commenced the proceedings one month after the statute of
limitations (6 years) for corporate wrongdoing ended. ASIC has appealed that to the high
court and the final decision will be made in 2018, nine years after Prime Trust went into
liquidation.
These were companies whose owners and managers corporate conduct could not possibly have
met the public’s expectations. Yet it received strong political support and prominent politicians
were involved in its operations. This close alignment and revolving door for retired politicians
closely follows the USA where presidential candidates, the brother of the president have been
board members and where senior politician’s families have been owners, directors or managers of
massive hospital corporations. This is where their wealth has come from.
These were the two biggest hospital owners in the USA, Columbia/HCA and Tenet Healthcare (46).
They led the way in recurrent fraudulent practices and the exploitation of patients for profits, paying
the largest amounts in settlement. Both were prime examples of the application of neoliberal
thinking and its discourse to health care.
Tenet for example sent out a memo to managers about correcting the attitudes of staff. It read
“We exist as a company to provide a high quality service to our patients (and in some cases
society). I have heard individuals within the company make remarks along these lines and it is
absolute nonsense. Lets call a spade a spade: We are here for one reason only - to make a profit
for the shareholders who put up the money so that we could exist in the first place”.
They were both being supported by the political establishment. Politicians can be seen to have
been using these companies to drive their neoliberal political agenda. It is revealing that both
considered “marketing” and not care to be their most important activity. In Tenet every employee
was expected to do a marketing call to sell the company every day.

Politics and public expectations
This inevitably leads to the question of whether politicians and government in Australian are
meeting public expectations. It is fairly obvious that there is a lot of unhappiness in Western
countries that have embraced the discourse. This is hardly surprising given the exaggerated way in
which illusionary ideas were sold to them and the real life situations that citizens now face.
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Many credible people are now alleging an inappropriately close relationship between this clearly
dysfunctional marketplace and government. At the same time community input and influence has
been pushed aside.
On the Aged Care Crisis website we reviewed the political threats to aged care policy (53). We show
there that the political system has been criticised by those who have experienced or examined it
closely including:


2013: David Graeber, a professor who teaches anthropology and economics in London
wrote about the extent to which governments are “dependent on the flow of bank money to
finance their campaigns” and (as happened in aged care in Australia in 1997) even write
the legislation that regulates them.



2014: Professor Joseph Camilleri (Academic) described the “inability of our leading

Australian politicians to articulate a thoughtful let alone imaginative approach to policy”
analyzing a problem that is “a multifaceted worldwide phenomenon with deep currents that
insert themselves into economy, society and culture”



2014: Rob Oakeshot described how “big business has hijacked parliament”. He was one of
the independents who held the balance of power during the Gillard government.



2015: Tony Fitzgerald (Judge) described our political system that was supposed to
represent the people “as a contest in which whichever one wins does pretty much what it likes”.



2015: Richard Deniss, the deputy director of the Australian Institute, described the way
government was being run like a business – a badly run one.



2015: Geoffrey Watson, a lawyer with experience with government ICAC cases spoke
about the extent of corruption across governments although clearly NSW had been a prime
example.



2015: John Menadue, once private secretary to Prime Minister Whitlam, wrote about health
care described the control that industry had over politics. He said that “A succession of
Australian health ministers may have been in office but they have not been in power. - - - a generic
problem in public policy today”. He indicated that the ministerial model “is incapable of
contesting the power of the rent seekers. The community is effectively excluded”.

More recently in 2018 Ramon Feenstra, a moral philosopher described the way that democracy
had been kidnapped153. He suggested that the only way for us to escape from our “stealthy,
wealthy, elite captors” was “in new democratic mechanisms and forms of citizen participation
that are capable of ending the concentrations of power that are kidnapping our democracies and
victimising their citizens”.
Lobbying and influence: Over the years we have seen a succession of examples where industry
groups have used their lobbying, donations and ability to fund a damaging media campaign to
frustrate legislation that aimed to protect the public. They put their own interests ahead of their
responsibility as citizens - mining, tobacco, gambling, the sugar industry and many more.
An article ‘How business lobbyists trump your vote’ by Michael West in the Saturday paper draws
attention to the limited period just before elections when politicians listen to the community going

153
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on to say that during “the civic downtime - - our elected representatives are likely to be bending
an ear to lobbyists and party overlords, corporate donors and the agendas of big media”154
The article affirms that “The rise of private power is far more critical to the future of Australians
than are the policy tweaks on offer from the major parties in today’s election”. The response of
government to the recent exposure of massive failures in both aged care and its regulation is a
graphic illustration. They have bowed and groveled to industry and blindly adhered to current
practices and policy - exactly what the industry has insisted they do.
For example the Minerals Council of Australia spent $15.8 million in 2010 to block the Rudd
governments bill as well as ‘consultants’ fees which “were almost $6 million, and key executives
were paid $3.1 million for their advocacy”. The bill was abandoned. Powerful industry groups
have “multimillion-dollar budgets, each one bigger than that of most newsrooms in the country
and easily outstripping campaign spending from the major parties”.
Media that serve the public interest are outnumbered and drowned in the noise. There is a
“plague of ‘influencers’ in Western democracies, whether for government or media, and they are
richly remunerated to pursue vested interests over community interests”.
Response to market failure: The Business Council of Australia (BCA) seems to have recognised
the threat of the multiple recent market failures, to their hold on government policy. An election is
due soon. It is “embarking on an unprecedented level of political campaigning” with “a program
of television advertising, television programs, town hall meetings and direct grassroots
campaigning in marginal electorates to promote business-friendly policies”155.
None of this could possibly align with public expectations.
We agree that:
1. the political process has been trapped by the discourse and as Camilleri indicated unable
to think outside that box. This is called “paradigm paralysis” and we referred to this in our
introduction. Michael West describes it as “a torpor in reform”. He claims that the “rise in
‘influencers’ and the fall in public confidence in government has left us with virtual policy
stasis and little scope for significant reform”.
2. the political process is so tightly bound to a powerful market place and dependent on it that
it is unable to extricate itself. While it may not recognise this and clings to the failing
discourse it is trapped and unable to help itself.
3. the industry has the capacity to use the media to attack government policy and credibility,
and keep it in line.
4. the bond of dependency between the market and government is probably tighter in aged
care than anywhere else.
As Camilleri and Feenstra pointed out change will have to come from civil society and this is not
going to be a quick or easy process but, the longer it is delayed the more difficult it will be. The
danger is that the current disenchantment and political instability might lead to the emergence of
another attractive but equally inappropriate discourse and more problems. There are already signs
of this in the UK and USA.
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We feel that the bonds need to be broken in aged care because the discourse is most
inappropriate and more harmful here. But our hollowed out society is poorly equipped to meet this
challenge and is not thinking in this way. It will need assistance.
The country and the aged would be better served by a government that recognized the problems
and facilitated the process by working with communities to rebuild civil society and require
providers to both work with local communities in the provision of aged care, and be accountable to
them.
In this regard we should consider:
1. The extreme difficulty in monitoring and regulating the complexity of care at the bedside
in facilities and homes across a country the size of Australia using a centralised process.
The complex processes designed by central bureaucrats are ill suited to this. Such a
system visits only occasionally and everyone is soon displaying their best behaviour. A
more nuanced local approach is needed.
This is a system that resents any formal regulation and control. It seeks to outwit it. We
argue that it is not possible for this sort of regulation to work. The regulatory system has
consequently been largely tokenistic. Words have been a substitute for something that is
not there.
2. The role of formal regulation. While formal processes are important and society
ultimately depends on them, it is nevertheless a fairly blunt process. It is important that it is
there to support society when the normal processes of interaction and control in society
break down.
When a social system or sector depends on regulation for its effectiveness then it is a
system that is not working and this needs to be addressed before attention is turned to
regulation. In a culturopathy, system failure is denied so it automatically turns to regulation
first.
3. The most effective form of regulation is the informal control that citizens have over one
another’s activities as they interact and engage in the management of their affairs and
discuss what is to be done. This brings many views to bear on the problem. Illusions and
inappropriate practices are confronted and addressed before they are introduced.
The social pressures that we exert on one another are subtle but powerful. When anything
goes wrong it is immediately detected by critics and addressed. When it works it prevents,
detects and responds to problems in a way that formal regulation can never match, but it is
not infallible. Both are needed.
4. The creation of a market in human services has created a marketplace silo within which
the providers of those services debate among themselves and then offer services to the
community through highly structured processes that they control in this sort of market. This
control allows then to set the discourse within which the interactions occurs and so protect
it from challenge. Citizens are disempowered and disadvantaged.
5. The most effective form of regulation is removed, and in doing this, society is deprived
of one of its most important activities – involvement in the care of its members. Human
services comprise sectors that are vitally important in building and maintaining our human
norms and values – the things that make us human.
Society is hollowed out and loses its hold and control over what happens in its
communities, which is destabilising. This is a vicious circle because without these norms
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and values we more readily embrace a discourse that puts individuals and their interests
ahead of society.

6 Responding to Terms of reference: e)
e) any other related matters

6.1

Finding a way forward.

Introduction
In this submission we have gone to considerable length to make the point that tax evasion is only
one symptom of a social disease. Simply addressing one symptom will not address the disease. It
will continue to progress and break out in many other areas.
We are concerned by the narrowness of the terms of reference and worry that like the many other
reviews and inquiries including the recent ones this is exactly what will happen.
Carmen Lawrence, an academic who studied psychology is a past premier of Western Australia,
Federal Minister of Health and federal president of the Labor Party. She has returned to academia
as a psychology professor at the University of Western Australia. Retirement from politics brings
wisdom and we should all heed it. In a 2017 article she wrote:156
If we continue to airbrush our past and ignore human psychology in favour of glib
sloganeering, how will we ever devise policies that succeed?
- - - - asking serious questions about what the past can tell us about the likely effectiveness
of proposed policies is rare. Even more uncommon is any deep exploration of what we
know about human behaviour and how social structures are likely to influence it.
In 2018 Jeff Sparrow quoted James Baldwin to express similar sentiments157. Baldwin said
“History is not something you read about in a book, history is not even the past—it’s the present.
Because everybody operates, whether or not we know it, out of assumptions which are produced
and produced only by our history.” Sparrow indicated that “unless we recognise the past, we will
struggle to understand the present – and reshape the future”. To put it another way if we ignore
history we are doomed to repeat the mistakes of the past.
In our submission we have adopted a clinical approach carefully reviewing the story of aged care,
the discourse that it was subjected to and the many adverse consequences and side effects (the
symptoms) for those it was meant to serve and for society itself. We have examined the history,
the psychological processes and the social processes at work and then analysed the pathology in
order to plan treatment – or at least develop a path that can be followed.

Proposals
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Carmen Lawrence. The denial, the infantilising babble, and the fantasies that permeate politics - The Guardian, 30 Jan 2017
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It is clear that government is incapable of addressing the problems alone and needs to rebuild civil
society and work with it to develop a future that is at less risk of infection by illusionary ideas. To
do this civil society needs to be given responsible roles because it is through our actions - the
things we do that we build both ourselves and our societies.
A community based system: For the last 10 years Aged Care Crisis has been advocating a role
for local communities in managing and regulating aged care. This is something for which
government is ill-suited but its support is important. This is reflected in the submissions that we
have made since 2009. These can be downloaded from our web site(48). These are functions
where government alone has been ineffective but its support is important.
The object would be to transfer as much of the management, oversight, collection of data, primary
regulation and advocacy services to local communities as they are able to manage and as they
gain knowledge and confidence add more.
Support: Those involved would draw on the support and advice of local medical, nursing and
other expertise as well as being mentored by government. They would have regular roles within
the community and nursing homes. This would be an ongoing process that observed the operation
of the facilities and engaged with management in talking about, supporting and addressing issues
they identify. It would not be adversarial unless the providers failed to address issues and made it
so. This would not be in their interests.
Empowered visitors: There would be an empowered visitors scheme similar to those in other
sectors as for example in Victoria and Queensland. Our ideas were developed around the
voluntary Victorian model where one of our members was a volunteer.
It is essential that visitors and community are heard, not talked down to and can insist that their
discourse is adopted ahead of the neoliberal or free market discourse. We have, in our other
submissions, described the differences and incompatibilities of this discourse with what we have
called the discourse of care.
An alternative discourse: The discourse of care is the traditional discourse that focuses on the
residents and their care. It has been adopted by all of the caring professions and by communities.
It is what professor Michael Fine explores and writes about although he does not use the term.
It is this discourse that motivates people to enter the caring professions and the community to
respect them. In interacting with them the community reinforce the discourse. The difficulty in
giving expression to this discourse within the dominant free market and managerial discourse lies
at the root of much of the pathology. We have compared and contrasted these discourses in our
other submissions. (9)(17)
Power and discourse: An important understanding of discourse is that it is closely allied to
power158. The powerful decide what is permissible and what is unacceptable in any discourse.
Without power the community and the consumers cannot insist on their discourse being adopted.
Power would come from the control the community would have in advising prospective customers,
in monitoring their care and supporting them, and in having some control over who would operate
nursing homes in their communities. They would draw on the experience and advice of other
communities.
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A roadblock: Most in the community have not studied the sector in depth and still have a cargo
mentality demanding that government fix the aged care system, something they are not capable of
doing alone. This is a hurdle to be overcome through an honest acknowledgement of the problems
and engagement at the community level.
Others are coming to the same conclusions: We note that another group of advocates is
thinking along the same lines. Greysafe159 are “calling for the government to allow communitybased retired health professionals, social workers and advocates to undertake random
inspections of aged care facilities to curb elder abuse. - - Greysafe, which was set up early this
year - - (They aim to) improve the transparency around the reporting process” Their Grey
Guardians would “report into an independent office separate from the AACQA”.
Ian Maddocks, 2013 Australian of the year proposed something similar with the medical profession
leading the way but it did not get their support. The benefits that he saw in this are among those
we aspire to160. We see additional advantages in something like this.
In our society today most of those who retire still have 15 to 20 years of active and effective life
ahead of them. This is a pool of citizens whose life and social selves would be enhanced by being
involved and active in this area. They would be creating a system that they themselves would
need so self-interest would contribute.
Specifics: We are not being prescriptive in this because research and experience161 show that
community projects are most successful when they are conceived, designed and managed by the
communities themselves. We recognize this for our indigenous people but not for ourselves. We
have made suggestions in our submissions and on our web sites suggesting how it might be
done(8)(16 )(53).
In an attachment to our submission to the Standing Committee on Health, Aged Care and Sport we
have analysed the evidence given to the senate hearing in Adelaide on 27 Nov 2017 to tease out
the problems(19) We describe how our proposals would have prevented or immediately detected
these problems and promptly addressed them. We also examined the Carnell/Paterson report and
explain how much more effective our proposal would be.
Alternative Visitor’s schemes: Both the Public Advocate in Victoria162 and the Public Guardian in
Queensland163 have made submissions and appeared at parliamentary hearings urging the
adoption of an empowered visitors scheme in aged care. This is very different to the current
visitors scheme in aged care. The Victorian scheme is largely voluntary and in Queensland the
visitors are funded by government. There are advantages and disadvantages to both.
Integration: We would favour a nucleus of paid staff forming the backbone to a largely voluntary
community service that manages, supports, monitors and integrates aged care services in the
community and nursing homes. It would be controlled by a community board and would have a
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The Community Hub: a proposal to change the role of Residential Aged Care Facilities (RACFs) Maddocks I Family Medicine and
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central representative body to work with government and industry in bringing policy issues from the
beside to the policy table.
The process: We are not proposing another widely publicised reform process but a more sensible
progressive process with change implemented in stages as different communities engage, try out
ideas, evaluate them then modify in consultation with other communities perhaps trying different
ways of doing things. Some types of provider may be unable to accommodate to a different
discourse. They should be given an opportunity to gradually vacate the sector as others take over.
A mass exit would be a disaster for all parties.

The objectives are to:
1. address the underlying pathology by changing the discourse
2. create a context within which many different points of view and expertise are engaged in
addressing issues and coming up with solutions and in doing so prevent a reoccurrence of
what happened in 1997.
3. empower community and staff so that there is a shift of power and decision making from
the board to the community and bedside – a more balanced and supportive management
structure.
4. have transparent data collection and ongoing close support and oversight of what happens
in the facilities and the community so ensuring total transparency.
5. having someone whose only interest is the residents’ welfare that residents and family can
turn to.
6. support and participate in research particularly in evaluating staffing requirements in an
ongoing manner and working with unions, government and providers to ensure that
adequate staff are trained and funded.
7. having sufficient access to financial data to see that funds are being expended on the
services for which they were given
8. immediate involvement in investigating failures in care and complaints, and then working
with staff in their resolution. Where there are problems and people are harmed by
negligence then funneling this into an arbitration system, with legal action a last resort.
9. Being responsible to the community and government for ensuring that standards of care
are met and deficiencies are addressed promptly when they are identified.
10. Addressing the problems in this failed market by creating an informed and supported
customer and an effective community that specifies and insists on the sort of care and
conduct that it expects.
11. addressing the agency problem
12. starting the long process of rebuilding civil society
It may be that disability services, which seem to have many of the same problems would benefit
from a similar approach and the two could be integrated.
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7 Recommendations
Short-term recommendation to deal with the acute situation
1. To prevent tax evasion and profiteering at the expense of care, there be complete financial
transparency and accountability for how customers and taxpayers’ money is spent in aged
care.
2. Recommended optimal staffing levels based on clinical acuity and the needs of residents be
determined using available international and local data, and that facilities be required to publish
staffing data in a comparable way.
3. That minimal safe staffing levels form the basis for mandatory staffing levels in Australia. If we
cannot afford to provide minimum safe levels then it should be made clear that in setting these
levels we are rationing and are asking the community to voluntarily help where they can.
4. All visit and contact reports by the Quality Agency, including responses made by providers to
be publicly reported. These reports should not be limited to just the 3-5 year cyclical audits
reports.
5. All complaints data levelled at each home and responses to any issues be publicly reported.
6. That a Royal Commission be established to examine the many aged care problems and
provide a forum within which remedial measures and future directions can be addressed.

Long-term principles
7. That the committee accept that the occurrence of tax evasion in aged care is a symptom of a
system that is flawed in concept and design. Aged care is not a sector that fits into the
conventional idea of a free market. The system should be redesigned.
8. The committee should accept that aged care is about care of the elderly and not about
care of the company. Tax evasion is occurring because that is what it has become. It should
recommend steps that make care the focus of decision making and then decide how much of
that is affordable and how to pay for it.
9. The committee should accept that it always has been and still is the families and their
supporting communities (taxpayers investing their money to care for their communities) who
are responsible for the care that vulnerable citizens receive. The government is managing the
expenditure of this money on their behalf. The community are the ‘principles’ and those who
provide care are their agents. The agents should be directly accountable to them for the
service they provide on their behalf.
10. The government take steps to develop local community structures with the capacity and power
to hold their local agents providing care directly accountable for the care provided.
At a minimum this should include:
a.

Total transparency in regard to:


expenditure locally and at a corporate level,



staffing levels and skills,



the care being given, including quality of life.
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b.

Access and a role in the oversight of care and the collection of data to ensure not
only transparency but an appreciation of the context and problems in the sector
when evaluating it.

c.

The use of local knowledge and expertise.

d.

direct involvement in the local mediation and resolution of issues in care and staffing
but with resource to formal regulation or arbitration when required.

e.

the creation of a context within which issues and perspectives are regularly
discussed by all parties around real world issues in care so that they can be critically
evaluated before implementation. There should be a mechanism for taking this
forward into management and policy.

11. The committee accepts that an effective market in vulnerable sectors requires a supported and
effective customer, as well as an informed community with the capacity to set the limits of
acceptable conduct and enforce that. It should advise moving in that direction.

Implementation and structure
12. We recommended that a new path be explored and recommend the following measures:
a.

The progressive delegation of aged care management and oversight to local community
organisations and the creation of central structures that will support, mentor and provide
formal support processes and backup when needed.

b.

That there be an empowered visitors scheme in each local community and that recipients
of care be asked to give consent to their accessing their confidential data, much as is
done in hospitals.

c.

That the empowered visitors scheme be accountable to and at the heart of a broad
community organisation comprising members from the community. Those with some
experience either professionally or through personal experience would be key
participants. Senior’s organisations would contribute and support. Academics would
participate to advise and support research. This would guide future policy.

d.

That such an organisation be structured to play an important role in overseeing and
working with providers and community in providing aged care of an acceptable standard.
They would have access to local financial data and discuss this with management.

e.

There should be an ongoing relationship with residents, their families, staff and
management. The community organisation would be the first port of call for residents
and families as well as staff and management when there were issues. They would
oversee and mediate the response ensuring that residents interests and rights were the
primary concern for all parties.

f.

There should be a central representative body to integrate community activity and
represent the community when dealing with policy and with government and provider
organistions.

g.

Central and local organisations would play a major role in data collection and its
evaluation. They would support research in the sector and oversee its translation into
policy and practice – something that has been lacking.
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8 Endnotes
Aged Care Crisis and its members have closely examined the issues described here. We have
already made detailed fully referenced submissions to inquiries and reviews, and have written
letters to authorities in regard to many of these issues. We have also written many web pages on
which relevant corporate, health and aged care practices are documented and evaluated. These
web pages are also referenced to the sources on which they are based. More in depth information
is available in all this material. We list material that we refer to in our submission.

8.1

Submissions and correspondence

(All of our submissions are fully referenced. They contain references and when available links to
resource material)
A
1.

Private equity investment in Australia Submissions (I) :
J M Wynne: http://bit.ly/2FdAYLm
UTS Centre for Corporate Governance (not from Aged Care Crisis): http://bit.ly/2HCbxzp

2.

Letter to Hon Ken Wyatt, Minister for Ageing (27 April 2018) (II) http://bit.ly/2JFsfzw comprising:
3.
Support for a petition for mandated staffing levels and challenging his assertions about this. (III)
4.
Appendix 1 Criticism of government’s proposed reforms because they ignore the problems in the system. (IV)
5.
Appendix 2 Politics, Banking and Aged Care, describing the links between policy and the infective discourse in banks.
They have invested in and taken their discourse into aged care. (V)

6.

Submission to Senate community Affairs Reference Committee Inquiry: Effectiveness of the Aged Care Quality
Assessment and accreditation framework for protecting residents from abuse and poor practices 2017 (VI) :
https://www.agedcarecrisis.com/images/pdf/sub41_ACC.pdf
7.
Regulation pages 20 to 81 (VII)
8.
Part 5: Finding a better way Page 85 to 95 (VIII)
9.
Appendix 1 : An approach to aged care and its regulation p96 to 102 (discourses) (IX)
10. Closing ranks and reaffirming the faith Appendix 5 pages 115 to117 (X)

11.

Submission toStanding Committee on Health, Aged Care and Sport: Inquiry into the Quality of Care in Residential Aged
Care Facilities in Australia 2018 (XI)
12
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

Introduction describing the context when the 1997 act was passed pages 2 to 4 . (XII)
Lack of data: pages 16-18 and 39-42 (XIII)
the regulatory system and staffing pages 20-37 (XIV)
failures in care page 19 and Appendix 1 pages 69-93 (XV)
Part 3 p57-62 and Appendix 4 p 103 to 105 (XVI)
About Discourses in aged care Appendix 6 pages 110-113 (XVII)
Understanding why we go wrong Appendix 7 pages 114-128 (XVIII)

Community managed aged care An analysis Attachment to Submission to Standing Committee on Health, Aged Care and
Sport (2018) (XIX)
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20.

Second Supplementary submission: Future of Australia’s aged care sector workforce - 28 Nov 2016 Senate Standing
Committees on Community Affairs (XX) http://bit.ly/2rEeSqM
(Note that the committee published but did not consider submissions made when the 45th parliament reconvened the inquiry
for its report. This submission which challenges current policy was therefore ignored in the final report. It was the only one
with this sort of data. The reason for this is not clear)
21.
22.
23.
24.

8.2
25.

Industry supplies incorrect staffing data pages 7 to 10(XXI)
USA staffing compared with Australia pages 11 to 22 (XXII) (this uses 2014 US data)
Staffing and failures related to ownership pages 23 to 27(XXIII)
Good and bad nursing homes pages 29 to 30 (XXIV)

Related web pages
Corporate Medicine web site (XXV) http://www.corpmedinfo.com
(Over 500 pages examining Health and Aged Care corporations in the USA and Australia in the 1990s and early 2000s –
extensively referenced)
26. Blackstone's attempted takeover of Japara Aged Care Oct 2011 (XXVI) http://bit.ly/2l0SXbb
27. Citigroup (2004) (XXVII) : http://bit.ly/2l1F4cL
(This page and those linked to it use Citigroup as a vehicle for exploring the massive Wall street scandals at the
beginning of the 21st century and the involvement of large financial corporations in supporting and advising the giant
health care corporations that defrauded and harmed citizens.)
28. Tricare (2006/7) (XXVIII) : http://bit.ly/2y0ScIz
29. Markets and the Aging Bonanza (XXIX) http://www.corpmedinfo.com/aged_aus_intro.html
(The 80 plus Australian aged care pages that link from it analyse and criticise what was happening in aged care between
1997 and about 2008. Many examples are given with quotes and references to hundreds of sources.)
30. Milstern Health Care(XXX) http://bit.ly/2AIa6wz (see section on Retirement villages)
31. PrimeLife 2006 (XXXI) http://bit.ly/2sXRRRh
32. Peter Smedley The new Doctor on the Block (XXXII) : http://bit.ly/2l3sSZe
Mayne Nickless The Smedley years June 2000 to Dec 2001: http://bit.ly/2sW8nRH
33. Mayne Crashes (XXXIII): http://bit.ly/2LDpLTa
34. The Hon Michael Wooldridge Speech to the Australian Medical Association May 1996 (XXXIV): http://bit.ly/2sLzJuA
Dr. Weedon welcomes Dr. Wooldridge: http://bit.ly/2sOajfG
35. Joseph Califano and the Market Revolution (XXXV) http://www.corpmedinfo.com/califano.html
36. Introduction to Sociopathy (XXXVI) http://www.corpmedinfo.com/sociopathy.html
Understanding the Corporatisation of Health Care: http://bit.ly/2sYFh4h
37. The Great Divide In Perceptions About The Corporate Marketplace (XXXVII)

http://bit.ly/2H0BMQ2

38. Sun Healthcare (XXXVIII) http://www.corpmedinfo.com/access_sun.html
39. The Not-for Profit Dilemma (XXXIX) http://www.corpmedinfo.com/notforprof.html
40. Illawong Retirement Equity Pty Ltd The Riverside Scandal (XL) http://www.corpmedinfo.com/nh_riverside.html
41. Saitta Pty Ltd and Neviskia Pty Ltd Kenilworth and Belvedere Park Nursing Homes(XLI)
http://www.corpmedinfo.com/nh_sialto_neviskia.html
42. Peninsula Care Pty Ltd (XLII) http://www.corpmedinfo.com/nh_peninsula.html
43. Correspondence about Aged Care 1998/99 (XLIII) http://www.corpmedinfo.com/agedcorresp_1999.html
(see Letter from Minister for Aged Care 2nd March 1999)
44. Objection Correspondence 2006 to the DCA Sale (XLIV) http://www.corpmedinfo.com/dca_obj2006.html
45. Objection Correspondence 2007 to the DCA Sale (XLV) http://www.corpmedinfo.com/dca_obj2007.html
46. The Health Care Marketplace in the USA (XLVI) http://www.corpmedinfo.com/corporate_overview.html
Columbia/HCA http://www.corpmedinfo.com/access_columbia_hca.html
Tenet Healthcare http://www.corpmedinfo.com/entry_to_Tenet.html
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Endnotes

47.

Aged Care Crisis website (XLVII) https://www.agedcarecrisis.com/
48. Publications and submissions(XLVIII) https://www.agedcarecrisis.com/publications
49. International aged care (XLIX) : http://bit.ly/2sOmfy0
50. Aged Care Report Card (L) : http://bit.ly/2rqai25
51. Further reading(LI): http://bit.ly/2FmANwm
(links to large number of health and aged care articles)
52. Posting on Aged Care Forums (now closed) operated by Aged Care Crisis 3 Mar 2012 (LII)
53. Part 2: A big change to aged care (2015) (LIII) https://www.agedcarecrisis.com/solving- aged-care/part-2
Politics is broken 2015/16 Aged Care Crisis http://bit.ly/2t8eZfI

54.

Inside Aged Care website (LIV) https://www.insideagedcare.com/
(In depth analysis of the aged care system focusing on developments relevant to and in Australia - references and links)
55.
56.

57.

58.
59.
60.

61.
62.

63.

64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

Culturopathy: A for-profit example (LV) http://bit.ly/2hPFWT2
(A striking example from health care followed by an exploration of the psychological, social and philosophical ideas and
theories that explain it.)
Failed markets and culturopathy(LVI) http://bit.ly/2ryheHr
(Describes the extent of the problem with historical examples in trucking in Australia and on Wall Street and global
banking – then more recently Australian banks, financial advice, international students by 7-Eleven franchising, 417 visa
holders, foreign food industry workers, 457 visa holders, loan sharks exploiting the poor, truck drivers, Medibank and
finally the health system in the USA)
Contracting government services to the market(LVII) http://bit.ly/2byL9Id
(Describes culturopathy in the Job Services scandal and the massive problem that developed in vocational training
when these vulnerable government services were contracted to the corporate marketplace. Many were harmed and
government was defrauded)
19 years of care (and linked pages (LVIII)) http://bit.ly/2HCaJus
(These pages explore some of the available information about failures in the aged care system over the years. Many
quotes references and links.)
Private Equity (LIX) http://bit.ly/2l4AcDU
(An examination of the devastating impact of private equity on aged care in the UK and of recent private equity
ownership in Australia)
Re-interpretation using Foucault (LX) http://bit.ly/2qeluuX
(A re-examination of the corporate medicine web site in order to more concisely describe the way infectious patterns of
thought spread by using Foucault’s concept of discourses. It shows how these spread through politics, financiers, and
into the broader marketplace including health and aged care in the USA and then into politics and aged care in Australia
in 1997.)
Consequences of marketplace thinking (LXI) http://bit.ly/2abLnGz
(the first two sections of this web page examines the way the market abandoned social responsibility in the USA and
then in Australia in order to exploit loopholes in the funding system.)
Nurses under pressure (LXII) http://bit.ly/2DdNrdy
(This web page examines and summarises papers that explore the impact of neoliberal discourse and management in
health and aged care on nurses. It has a section summarising papers that study ‘missed care’ in hospitals and nursing
homes.)
Dilemma for not-for-profits (LXIII) http://bit.ly/2F9UM25
Views among not-for-profits http://bit.ly/2LC5zkv
(The first page explores the situation in which nonprofits find themselves and their response to this. The second
examines the conflicts and issues that arose when pressure was put on nonprofits and their organization ACSA to
merge into a single organization with for-profit providers – LASA)
Aged Care failures (LXIV) http://bit.ly/2Mj9lAu
Analysing in greater depth(LXV) http://bit.ly/2Mdz50S
The Nature of Care (LXVI) http://bit.ly/2ASdXtZ
Aged Care Roadmap (LXVII) http://bit.ly/2aaYtUc
The Aged Care Marketplace - Introduction (LXVIII) http://bit.ly/2l3zrLm
Market processes in simple terms(LXIX) http://bit.ly/2cHH8FH
Speak out if you dare(LXX) https://www.insideagedcare.com/introduction/speak-out-if-you-dare
Widely contrasting views(LXXI) https://www.insideagedcare.com/aged-care-analysis/widely-contrasting-views
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